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Abstract

Certain quantum many-body physics problems, such as the transverse field Ising

model are intractable on a classical computer, meaning that as the number of particles

grows, or spins, the amount of memory and computational time required to solve the

problem exactly increases faster than a polynomial behavior. However, quantum simu-

lators are being developed to efficiently solve quantum problems that are intractable

via conventional computing. Some of the most successful quantum simulators are

based on ion traps. Their success depends on the ability to achieve long coherence

time, precise spin control, and high fidelity in state preparation.

In this work, I present calculations that characterizes the oblate Paul trap that

creates two-dimensional Coulomb crystals in a triangular lattice and phonon modes.

We also calculate the spin-spin Ising-like interaction that can be generated in the

oblate Paul trap using the same techinques as the linear radiofrequency Paul trap. In

addition, I discuss two possible challenges that arise in the Penning trap: the effects of

defects ( namely when Be+ → BeH+) and the creation of a more uniform spin-spin

Ising-like interaction. We show that most properties are not significantly influenced

by the appearance of defects, and that by adding two potentials to the Penning trap

a more uniform spin-spin Ising-like interaction can be achieved.

Next, I discuss techniques tfor preparing the ground state of the Ising-like Hamil-

tonian. In particular, we explore the use of the bang-bang protocol to prepare the

ground state and compare optimized results to conventional adiabatic ramps ( the
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exponential and locally adiabatic ramp ). The bang-bang optimization in general out-

performs the exponential; however the locally adiabatic ramp consistently is somewhat

better. However, compared to the locally adiabatic ramp, the bang-bang optimiza-

tion is simpler to implement, and it has the advantage of providingrovide a simple

procedure for estimating the ground-state probability.

Finally, I discuss techniques for exploring the coherent dynamics of the many-body

system. Since diabatic excitations occur in experimental implementation of adiabatic

state preparation one can ask whether these states resemble thermal distributions. In

addition we can use these excitations to calculate the energy spectra of the transverse

field Ising model. Finally we investigate a procedure that can be used to study both

the short-time and long-time behavior of the system. The former directly relates to

bounds for the transport of many-body correlations, while the latter rlates to the

excitation spectra of the Hamiltonian.

Index words: Quantum computing, Transverse-field Ising model, Adiabatic
state preparation, Diabatic excitation, Thermal distribution
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Predicting the ground state of a complex many-body quantum system becomes an

intractable problem when its size becomes too large to store its complete Hilbert

space basis in a classical computer. The constraints on the system’s size become even

more severe if one is interested in the (nonequilibrium) quantum dynamics of the

system. Feynman proposed the use of a quantum-mechanical computer to efficiently

solve these types of problems [28] because each of the components in a quantum

computer can be manipulated to resemble a particle in the quantum system. Since

each component now represents a particle in the system, the number of components

in the quantum computer is equal to the number of particles in the quantum system.

More importantly, the components of the quantum computer are inherently quantum

objects, such that their ( nonequilibrium ) quantum dynamics can be manipulated

to achieve behavior similar to the complex many-body ( nonequilibrium ) quantum

dynamics of the system. A quantum computer is built by using the quantum states of

an atom, which in the case when two hyperfine states of the atom are used, we denote

| ↑〉 or | ↓〉. This system is called a qbit. The information is stored similarly on both

the classical and the quantum-mechanical computers. The information is stored in a

binary format where for example an uncharged capacitor or a spin in the | ↓〉 state

would represent a 0 bit. The 1 bit would can be represented by a charged capacitor for

example or a spin being in the | ↑〉 state. However, the advantage that the quantum

computer has over a classical computer is that in a classical computer a capacitor can

1



only be charged or uncharged, but a spin’s quantum state can be in a mixed state

of c1| ↑〉 + c2| ↓〉, where c1, c2 are complex and when the mixed state is normalized

|c1|2 + |c2|2 = 1 [51]. The number of combinations of mixed states increases as 2N for

N qbits and therefore a huge amount of information can be stored with just a small

number of qbits.

On a classical computer, the Monte Carlo method has been used to approximate

the properties of many quantum models, but a quantum simulator can more efficiently

compute those properties. The computation of a quantum simulator is simple – start

in an initial state at time t = 0 with the dynamics governed by the Hamiltonian of

interest, let it run for some time t, and then read off the results [42]. A simulation

on a classical machine using the Monte Carlo methods of an N particle system needs

2N bits of memory, so the amount of memory needed for a simulation of 350 particles

is over a googolbit, which is more than the approximate number of atoms in the

observed universe. However, on a quantum simulator, a qbit can be manipulated to

represent a particle of the system, and as the number of particles of a system of

interest increases, the quantum simulator increases by the same amount (i.e. linearly,

since the number of qbits is equal to the number of particles). Hence only 350 qbits

are needed to simulate 350 particles [51]. This manipulation of the qbits to imitate the

system of interest also provides an efficiency in comparison to Monte Carlo methods.

One of the simplest ways qbits are used to imitate the dynamics of a quantum model

is by using a tunable external field as the control parameter for the experiment.

Trapping ions has been a successful platform to realize Feynman’s proposal of a

quantum simulator. We differentiate between computer and simulator here due to

the fact that trapped ions can only simulate a specific quantum model for a given

experiment. The success of these trapped-ion quantum simulators stems from the long

time the ion stays in a quantum state of the two hyperfine states ( or coherence time),
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precise spin-state quantum control and high accuracy of state preparation (fidelity) –

such as initializing a state with all spins down. These successes have been observed in

radio-frequency (RF) linear Paul traps, which have successfully performed quantum

simulations with as many as 18 ions in a one-dimensional linear crystal [69], and the

Penning trap, which employs a two-dimensional crystal in a single-plane to trap ∼300

spins [15].

The Penning and RF linear Paul traps trap ions in free space by using a static

electric field and an additional field. The additional field is necessary in both trapping

techniques because Maxwell’s equations forbid the possibility to use a static electric

field to trap charged particles in free space through Earnshaw’s theorem. A static

electric field can create a saddle-point, which confines the charged particles in some

directions and deconfines them in the other directions. A static electric field that

provides a saddle-point is

E(x̃1, x̃2, x̃3) = A(x̃1ê1 + x̃2ê2 − 2x̃3ê3), (1.1)

where A is a constant and êi are the perpendicular unit vectors with i = 1, 2, 3. In

the Penning trap, one applies a strong uniform magnetic field, such that the charged

particles are confined to a circular orbit via the Lorentz force, qv × B/c, creating a

rotating ionic crystal. The RF linear Paul trap applies a time-varying voltage to its

electrodes, which produce a saddle potential that oscillates sinusoidally as a function

of time. The ions will encounter a force that pushes the ions towards the center of the

potential ( or null ) of the trap in one direction, then soon after in the same direction

the ion will be pushed away from the null. This rapid change of sign allows for certain

ions to be trapped, depending on charge to mass ratios. It should be noted that in

experimental applications of linear RF Paul trap, the sign change may be too slow

and one can observe the ions move about their equilibrium positions. This is known
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as micromotion and can be a source of error. In chapter 2, we give a brief review of

the linear RF Paul trap, where the trapped ions crystallize in a linear line. In chapter

3, we do an in depth study of an RF Paul trap that can trap ions in a 2 dimensional

plane.

Using either a linear ( or 2 dimensional ) Paul trap or the Penning trap, it has been

demonstrated that a spin-dependent optical dipole force can be applied to the crystal

of ions to realize a tunable Ising-type spin-spin coupling [40]. The Ising-type spin-spin

coupling behaves similar to the situation when two bar magnets are brought close to

each other. When two bar magnets are placed near each other they have an interaction

that attracts the north and south poles together. Similarly, the direction of an ion’s

spin depends on the other ions’ spins, but in quantum mechanics, the interaction can

attract opposite poles together or the same poles together. When the spins prefer to

align antiparallel to each other, this is antiferromagnetism, and when the spins favor a

parallel allignment, it is ferromagnetism. When the Ising spin-spin interaction is taken

alone, the system can display a frustrated state with antiferromagnetic interactions.

An example of a frustrated state occurs when two spins are antiparallel but a third

spin cannot be placed near the two spins in a state that satisfies the other spins on a

triangle, as shown in figure 1.1.

Two challenges that occur in the Penning trap that can affect the tunable Ising-

type spin-spin interaction is the appearance of defects and the non-uniformity of the

lattice. In chapter 4, we calculate the effects of deffects in the Penning trap. We

specifically study when the Beryllium ( Be+ ) ions become Beryllium hydroxide (

BeH+). Finally in chapter 5 we explore if adding new potentials to the Penning

trap produces a more uniform lattice, and more importantly whether the Ising-type

spin-spin coupling becomes more uniform between adjacent spins.
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Figure 1.1: A simple example of a frustrated state occurs with three spins where the
interaction between the spins are antiferromagnetic and equal in strength. One cannot
tell what the third spin should be - up or down are equally possible.

The tunable Ising-type spin-spin interactions become the proving ground of

Feynman’s proposal once a transverse magnetic field is applied in the perpendicular

direction with respect to the Ising-type spin-spin interaction, which can be used to

simulate the transverse field Ising model. This is due to the transverse field Ising

model having a term with local and external field interactions that are coupled

together; additionally the external field can be time-dependent. To prove that the

trapped-ions are simulating the transverse field Ising model, and more importantly

that the non-equilibrium dynamics are evolving in time correctly, a spectroscopy

protocol has been proposed. In chapter 6, we propose a spectroscopy protocol that

reveals the structure of the coherent dynamics of the resulting many-body states.
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One of the goals in quantum simulations is to produce the frustrated ( ground )

state as described above and in figure 1.1. The ground state of the Ising model can

be prepared via adiabatic state preparation. The adiabatic state preparation begins

in the ground state of the transverse-field Ising model with all of the spins oriented

along the transverse magnetic field axis ( in a large initial magnetic field ). Then

ramping the transverse magnetic field from the initially large magnitude down to

zero, once the transverse magnetic field is zero the Hamiltonian is the Ising model. If

the transverse magnetic field is ramped down slow enough the state will remain in the

ground state throughout the time evolution. However it became clear that when the

system size increased, the time needed to produce the ground state far exceeded the

experimental time. In chapter 7, we propose a different ramping protocol to produce

the ground state, which is known as the bang-bang optimization protocol. We then

compare our results to other ( optimized ) transverse magnetic field ramps. We also

provide a novel method to estimate the ground-state probability, which is explored

in depth in chapter 8.

When the transverse magnetic field is ramped too quickly during the adiabatic

state preparation, diabatic excitations occur and the state is a mixture of the ground

state and higher energy states. One question that can be asked is: What is this state,

namely how closely does the eigenstate population resemble those of a thermal distri-

bution? In chapter 9, we examine this question and compare the results of common

measurements between the state produced by diabatic excitations and a thermal dis-

tribution.

Finally in chapter 10, we investigate a variant on Ramsey interferometry for cou-

pled spins that directly measures the retarded spin-spin Green’s function. Ramsey

interferometry is used to investigate both the short-time behavior and the long-time

behavior. The short-time behavior directly relates to bounds for the transport of
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many-body correlations, while the long-time behavior relates to the excitation spectra

of the Hamiltonian.
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Chapter 2

Linear radiofrequency Paul trap

In this chapter, we study the RF linear Paul trap. This study of the RF linear Paul

trap can be applied to traps used by Prof. Monroe’s group at the Joint Institute of

Quantum of NIST and the University of Maryland. The specific architecture of the

linear Paul trap is a three-layer trap, with RF voltages being applied on the middle

electrode and DC voltages being applied on the outer electrodes; a schematic of th

Monroe group’s trap is shown in Fig. 2.1. The RF voltages of the middle electrode

produce a node along the center of the trap along the ê3 direction. The DC voltages

confine in the ê1 − ê2 plane. By configuring the RF voltages and the DC voltages,

the ions self-assemble into a chain along the node of the trap or the so-called RF

null. The ions that are trapped in this RF linear Paul trap are 171Y b+ ions with mass

m = 171u, where u is the atomic mass unit, and the charge is q = e.

The potential energy of the RF linear Paul trap can be approximated by a har-

monic pseudopotential when the ions remain close to the RF null. In addition to the

harmonic potential, the total potential energy will include the Coulomb repulsion

between the N ions. The total potential energy can be written as

Ṽ =
1

2
m

N∑
n=1

3∑
i=1

ω2
i x̃

2
ni +

N∑
m,n=1
m>n

kee
2

r̃nm
, (2.1)

where ke = 1/4πεo, x̃ni is the ith component of the n th ion’s location, and r̃nm is

the distance between the nth and mth ion, r̃nm =
[∑3

i=1(x̃ni − x̃mi)2
] 1

2 . It is useful to
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of an RF linear Paul trap used by Prof. Monroe’s group at
the Joint Institute of Quantum of NIST and the University of Maryland. The trap is
comprised of three layers depicted here and extends into the ê3 direction. DC voltage
is applied to the two outer electrodes to confine the ions in the ê1 − ê2 plane. An RF
voltage is applied to the middle electrode to produce a node along ê3 direction. The
red circle represents this node, which is where we expect the ions to crystallize.

define a characteristic length l0, which satisfies l30 = kee2

mω2
3
, and such that the dimen-

sionless ion positions are xni = x̃ni/l0. The characteristic frequency will be ω3, and

the dimensionless frequencies are βi = ωi
ω3
. The dimensionless total potential energy

becomes

V =
Ṽ

kee2/l0
=

1

2

N∑
n=1

3∑
i=1

β2
i x

2
ni +

N∑
m,n=1
m>n

1

rnm
. (2.2)

The equilibrium positions are obtained by minimizing the dimensionless total

potential energy. This minimization is numerically calculated via a MATLAB rou-

tine that employs the gradient of the dimensionless total potential energy. Since the

gradient of the total potential energy with respect to the position of each ion is the

force on each ion, the equilibrium positions are obtained when the gradient is zero,

~∇V |equilib. = 0. To simplify our calculations of the gradient of Eq. (2.2), we restrict

the equilibrium positions to have xn1 = xn2 = 0. The simplified gradient of Eq. (2.2)

is

~∇V =
N∑
n=1

ên3

β2
3xn3 +

N∑
m=1
m6=n

xn3 − xm3

r3
mn

 . (2.3)
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Once we have the equilibrium positions xn3, n = 1, . . . , N , we calculate the

normal modes and frequencies. The normal modes and frequencies are calculated

by expanding the total potential energy about the equilibrium position up to the

quadratic term

V = V (0) +
N∑
n=1

3∑
i=1

qni
∂

∂xni
V |eq +

1

2

N∑
n=1
m=1

3∑
i=1
j=1

qmiqnj
∂2V

∂xmi∂xnj
|eq, (2.4)

where we define the dimensionless displacement from the equilibrium position of the

nth ion in the ith direction as qni. We immediately note that, since we are expanding

about the equilibrium positions, the first order term is zero. This leaves the zeroth

and quadratic term. We neglect the zeroth order term since it is just a constant. Using

the second-order term for the total potential energy, the Lagrangian becomes

L = T − V =
1

2ω2
3

N∑
n=1

3∑
i=1

q̇ni +
N∑

m,n=1
m 6=n

3∑
i=1

qmiqniK
i
mn, (2.5)

where Ki
mn is a collection of terms that represent elements of the effective spring

constant matrices. The Ki
mn are given by

(i = 1, 2) Ki
mn =


β2
i −

∑N
n′=1
n′ 6=m

1
r3
n′m

if m = n,

1
r3mn

if m 6= n,

(2.6)

K3
mn =


1−

∑N
n′=1
n′ 6=m

2
r3
n′m

if m = n,

−2
r3mn

if m 6= n,

(2.7)

where rn′m =
√

(xn′3 − xm3)2. After applying the Euler-Lagrange equation to

Eq. (2.5) and substituting the eigenvector solution qim = Re(bαmie
iωiαt), we are

left to solve the standard eigenvalue equation

−bαmi
(
ωiα
ω3

)2

+
N∑

m,n=1
m6=n

Ki
mnb

α
ni = 0. (2.8)
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Notice that calculating the normal modes in all 3 directions will produce 3N normal

modes. It turns out the ωCOM – where COM is the acronym for center of mass –

is when all the ions are moving in the same direction and is the highest frequency

in comparison to all other modes in the ê1 direction. The ωCOM is important when

inducing the Ising-like interaction in the linear Paul trap.

In this section, we will outline the derivation of the Ising-like interaction, Jmn.

The two qbit states that we choose from the energy structure of 171Y b+ ion are the

two hyperfine clock states |0〉 = 2S1/2|F = 0,mF = 0〉 and |1〉 = 2S1/2|F = 1,mF =

0〉, where F and mF are the quantum numbers associated with the total angular

momentum of the atom and angular momentum along the z-direction ( taking into

account the spin of the nucleus ). These two states are chosen because they are

relatively insensitive to external magnetic-field. The Ising-like interaction arises from

applying a spin-dependent force via three lasers: the lasers drive a transition between

the qbit states ( either |0〉 to |1〉 or |1〉 to |0〉 ) through the intermediate state ∆, as

depicted in Fig. 2.2. Two of the lasers ( red and blue lines in Fig. 2.2 ) are detuned

±µ from the |1〉 state, such that the three lasers produce two beat notes ω0±µ, where

ω0 is the frequency separation between the two hyperfine clock states. To understand

the result of the three lasers, we initialize an ion in the |0〉 state. The ion can be

excited to the ∆ state and can be de-excited by one of the two lasers ( red or blue

lines ). For example if the de-excitation is caused by the laser detuned below |1〉 state

by µ then the ion will need extra energy to excite to the |1〉, or conversely if the

de-excitation was caused by the other laser ( red ) then the ion has extra energy. The

extra energy needed to excite the ion to the |1〉 state can come from the motion of ion,

such that kinetic energy will decrease, or in the other possibility the extra energy can

be released in the form of kinetic energy. However, since the ion is not isolated but

in a system of N ions, the decrease of kinetic energy is actually the destruction of a
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Figure 2.2: Diagram of the electronic energy levels of 171Y b+ and the three lasers
that produce the spin-dependent force are shown as blue, red, and green lines. The
transition between 2S1/2 and 2P1/2 is approximately at 369 nm. The ω0/2π = 12.6
GHz is the hyperfine splitting between the two states. And 2µ is the difference of two
of the lasers.
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phonon mode and conversely the extra energy creates a phonon. This example looks

like a spin flip. To be specific we flipped a “down" spin to an “up" spin (ie. σ+), and

created or destroyed a phonon. If we did the reverse with the ion starting in the |1〉

state, we would observe a σ− process along with creation or destruction of a phonon.

Combining both processes, the three lasers produce a σxn-like object that can either

create or destroy phonons, where σrn is the Pauli spin matrix ( with eigenvalues ±1)

where r = x, y, or z refer to the spatial directions and n is the index of a spin. The

σrn satisfy the following commutation relation[
σrn, σ

r′

m

]
= i2εrr′r”σ

r”
n δnm, (2.9)

where εrr′r” is the antisymmetric tensor. The ion oscillates between the |1〉 and |0〉

states which is known as Rabi flopping with a frequency of Ωn for the nth ion. Usually

in experiments the three lasers are only in a single direction (we choose the ê1 direction

as shown in Fig. 2.1), which will simplify our derivation, and µ is tuned to the blue

of the ωCOM .

We start by quantizing the normal mode, or phonon, by introducing the creation

(destruction) operator aα1 ( a†α1) for the αth normal mode for the ith direction. The

creation and destruction operator satisfy the following commutation relation[
a†α1aα1, a

†
α′1

]
= a†α1δαα′[

a†α1aα1, aα′1

]
= −aα1δαα′ . (2.10)

The quantized Hamiltonian is given by

Ĥphonon =
N∑
α=1

~ω1
α

(
a†α1aα1 +

1

2

)
, (2.11)

where ~ is Plank’s constant. Next we calculate the Hamiltonian of the laser-ion inter-

action. The ion will couple to the spatial profile of the laser, which is given by

δRn =
N∑
α=1

bαn1

√
~

2mω1
α

(
a†α1 + aα1

)
, (2.12)
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where the creation and destruction phonon operators are due to the process described

above ( and in Fig. 2.2). We focus on a single spin flip in Fig. 2.2, where two lasers are

involved: one laser that couples the ∆ state to |0〉 state (the green line in Fig. 2.2)and

the other laser couples the ∆ state to the |1〉 (the red or blue line in Fig. 2.2). The

two lasers have different frequencies, ∆ω and wavevectors, δk in the ê1-direction. The

Hamiltonian of a laser-ion interaction for the nth ion is given by

Ĥlaser−ion(t) = ~Ωnσ
x
n

[
ei(δkδR−∆ωt+φ) +H.C.

]
+

~
2
ω0σ

z
n, (2.13)

where φ is the static phase difference between the two lasers. We rewrite Ĥlaser−ion(t)

into the interaction representation via ĤI
laser−ion(t) = exp[iĤot/~]Ĥlaser−ion exp[−iĤot/~],

where Ĥo = ~ω0σ
z
n/2. We also apply a rotating wave approximation that shifts all

the frequencies by ω0, such that δω = ∆ω − ωo, which finally gives us

ĤRWA,I
laser−ion = ~Ωn

[
σ+
n e

i(δkδR−δωt+φ) +H.C.
]
. (2.14)

We calculate the Hamiltonian for both process, taking to account both the red and

blue line in Fig. 2.2, and add the resulting Hamiltonians together. A simplification

occurs when we limit our calculations to the Lamb-Dicke limit, δkδR � 1, which

gives

Ĥlaser−ion = −
N∑
n

~Ωn (δkδRn)σxn sinµt, (2.15)

where sinµt is the oscillation from the detuning. The Hamiltonian is Ĥ(t) = Ĥphonon+

Ĥlaser−ion(t).

To solve for the time-dependent dynamics of the Hamiltonian, we calculate the

evolution operator, which satisfies

i
∂

∂t
Û(t, 0) = Ĥ(t)Û(t, 0) (2.16)

and Û(0, 0) = 1. The Hamiltonian does not commute with itself at different times due

to Eq. 2.10 and the evolution operator must be calculated as a time-ordered product.
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The calculation of the time evolution operator is performed by rewriting the time

evolution operator in the interaction picture with respect to the time-independent

part of the full Hamiltonian. In the interaction picture the time evolution operator is

Û(t, 0) = e−
i
~HotTte

− i
~
∫ t
0 dt′V̂I(t′), (2.17)

where V̂I(t) = exp[iĤot/~]V̂ (t) exp[−iĤot/~]. The time-independent term of the full

Hamiltonian is Ĥo = Ĥphonon and we define V̂ (t) = Ĥlaser−ion(t). The laser-ion inter-

action does not commute with phonon Hamiltonian because of Eq. 2.10. We replace

the creation and destruction phonon operators with their interaction picture values,

which are:

e
i
~ Ĥphononta†α1e

− i
~ Ĥphonont = eiω

1
αta†α1

e
i
~ Ĥphonontaα1e

− i
~ Ĥphonont = e−iω

1
αtaα1. (2.18)

We plug in the interaction representation of the creation and destruction phonon

operators into V̂I(t) which gives

V̂I(t) = −
N∑
n=1

N∑
α=1

~Ωn

(
δkbαn1

√
~

2mω1
α

(
eiω

1
αta†α1 + e−iω

1
αtaα1

))
σ(1)
n sinµt. (2.19)

We finally add a uniform transverse magnetic field ( that can be time-dependent ) as

our control parameter for the quantum simulations, defined as

ĤB(t) =
N∑
n=1

B(t)σyn. (2.20)

Normally we should have a constant term of ge~/2 ( where ge is the g-factor ). However,

when the transverse magnetic field is produced in the experiment the constant terms

are removed. The ĤB(t) commutes with Ĥphonon, [ĤB(t), Ĥphonon] = 0. The ĤB(t) in

the interaction representation remains unchanged. Finally the complete time evolution

operator is

Û(t, 0) = e−iĤphonontTte
− i

~
∫ t
0(V̂I(t′)+ĤB(t′))dt′ . (2.21)
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We further factorize the time evolution operator and want the form of the time

evolution operator to be

Û(t, 0) = e−iĤphononte−
i
~
∫ t
0 V̂I(t′)dt′Ûspin(t, 0)Ûent(t, 0). (2.22)

This is accomplished by noting that[[∫ t

0

V̂I(t
′)dt′, V̂I(t

′′)

]
, V̂I(t

′′′)

]
= 0. (2.23)

Unfortunately
∫ t

0
V̂I(t

′)dt′ will not commute with the ĤB(t) due to Eq. 2.9. However,

if we assume that
∫ t

0
B(t′)dt′ � 1 then any commutators with ĤB(t) are small and can

be neglected. The Ûent(t, 0) is the entanglement evolution operator and it is a quite

complicated object. The Ûent(t, 0) couples the phonons to the spins in all directions,

but the net weight of all of the terms in the exponential is governed by the integral

of B(t). So if we assume
∫ t

0
B(t′)dt′ � 1, then Ûent(t, 0) ≈ 1. Interestingly even when

that assumption does not hold, the Ûent(t, 0) ≈ 1 resembles the experimental data

better but only when the detuning is blue to the ωCOM . Finally, one finds that the

Ûspin(t, 0) is

Ûspin(t) = Tte
− i

~
∫ t
0 dt′(

∑N
m,n=1 Jnm(t)σxnσ

x
m+

∑N
n=1B(t)σyn). (2.24)

The Ûspin(t, 0) behaves similarly to the transverse magnetic field Ising model, however

the Ising-like interaction is

Jnm(t) =
~2δk2

4m

N∑
α=1

ΩnΩmb
α
nb
α
m

1

µ2 − ω2
α

[
1− cos 2µt+ 2

µ

ωα
sinωαt sinµt

]
. (2.25)

When the detuning is blue to the ωCOM , the constant term of the time-dependent

Jnm best approximates the experimentally observed spin-spin Ising-type interaction.

Additionally the Jnm can be approximately fit with a power law with respect to the

interparticle distance, i.e., Jnm ∝ r−αnm, where α is the fitting parameter. Depending

on the asymmetry of the trap, β1 = ω1/ω3, and the detuning parameters, the α can
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be tuned in the interval [0, 3]. If α = 0, this is the all-to-all connection where all of the

spins are interacting with each other equally, while α = 3 represents a dipole-dipole

interaction, which depends on the inverse cube of the distance between the spins.
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Chapter 3

Creation of two-dimensional Coulomb crystal of ions in oblate Paul

traps for quantum simulations

This chapter has been published as a standalone article titled “Creation of two-

dimensional Coulomb crystal of ions in oblate Paul traps for quantum simulations" in

the European Physics Journal and is part of the thematic series: quantum simulations.

It is desirable to be able to use the demonstrated power of the linear Paul trap

systems to extend access to the 2D physics that is native to the Penning trap systems.

However, extension of this technology to higher dimensions is hampered by the fact

that most ions in 2D and 3D Coulomb crystals no longer sit on the RF null. This

leads to significant micromotion at the RF frequency and can couple to the control

lasers through Doppler shifts if the micromotion is not perpendicular to the laser-

illumination direction, leading to heating and the congestion of the spectrum by

micromotion sidebands. However, the micromotion may not cause as many problems

as previously thought. It has recently been shown that a robust quantum gate can be

implemented even in the presence of large micromotion [73].

In an effort to utilize the desirable features of the Paul trap system to study the

2D physics, arrays of linear Paul traps have been pursued [18, 19, 46, 68, 74, 76]. It has

also been shown that effective higher-dimensional models may be programmed into a

simulator with a linear crystal if sufficient control of the laser fields can be achieved

[45]. We study an alternative approach to applying Paul traps to the simulation of

frustrated 2D spin lattices. We consider a Paul trap with axial symmetry that forms
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an oblate potential, squeezing the ions into a 2D crystal. The micromotion in this

case is purely radial due to symmetry, and lasers that propagate perpendicular to the

crystal plane will therefore not be sensitive to Doppler shifts from micromotion. We

study the parameter space of a particular model trap geometry to find the crystal

structures, normal modes, and programmable spin-spin interactions for 2D triangular

crystals in this trap. We find a wide parameter space for making such crystals,and an

Ising spin-spin interaction with widely-tunable range, suitable for studying dynamics

on triangular lattices with tens of ions and spin frustration.

The quantum simulator architecture we study here is based on a Paul trap with

an azimuthally symmetric trapping potential that has significantly stronger axial

confinement than radial confinement, which we call an “oblate Paul trap” since the

resulting effective potential resembles an oblate ellipsoid. As we show below, this can

create a Coulomb crystal of ions that is a (finite) two-dimensional triangular lattice.

The particular oblate Paul trap we study has DC “end cap" electrodes above and

below a central radio-frequency (RF) ring, as depicted in Fig. 3.1.

If the ions remain close to the nulls of the potential, then the micromotion of the

ions is small, and it is a good approximation to describe the system via a static pseu-

dopotential that approximates the trapping effect of the time-varying potential. We

use the numerical modeling software Comsol to simulate this effective pseudopotential

that arises from applying a time-varying voltage to the RF ring and additional DC

voltages on the other electrodes. The effective total potential energy, Ṽ (x̃1, x̃2, x̃3), of

an ion in the oblate Paul trap can be approximated by

Ṽ (x̃1, x̃2, x̃3) = ψ(x̃1, x̃2, x̃3) + qφ(x̃1, x̃2, x̃3), (3.1)

where ψ(x̃1, x̃2, x̃3) is the effective pseudopotential due to the RF fields and

φ(x̃1, x̃2, x̃3) is the additional potential due to the DC voltage applied on the top
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Figure 3.1: Top view of the proposed oblate Paul trap. The ions are trapped in the
through hole in the center, which is magnified in a three-dimensional image in panel b.
The diameter and height of the RF ring electrodes is 500µm and 140µm, respectively.
Radial optical access tunnels are visible in b and will contribute to the breaking of
rotational symmetry, but play no other role in this analysis. Electrodes 1 − 4 are
labeled in both panels and the RF ring is shown in panel b. The origin is defined to
be at the center of the trap. For our calculations, we hold all four electrodes on either
the top or bottom face at the same potential as the segmenting is for compensation
of stray fields in the experiment and plays no role in the ion crystal structure.
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and bottom electrodes and the RF ring. The resulting pseudopotential at a certain

point in space will depend upon the RF frequency, ΩRF , and the RF electric field

amplitude, Eo,RF (x̃1, x̃2, x̃3), at that point [22] and is given by

ψ(x̃1, x̃2, x̃3) =
q2

4mΩ2
RF

|Eo,RF (x̃1, x̃2, x̃3)|2, (3.2)

which depends on the charge, q, and the mass, m, of the particular ion being trapped.

After simulating the field using Comsol, we find that the electric field amplitude from

the RF field near the trap center can be approximated by

Eo,RF ≈ −
2Vo,RF
r2
o

(x̃1ê1 + x̃2ê2 − 2x̃3ê3), (3.3)

where Vo,RF is the amplitude of the RF voltage. Plugging this into Eq. (3.2) yields

ψ(x̃1, x̃2, x̃3) =
q2V 2

o,RF

mΩ2
RF r

4
o

(x̃2
1 + x̃2

2 + 4x̃2
3), (3.4)

where ro = 512 µm is a fitting parameter that is determined by grounding the top

and bottom electrodes and numerically modeling the square of the RF electric field

amplitude, as shown in Fig. 3.2. We calculate the DC electric field as having 3 con-

tributions: one from the voltage applied to the RF ring, φr(x̃1, x̃2, x̃3), one from the

voltage applied to the top electrodes, φt(x̃1, x̃2, x̃3) and one from the bottom elec-

trodes, φb(x̃1, x̃2, x̃3). The DC voltage on the RF ring, φr(x̃1, x̃2, x̃3), is given by

φr(x̃1, x̃2, x̃3) =
Vr
r2
o

(x̃2
1 + x̃2

2 − 2x̃2
3) (3.5)

where we can adjust Vr to achieve different configurations in the oblate Paul trap.

We numerically model the electrostatic potential due to the DC voltage applied

to the either the top or bottom electrodes, as shown in Fig. 3.3. We find that near

the trap center, the numerical results for the electrostatic potential produced by a

voltage of Vt,b the top or bottom electrodes is reasonably modeled by the polynomial

φt,b(x̃1, x̃2, x̃3) = Vt,b

(
x̃2

3

a2
+
x̃3

bt,b
− x̃2

1 + x̃2
2

c2
+ d

)
, (3.6)
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Figure 3.2: Numerical results for the pseudopotential produced by applying our antic-
ipated operating parameters of a 500V RF amplitude and a RF frequency of 35MHz,
and grounding the top and bottom electrodes. The oblate Paul trap’s edges are shown
as solid magenta lines. For our anticipated parameters the pseudopotential well depth
is 1.6eV. This numerical result is used to calculate ro = 512 µm. (a) The pseudopo-
tential is shown in the ê1 − ê3 plane. The dashed magenta line identifies the plane
of panel b. (b) The pseudopotential is shown in the ê1 − ê2 plane and the dashed
magenta line shows the plane of panel a.

with fitting parameters a = 524 µm, bt = 761 µm, bb = −761 µm, c = 704 µm,

d = 0.812. Due to the symmetry of the oblate Paul trap, the parameters satisfy

bb = −bt.

We can use the results from Eqs. (3.4-3.6) in Eq. (3.1) to yield the final effective

potential energy of an ion in this oblate Paul trap

Ṽ (x̃1, x̃2, x̃3) =
q2V 2

o,RF

mΩ2
RF r

4
o

(x̃2
1 + x̃2

2 + 4x̃2
3) + q

Vr
r2
o

(x̃2
1 + x̃2

2 − 2x̃2
3) (3.7)

+ qVt

(
x̃2

3

a2
+
x̃3

bt
− x̃2

1 + x̃2
2

c2
+ d

)
+ qVb

(
x̃2

3

a2
+
x̃3

bb
− x̃2

1 + x̃2
2

c2
+ d

)
.

Since the effective potential energy is just a function of x̃2
1 + x̃2

2, it is rotationally

symmetric around the ê3-axis and we would expect there to be a zero frequency
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Figure 3.3: Grounding the RF ring and applying 1V to the top electrodes, we plot the
numerical electric potential. The oblate Paul trap’s electrodes are shown as the solid
magenta lines. (a) In the ê1− ê3 plane the electrostatic potential due to the top elec-
trodes has a gradient along the ê3 direction. This gradient produces an electrostatic
force that confines the ions in the center of the trap. (The dashed magenta line shows
the plane of panel b.) (b) The electrostatic potential is shown in the ê1 − ê2 plane,
where the the dashed magenta line shows the plane of panel a. For the actual DC
voltage applied to the trap, we multiply the potential by actual voltage difference.
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rotational mode in the phonon eigenvectors. That mode can be lifted from zero by

breaking the symmetry, which can occur by adding additional fields that do not

respect the cylindrical symmetry, and probably occur naturally due to imperfections

in the trap, the optical access ports, stray fields, etc.

3.1 Equilibrium structure and normal modes

Using Eq. (3.7) (the calculated pseudopotential), we solve for the equilibrium struc-

ture of the crystal in the standard way. We first construct an initial trial configura-

tion for the ions and then minimize the total potential energy of the oblate Paul trap

(including the trap potential and the Coulomb repulsion between ions), as summarized

in Eq. (3.8); MatLab is used for the nonlinear minimization with a multidimensional

Newton’s method. We rewrite the total potential energy of the oblate Paul trap in a

conventional form (up to a constant) via

Ṽ (x̃1, x̃2, x̃3) =
1

2
m

[
2∑
i=1

(ω2
ψ,i + ω2

r,i − ω2
t,i − ω2

b,i)x̃
2
i + ω2

ψ,3x̃
2
3 − ω2

r,3x̃
2
3 (3.8)

+ ω2
t,3

(
x̃3 +

a2

2bt

)2

+ ω2
b,3

(
x̃3 +

a2

2bb

)2
]

+
1

2

N∑
m,n=1
m 6=n

kee
2

r̃nm
,

where ke = 1/4πεo. Here x̃in is the ith component of the nth ion’s location and

r̃nm =
√

(x̃1n − x̃1m)2 + (x̃2n − x̃2m)2 + (x̃3n − x̃3m)2. The frequencies in Eq. (3.8) are

defined via

ωψ,1 =

√
2qV0,RF

mΩRF r2
0

, ωψ,1 = ωψ,2 =
ωψ,3

2
(3.9)

ωr,1 =

√
2qVr
mr2

0

, ωr,1 = ωr,2 =
ωr,3√

2
(3.10)

ωt,1 =

√
2qVt
mc2

, ωt,1 = ωt,2 =
a

c
ωt,3. (3.11)
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We will express all distances in terms of a characteristic length, lo, which satisfies

l3o =
kee

2

mω2
ψ,3

(3.12)

and we will work with dimensionless coordinates x = x̃/lo when calculating the equi-

librium positions. Furthermore, we measure all frequencies relative to ωψ,3. The nor-

malized frequencies are

βi =
√

(ω2
ψ,i + ω2

r,i − ω2
t,i − ω2

b,i)/ωψ,3 (3.13)

for i = 1, 2, βr,3 = ωr,3/ωψ,3, βt,3 = ωt,3/ωψ,3, and βb,3 = ωb,3/ωψ,3. The dimensionless

total potential energy becomes

V =
Ṽ

kee2/lo
=

1

2

N∑
n=1

[
β2

1x
2
1n + β2

2x
2
2n + x2

3n − β2
r,3x

2
3n+ (3.14)

β2
t,3(x3n + xo,t)

2 + β2
b,3(x3n + xo,b)

2
]

+
1

2

N∑
m,n=1
m 6=n

1

rnm
, (3.15)

where we have defined xo,t = a2/(2lobt) and xo,b = a2/(2lobr).

To find the equilibrium positions, we use the gradient of the total potential

energy and numerically minimize the total potential energy using a multidimensional

Newton’s method. The gradient of Eq. (3.8) is

~∇V =
3∑
i=1

N∑
m=1

∂V

∂xim
êim =

N∑
m=1

[
2∑
i=1

êimβ
2
i xim + ê3m[x3m − β2

r,3x3m

+ β2
t,3(x3m + xo,t) + β2

b,3(x3m + xo,b)] +
N∑
n=1
n6=m

3∑
i=1

êim
xin − xim
r3
nm

]
. (3.16)

The force on ion m in the î direction will be −~∇V · ˆeim. We seek the solution in

which all ions lie in a plane parallel to the ê1 − ê2 plane, such that x3m = x3 for all

m ∈ [1, N ]. As a result of this condition, x3n = x3m, and there is no x3 contribution
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to the Coulomb potential term. The value of x3 is determined by setting the ê3m term

equal to zero in Eq. (3.16) and is given by the condition

x3 =
−β2

t,3xo,t − β2
b,3xo,b

1− β2
r,3 + β2

t,3 + β2
b,3

, (3.17)

Using x3, the ion equilibrium positions are numerically obtained when all 3N com-

ponents of the force on each ion are zero,which is given by ~∇V |equilib. = 0.

After the equilibrium positions {xin, n = 1, . . . , N, i = 1, 2, 3} are found, we

expand the total potential about the equilibrium positions up to quadratic order

V = V (0) +
3∑
i=1

N∑
m=1

qim
∂

∂xim
V |eq +

1

2

3∑
i,j=1

N∑
n=1
m=1

qimqjn
∂2V

∂xim∂xjn
|eq. (3.18)

The nonzero terms of the expansion are the zeroth order and the quadratic terms;

the first order term is zero because the equilibrium position is defined to be where

the gradient of the total potential is zero, however the zeroth term is also neglected

since it is a constant. We calculate the Lagrangian of the trapped ions using the

quadratic term of the Taylor expanded total potential, with qin being the dimension-

less displacement from the equilibrium position for the nth ion in the ith direction.

The expanded Lagrangian becomes

L =
1

2ω2
ψ,3

3∑
i=1

N∑
m=1

q̇2
im −

1

2

3∑
i,j=1

N∑
m,n=1

qimK
ij
mnqjn, (3.19)

where Kij
mn represents the elements of the effective spring constant matrices which

are given by

(i = 1, 2) Kii
mn =


β2
i −

∑N
n′=1
n′ 6=m

[
1

r3
n′m
− 3

(xin′−xim)2

r5
n′m

]
if m = n

1
r3mn
− 3 (xin−xim)2

r5mn
if m 6= n

(3.20)

K12
mn = K21

mn =


3
∑N

n′=1
n′ 6=m

(x1n′−x1m)(x2n′−x2m)

r5
n′m

if m = n

−3 (x1n−x1m)(x2n−x2m)

r5mn
if m 6= n

(3.21)
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K33
mn =


β2

3 −
∑N

n′=1
n′ 6=m

1
r3
n′m

if m = n

1
r3mn

if m 6= n

(3.22)

where β3 =
√

1− β2
r,3 + β2

t,3 + β2
b,3 and rmn =

√
(x1m − x1n)2 + (x2m − x2n)2 is the

planar interparticle distance between ions n and m. Note that motion in the 3-

direction (axial direction) is decoupled from motion in the ê1 − ê2 plane.

After applying the Euler-Lagrange equation to Eq. (3.19) and substituting the

eigenvector solution qim = Re(bαime
iωαt), we are left to solve the standard eigenvalue

equation

−bαim
(
ωα
ωψ,3

)2

+
3∑
j=1

N∑
n=1

Kij
mjb

α
jn = 0. (3.23)

There are two sets of normal modes: eigenvectors of the N ×N matrix K33 yield the

“axial” modes (those corresponding to motion perpendicular to the crystal plane) and

eigenvectors of the 2N × 2N matrix Kij, i, j ∈ [1, 2], yield the “planar” modes (those

corresponding to ion motion in the crystal plane).

3.2 Results

Now that we have constructed the formal structure to determine the equilibrium

positions, phonon eigenvectors, and phonon frequencies, and we have determined the

total pseudopotential of the trap, we are ready to solve these systems of equations to

determine the expected behavior of the trapped ions. We present several numerical

examples to illustrate the equilibrium structure, eigenvalues of the normal modes, and

the effective spin-spin interaction Jmn for the axial modes with a detuning of the spin-

dependent optical dipole force above the axial center-of-mass phonon frequency, ωCM .

We use an ytterbium ion with mass m = 171u, where u is the atomic mass unit, and a

positive charge q = e. For the frequency of the RF voltage, we use ΩRF = 2π×35MHz
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Figure 3.4: β1 and β3 are both real when the ion configuration is stable (shaded grey).
We use Eq. (3.13) to find a region where the ion configuration is stable. The white
regions are unstable.

and the amplitude of the potential applied to the RF ring is Vo,RF ≈ 500V. The

DC voltage applied to the RF ring and to the top and bottom electrodes will be

|VDC | ≤ 100V. We work in a region where the trapped ion configurations are stable.

The ion crystal is stable only when both β1 and β2 are real and nonzero, as defined in

Eq. (3.13) and this region is shown in Fig. 3.4, which depends on the voltages applied

to the RF ring and to the top and bottom electrodes. We work with ion crystals that

contain up to 20 ions.
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3.2.1 Equilibrium configurations

A single ion will sit in the center of the trap. As more ions are added, because the

ions repel each other, a “hard core” like structure will form, starting with rings of ions

until it becomes energetically more stable to have one ion in the center of the ring,

and then additional shells surrounding it, and so on. We find that as we increase the

number of ions, the single ring is stable for N = 3, 4, and 5. Increasing N further

creates more complex structures. We show the common equilibrium configurations

for N = 5, 10, 15, 20 with DC voltages of Vr = 46.3V and Vt = Vb = 50V, in Fig. 3.5.

As mentioned above, N = 5 is the last configuration that is comprised of a single ring

of ions, as depicted in Fig. 3.5(a). The N = 5 configuration is ideal to use in order to

study when periodic boundary conditions are applied to the linear chain, this is due

to the configuration being in a single ring. For configurations with N = 6 through

8, the additional ions are added to an outer ring. When N = 9 the additional ions

are added to the center. In Fig. 3.5(b), N = 10 is the first configuration that forms

a ring in the center, with three ions. The equilibrium configuration of N = 15 is the

maximum number to have two rings, as shown in Fig. 3.5(c). Ion configurations with

N > 15 have a single ion at the center, as an example of this, we show N = 20 in

Fig. 3.5(d). The common configurations for N > 5 are nearly formed from triangular

lattices (up to nearest neighbor) and this could be used to study frustration in the

effective spin models (except, of course, that due to the finite number of ions there

are many cases where the coordination number of an interior ion is not equal to 6, as

seen in Fig. 3.5). The shape of all of these clusters for small N agree with those found

in Ref. [8], except for N = 10, 12, and 14, which have small differences due to the

different potential that describes the oblate Paul trap from the potential used in [8].
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Figure 3.5: Equilbrium positions (blue dots) calculated for N = 5 (a), 10(b), 15(c),
20(d) with Vr = 46.3V and Vt = Vb = 50V. (a) N = 5 is the maximum number of
ions for a single ring. (b) N = 10 is the first instance where there is a second ring
in the center of the configuration. (c) Similar to panel (a), N = 15 is the maximum
number of ions to have two rings. (d) N = 20 is the maximum number ions expected
to operate within our trap, As previously noted, the additional ions when added to
the N = 15 equilibrium configuration occupy the outer rings instead of the center.

We next show the dependence of the equilibrium positions on the DC voltages

applied to the RF ring and independently applied to the top and bottom electrodes.

We fix N = 5. As each DC voltage is independently varied, the shape of the equilib-

rium configuration for N = 5 remains the same and only the distances between ions
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change, as shown in the four cases in Fig. 3.6. The equilibrium positions are robust to

when Vt 6= Vb as shown in Fig. 3.6(c), although this voltage setting will not be used

due to the effects of micromotion. The enhanced micromotion is due to the plane of

the trapped ions are no longer at the center of the trap but at some offset. This offset

of the plane will expose the ions to a stronger restoring force.

Figure 3.6: Equilibrium positions (blue dots) for N = 5 with various DC voltages
on the RF ring and independently applied to the top and bottom electrodes. The
equilibrium shape remains the same for the four cases shown: (a) Vr = 1V and
Vt = Vb = 0V, (b) Vr = 36.147V and Vt = Vb = 50V, (c) Vr = 52.225V, Vt = 100V,
and Vb = 50V and (d) Vr = 94.880V and Vt = Vb = 100V.
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3.2.2 Normal modes

After determining the equilibrium positions, we can find the spring constants and then

solve the eigenvalue problem to find the normal modes. Note that due to rotational

symmetry, there always is a zero frequency planar mode corresponding to the free

rotation of the crystal. In an actual experiment, however, we expect that the rotational

symmetry of the trap will be broken by stray fields, the radial optical access tunnels,

imperfections in the electrodes, etc., so that mode will be lifted from zero.

We show the eigenvalues of the normal modes for N = 5 in Fig. 3.7. In Fig. 3.7

for a given Vt, Vb, and Vr there are 5 axial phonon frequencies, however the axial

phonon frequencies has two pairs of degenerate modes. One degenerate pair are the

two orthogonal tilt modes and the other pair is the two orthogonal zig-zag modes.

Similarly there are 10 planar phonon frequencies, however there are 4 pairs that

are degenerate. The axial phonon frequencies decrease as the DC voltage on the

RF ring increases and the planar phonon frequencies decrease as the DC voltage on

the RF ring decreases. For the majority of the combinations of Vt and Vb the axial

phonon frequencies lie in a narrow band that is separated from the planar mode

frequencies, which also lie in a narrow band. As Vr increases the axial band broadens

and eventually overlaps the planar band, which is also broadening. This behavior of

the axial phonon frequencies and planar phonon frequencies occurs when Vt 6= Vb

as shown in Fig. 3.7(c), although this voltage setting will not be used due to the

micromotion which is larger in this case. When the axial band has an eigenvalue that

goes soft, the system is no longer stable within one plane (which is the equivalent of

the zig-zag transition in the linear Paul trap). When Vt = Vb = 0 the initial clustering

of the axial modes and planar modes is not present, as shown in Fig. 3.7(a).
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Figure 3.7: Eigenvalues of the normal modes as a function of Vr for N = 5. The axial
mode frequencies (blue circles) decrease and planar mode frequencies (red triangles)
increase as Vr increases, as shown in the the four cases illustrated: (a) Vt = Vb = 0V,
(b) Vt = Vb = 50V, (a)Vt = 100V and Vb = 50V and (d) Vt = Vb = 100V. For (b-d)
the eigenvalues of the normal modes also are closer together at low Vr and separate as
Vr increases. The axial frequencies have two degeneracies and the planar frequencies
have four degeneracies as discussed in the main text.

3.2.3 Ising spin-spin interaction

The ions in our trap have two hyperfine states that are separated by a frequency

ω0. Three laser beams with two beatnotes at frequencies ω0 ± µ will illuminate the

ions, selectively exciting phonon modes as described in [41]. In this case, we choose
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the laser beams to propagate along the ±ê3 direction, as defined in Fig. 3.1b, such

that the laser beams are insensitive to the micromotion which is entirely radial. The

phonon modes are excited in a spin-dependent way to generate effective spin-spin

interactions which can be described by the Ising spin coupling matrix, Jmn

H =
N∑
mn

Jmnσ
z
mσ

z
n, (3.24)

where σzi is the Pauli spin matrix of ion i in the ê3-direction and we have neglected

the time-dependent terms of the spin couplings Jmn. The explicit formula for Jmn

is [85]

Jm,n = J0

∑
α

b∗m,αbn,α

( µ
ωCM

)2 − ( ωm
ωCM

)2
, (3.25)

where the coefficient J0, depends on the carrier transition Rabi frequency (Ω), the

difference in wavevector between the laser beams (δk), the ion mass (m), and the

frequency of the center-of-mass mode, (ωCM), and is given by

J0 =
Ω2~(δk)2

2mω2
CM

.

We calculate the spin-spin coupling, using Eq. (3.25), for a small number of ions

inorder to neglect the micromotion and assume the ions are at their average position.

The micromotion will be approximately equal to the displacement of the ion from the

RF null times the Mathieu q-parameter [9]. The ions with the largest micromotion

will occur in the outermost “ring" of the crystal. For N ions and an average inter-ion

spacing s, the ions in the outermost ring are a distance s
√
N from the center, which

means that the amplitude of the micromotion is approximately qs
√
N , and the ratio

of this micromotion amplitude to the inter-ion spacing is therefore q
√
N .

It is expected that if one detunes, µ, to be larger than the center-of-mass mode

frequency, then one can generate long-range spin-spin couplings that vary as a power

law from 0 to 3, as they decay with distance [15, 60, 69]. Hence, we fit the spin-spin
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couplings to a power law in distance as a function of detuning in Fig. 3.8 for N = 10

and 20. Note that our system is still rather small, so there are likely to be finite size

effects that modify the simple power law behavior.

Figure 3.8: Spin-spin coupling versus distance for different detunings with DC voltages
of Vr = 94.9V and Vt = Vb = 100V and different number of ions (different panels;
a is N = 10 and b is N = 20) on a log-log plot. The colored lines are the fit to a
power-law behavior Jmn ∝ r−bmn. The detunings are µ = 1.001, 1.01, 1.1, 2, and 11 to
the blue of ωCM in units of ωCM .

3.3 Conclusion

In this work, we have studied 2D ion crystals in an oblate Paul trap for use in quantum

simulations. With this system, one can trap a modest number of ions in 2D planar

structures. We calculated the equilibrium positions and the phonon frequencies for

the proposed oblate Paul trap over its stable region. The equilibrium positions with

N ≤ 5 form a single ring configuration and once N > 5, the equilibrium configurations

have multiple rings that are nearly formed from triangular lattices. One can generate

an effective Ising Hamiltonian by driving axial modes with a spin-dependent optical
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dipole force. When detuning is to the blue of the axial center-of-mass mode, the spin-

spin coupling, Jmn, has an approximate power law that is within the expected range

of 0 to 3.
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Chapter 4

Effect of defects on phonons and the effective spin-spin

interactions of an ultracold Penning-trap quantum simulators

This chapter has been published as a standalone article titled “Effect of defects on

phonons and the effective spin-spin interactions of an ultracold Penning-trap quantum

simulators" in the Physics Review A journal.

Using a Penning trap, researchers at NIST in Boulder, CO have created systems

of ∼300 spins in a single-plane two-dimensional crystal and have demonstrated the

use of a spin-dependent optical dipole force to realize tunable Ising-type spin-spin

couplings, an important first step in the simulation of quantum magnetism in sys-

tems intractable by conventional computers [15, 66]. One complication to the NIST

experiment is the accumulation of impurities in the crystal during the experimental

procedure. Hydrogen molecules and water molecules in the background gas collide

with the Beryllium ions in the crystal and form a variety of impurities [83], the most

common being BeH+ ions or BeOH+ ions (H+ ions can also form as defects if the

electron impact ionization electrons have too high an energy or the system is at too

high a temperature, but when that happens the crystal is usually reloaded, so we

neglect them). In this article, we generalize previous work for the normal modes in

a Penning trap [81] to include these types of defects. In our numerical calculations,

we focus solely on the BeH+ defects (which are the most commonly seen defect),

although the generalization to other defects is a straightforward and simple task.

Because these defects are more massive than the Be+ ions, they are centrifugally
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driven to the boundary of the planar array. We determine how these defects affect

the eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors of the normal modes, and investigate how these

changes affect the spin-spin interactions when detuning the optical dipole force to the

blue of the axial center-of-mass mode.

4.1 Theoretical formulation for a Penning trap with defects

We consider a collection of ions formed as a two-dimensional crystal in a Penning trap

as shown in Fig. 4.1. Previous work [81] considered a homogeneous crystal of 9Be+

ions, constructing the Lagrangian for the system and transforming to a co-rotating

frame to remove the time dependence from the Lagrangian in order to treat the

problem as a static equilibrum problem. When allowing for the possibility of defects,

the only change to this formulation is to include an index for the mass degree of

freedom, allowing it to change from site to site. Thus, the Lagrangian in the rotating

frame for any collection of ions is (the superscript R denotes the rotating frame)

LR =
N∑
j=1

[
1

2
mj|ṙRj |2 −

eBeff [j, ω]

2
(ẋRj y

R
j − ẏRj xRj )− eφRj

]
(4.1)

whereN is the total number of ions, Beff [j, ω] = Bz−2ωmj/e is the effective magnetic

field in the rotating frame, ω > 0 is the angular rotation frequency of the crystal

(Ω = −ωẑ),mj is the mass of ion j, e is the positive unit charge, and rRj is the position

vector from the origin of the plane to the jth ion. We use both Cartesian coordinates

rRj = (xRj , y
R
j , z

R
j ) and cylindrical coordinates, where ρRj =

√
(xRj )2 + (yRj )2, in our

formulas. The effective potential satisfies

eφRj = eV0z
R
j

2
+

1

2
(eBzω −mjω

2 − eV0)ρRj
2

+eVW (xRj
2 − yRj

2
) +

kee
2

2

∑
ke 6=j

1

rRjk
(4.2)
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Figure 4.1: a
nd the cylindrical electrodes (with the radial quadratic potential

φC(r) = −V0
2

(x2 + y2), which tends to push the ions out radially).] Electrostatic
potentials provided by electrodes in a Penning trap have contributions from both
the end-cap electrodes [with the trapping potential φE(r) = V0z

2 that pushes the
atoms towards z = 0] and the cylindrical electrodes [with the radial quadratic
potential φC(r) = −V0

2
(x2 + y2), which tends to push the ions out radially]. In

addition, the repulsive Coulomb potential between the ions tends to destabilize the
system in the trap. A static magnetic field B = Bz ẑ(Bz > 0) is thus applied along

the axial direction to provide the radial confinement of the ions. To lock the
rotational angular frequency of the ions at a specific rotational speed, a

time-dependent clockwise quadrupole potential φW (t) = VW r
2 cos 2(θ + ωt) (ω > 0)

is applied to the ions through ring electrodes so that the steady state of the ions
(with a rigid body rotational speed ω) can be phase locked. Note that the rotating
quadrupole potential is well implemented by ring electrodes with just six sectors (as

employed in the NIST Penning traps [11, 15, 35]).
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with V0 the amplitude of the Penning trap electrodes, VW the amplitude of the rotating

wall potential, and rRjk = |rRj − rRk | the interparticle distance between ions j and k. In

this frame, the centrifugal force originates from the term −1
2
mω2ρRj

2 in the effective

potential energy eφRj . Details for how to derive this formula can be found from a

simple generalization of the derivation in Ref. [81].

4.1.1 Equilibrium structure and normal modes in the rotating frame

We solve for the equilibrium structure of the crystal in a standard way [7, 81, 86],

constructing initial “shell" configurations and minimizing the effective potential in the

rotating frame. We express all distances in terms of a characteristic length, denoted

`0, which satisfies

`0 = 3

√
2ke2

mBe+ω2
z

= 3

√
ke2

eV0

. (4.3)

However, for crystals with defects, we solve the problem in a three-step fashion: (i)

first we solve the pure case, with all masses equal, and then (ii) we replace the ion

located farthest from the center with a defect, re-solve for the stable equilibrium

positions starting from the current ion positions, and then (iii) iteratively continue

until the chosen number of total defects, Nd is reached. We choose this procedure

when the defect ions are heavier than the majority ions, since the centrifugal force

will push the heavier ions to the periphery of the crystal. (A simple generalization,

which places lighter ions in positions closest to the center of the trap would be used

for lighter defects like H+ ions if one wanted to study such a system.)

After solving for the equilibrium structure given by the equilibrium lattice site

positions {R0
j , j = 1 . . . , n}, we expand the Lagrangian about this configuration to

quadratic order with rRj = R0
j + δRj(t) (see Ref. [81] for details). The Lagrangian

governing the axial motion decouples from the Lagrangian of the planar motion,
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yielding

LAph =
1

2

N∑
j=1

mjδṘ
z
jδṘ

z
j −

1

2

N∑
j,k=1

Kzz
jk δR

z
jδR

z
k, (4.4)

in which the symmetric stiffness matrix Kzz is a real Hermitian matrix Kzz
jk = Kzz

kj

whose matrix elements are given by

Kzz
jk =


2eV0 −

N∑
l=1,l 6=j

kee
2

(R0
lj)

3
j = k,

kee
2

(R0
jk)

3
j 6= k,

(4.5)

where R0
jk = |R0

j−R0
k| is the distance between two ions in equilibrium (in the rotating

frame). Similarly, we derive the Lagrangian for the planar normal modes to be

LPph =
1

2

N∑
j=1

∑
α

mj( ˙δRα
j )2 − 1

2

N∑
j,k=1

∑
αβ

Kαβ
jk δR

α
j δR

β
k

+
N∑
j

eBeff [j, ω]

2

[
δRx

j δṘ
y
j − δR

y
j δṘ

x
j

]
,

(4.6)

where α and β run over the x and y degrees of freedom only. The real Hermitian

stiffness matrix Kαβ satisfies the relation Kαβ
jk = Kαβ

kj = Kβα
jk = Kβα

kj (note that

the Roman indices denote lattice sites, while the Greek indices denote the coordinate

directions x and y). We derive the stiffness matrix Kαβ for the planar modes to satisfy

Kxx
jk =



mjω
2 + eωBeff [j, ω]− eV0 + 2eVω

−kee2

N∑
l=1,l 6=j

(R0
jl)

2 − 3(x0
j − x0

l )
2

(R0
jl)

5
j = k,

kee
2
(R0

jk)
2 − 3(x0

j − x0
k)

2

(R0
jk)

5
j 6= k,
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Kyy
jk =



mjω
2 + eωBeff [j, ω]− eV0 − 2eVω

−kee2

N∑
l=1,l 6=j

(R0
jl)

2 − 3(y0
j − y0

l )
2

(R0
jl)

5
j = k,

kee
2
(R0

jk)
2 − 3(y0

j − y0
k)

2

(R0
jk)

5
j 6= k,

Kxy
jk =



3kee
2

N∑
l=1,l 6=j

(x0
j − x0

l )(y
0
j − y0

l )

(R0
jl)

5
j = k,

−3kee
2
(x0

j − x0
k)(y

0
j − y0

k)

(R0
jk)

5
j 6= k

(4.7)

where the equilibrium configuration is represented by the ion coordinates R0
j =

(x0
j , y

0
j , z

0
j ), for j = 1, 2, ..., N . Note that the off-diagonal matrix elements Kxy have

nonzero values, indicating the collective nature of the planar motional degrees of

freedom, which couple the motion in the two coordinate directions together.

4.1.2 Axial phonon modes

After, applying the Euler-Lagrange equation to LAph and substituting the eigenvector

solution δRz
j (t) = bzνj cos[ωzν(t − t0)], we are left to solve the generalized eigenvalue

equation,
N∑
k=1

[
ω2
zνmjδjk −Kzz

jk

]
bzνk = 0, ν = 1, 2, . . . N. (4.8)

It is a simple procedure to convert this into a standard eigenvalue problem. First,

we define the average mass to satisfy mave =
∑N

i=1mj/N . Then we define the mass

matrix to beMjk = mjδjk which is a diagonal matrix. Finally, we define a new stiffness

matrix via

K̄zz = maveM
− 1

2KzzM− 1
2 , (4.9)
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which has the same physical units as the original stiffness matrix and remains real

and symmetric. The inverse matrix square root operation on the mass matrix M is

trivial to compute because the mass matrix is a diagonal matrix and all of its diagonal

elements are positive, so M−1/2
jk = δjk/

√
mj. We also define a new set of eigenvectors

b̄zνj = bzνj
√
mj/
√
mave so that b̄zν = M1/2bzν/

√
mave. These definitions now allow us

to find a conventional eigenvalue problem to solve, namely

N∑
k=1

[
maveω

2
zνδjk − K̄zz

jk

]
b̄zνk = 0, ν = 1, 2, . . . N. (4.10)

Since the new stiffness matrix is real and symmetric, we can choose the eigenvec-

tors to be real. Denoting the eigenvalues of K̄zz by λzν , the eigenfrequencies for the

axial modes become ωzν =
√
λzν/mave. The set of eigenvectors {b̄zν , ν = 1 . . . N}

forms an orthonormal and complete set of eigenvectors, because K̄zz is a real and

symmetric matrix. The original eigenvectors {bzν =
√
maveM

−1/2b̄zν , ν = 1 . . . N} will

not, in general, be orthogonal, but instead they satisfy the following orthonormality

conditions:
N∑
j=1

mj

mave

bzνj b
zν′

j = δνν′ , (4.11)

and the following completeness relation

N∑
ν=1

bzνj b
zν
k =

mave

mj

δjk. (4.12)

In Sec. III, we will show numerical results for the eigenvalue problem, but here we

want to mention one important fact. When we have a pure system, all of the masses

are identical, and one can immediately show that the center-of-mass mode involves

an identical axial displacement of all of the ions, and hence it has a frequency equal

to ωz. As defects are added into the system, the center-of-mass mode changes, with

the heavier mass objects moving with a smaller amplitude. This then reduces the

frequency of the mode, which is one of the simplest ways to determine that the
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crystal has defects (in fact, by tracking the discrete changes of this mode frequency,

one can determine the precise number of defects at any given instant of time). See

below in Fig. 4.7 where we show how the center-of-mass frequency tracks with the

number of defects. Because the center-of-mass mode is no longer uniform, it will not

generate a uniform spin-spin coupling between the different ions, which is possible

only when the system has no defects.

The quantization condition is standard. We let δRz
j (t) =

∑
ν ξν(t)b

zν
j =

∑
ν ξν(t)b̄

zν
j

√
mave/mj

be the displacements from the equilibrium positions, with the quantum dynamics

due to the νth phonon mode arising from the real generalized coordinate ξν(t). The

Lagrangian for the axial motion then becomes

LAph =
1

2

N∑
j=1

mave

[
ξ̇2
ν − ω2

zνξ
2
ν

]
. (4.13)

The generalized momentum is PA
ν = maveξ̇ν , and the Hamiltonian takes the standard

form, which can be expressed as

HA
ph =

N∑
ν=1

~ωzν
(
n̂zν +

1

2

)
, (4.14)

where n̂zν = a†zνazν is the phonon number operator, expressed in terms of the phonon

raising and lowering operators, which satisfy

a†zν =

√
maveωzν

2~

(
ξzν +

i

maveωzν
PA
ν

)
, (4.15)

azν =

√
maveωzν

2~

(
ξzν −

i

maveωzν
PA
ν

)
. (4.16)

The raising and lowering operators have the conventional commutation relations

[azν , a
†
zν′ ]− = δνν′ . The axial displacement is then represented as an operator in the

following two equivalent forms:

δR̂z
j =

∑
ν

√
~

2maveωzν
(a†zν + azν)b

zν
j ;
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=
∑
ν

√
~

2mjωzν
(a†zν + azν)b̄

zν
j .

Finally, we need to derive the effective spin-spin interactions that arise when an

optical dipole force is applied to the system in the axial direction. The analysis is

identical to that given before [60, 81], with the mass replaced by the average mass,

due to the form of the expansion of the coordinate in terms of the phonon raising and

lowering operators and the bzν generalized eigenvectors. Hence, we find that the Ising

spin-spin coupling between sites j and j′ is

Jjj′(t) =
F 2
O

4mave

N∑
ν=1

bzνj b
zν
j′

µ2 − ω2
zν

× [1 + cos 2µt− 2µ

ωzν
sinωzνt sinµt], (4.17)

where FO is the magnitude of the optical dipole force, and µ is the beatnote frequency

corresponding to the frequency difference of the two off-resonant laser beams being

applied to the trapped ion crystal. The symbol µ is also referred to as the detuning of

the optical dipole force from the phonon modes, since the crystal is resonantly driven

when the beatnote frequency (or detuning) is equal to a normal mode frequency ωzν .

Of course, the spin-spin interactions only hold between the pure atomic species, since

the energy levels and matrix elements change for the defect sites, so the sites j and

j′ must both be sites without defects, in order for there to be a spin-spin interaction

generated by the optical dipole force.

4.1.3 Planar phonon modes

Now we discuss the planar phonon modes, which are more complicated. Applying

the Euler-Lagrange equations to the classical planar Lagrangian LPph, results in the
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following coupled equations of motion in the xy plane:

mjδR̈
x

j +
N∑
k=1

[
Kxx
jk δR

x
k +Kxy

jk δR
y
k − eBeff [j, ω]δjkδṘ

y
k

]
= 0;

mjδR̈
y
j +

N∑
k=1

[
Kyy
jk δR

y
k +Kyx

jk δR
x
k + eBeff [j, ω]δjkδṘ

x
j

]
= 0.

(4.18)

where the ion index j runs from 1 to N . We assume we have a set of 2N planar

eigenfrequencies ωλ and we express the displacements at each site in terms of “com-

posite” eigenvectors
∑2N

ν=1 α
ν
λb
αν
j where ανλ are complex eigenvectors, while bανj are

real eigenvectors, described below. The superscript α denotes the x or the y spatial

components. Hence, we let

δRα
j (t) =

2N∑
λ=1

2N∑
ν=1

1

2

[
αν∗λ e

iωλt + ανλe
−iωλt

]
bανj , (4.19)

=
4N∑
λ=1

2N∑
ν=1

1

2
Re
[
ανλe

−iωλt
]
bανj , (4.20)

where the eigenvectors denoted by λ appear in pairs for which the complex conju-

gate has a negative eigenvalue −ωλ; the eigenvectors/eigenvalues are ordered so the

first 2N have positive eigenvalues and the latter 2N have negative eigenvalues. Substi-

tuting this final expression into the equations of motion yields the following quadratic

eigenvalue problem:

[
Mω2

λ + iωλT−K
]
Qλ = 0, λ = 1, 2, . . . , 2N (4.21)

in which M is the diagonal mass matrix with Miα,jβ = mjδijδαβ, T is a real anti-

symmetric matrix defined by Tiα,jβ = −eBeff (j, ω)δijεαβ with εxy = −εyx = 1 (and

all other choices vanish), K is the (real symmetric) stiffness matrix in the xy plane
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given by

K =

 Kxx Kxy

Kyx Kyy

 , (4.22)

and the column eigenvector Qλ satisfies Qλ
iα =

∑
ν α

ν
λb
αν
i . In all cases, we are using a

double index to represent the 2N×2N matrices, with i running over indices 1, . . . , N ,

first with α = x, and then with α = y. We also assume that we are considering only

the eigenvectors corresponding to nonnegative eigenvalues ωλ ≥ 0.

We begin our analysis by defining a new set of matrices T̄ = maveM
−1/2TM−1/2

and K̄ = maveM
−1/2KM−1/2, and a new vector b̄αν = M1/2bαν/

√
mave. The quadratic

eigenvalue problem then becomes[
maveω

2
λI + iωλT̄− K̄

]
Q̄λ = 0, λ = 1, . . . 2N, (4.23)

where Q̄λ
iα =

∑
ν α

ν
λb
αν
i

√
mi/mave is the λth eigenvector and all eigenvalues ωλ remain

nonnegative. Next, we define the real orthonormal eigenvectors b̄αν to satisfy

∑
jβ

K̄iα,jβ b̄
βν
j = mave(ω

ν
0 )2b̄ανi , ν = 1, 2, . . . 2N, (4.24)

where ων0 ≥ 0 is the normal mode frequency for motion in a vanishing effective

magnetic field. Then, we form the matrix B̄ from the column vectors b̄ν and we

evaluate the quadratic eigenvalue problem in the basis of the eigenvectors of b̄ν by

multiplying on the left by B̄−1 = B̄T and inserting I = B̄B̄−1 before the vector Q̄.

This gives [
maveω

2
λI + iωλ

¯̄T− ¯̄K
]

¯̄Q
λ

= 0, λ = 1, 2, . . . 2N, (4.25)

with ¯̄T = B̄T T̄B̄, ¯̄Kνν′ = mave(ω
ν
0 )2δνν′ , and ¯̄Q = B̄T Q̄. Since these matrices are

in the basis of the eigenvectors of K̄, they use the eigenvector index ν for the com-

ponents of the stiffness matrix, which is diagonal, of course. In addition, using the

orthonormality of the b̄ eigenvectors, one immediately sees that ¯̄Q
λ

ν = ανλ.
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The eigenvalues of the quadratic eigenvalue problem are all real, and by taking

the complex conjugate of Eq. (4.25), it is easy to see that if ωλ is the eigenvalue

corresponding to the eigenvector αλ then −ωλ is the eigenvalue corresponding to α∗λ.

Since the solution of a nontrivial quadratic eigenvalue problem is not obvious, we map

it onto a conventional eigenvalue problem, by doubling the size of the matrices. We

do so in a symmetrized fashion, so that the resulting matrix is Hermitian (but com-

plex), and the solution of the eigenvalue problem follows conventional linear algebra

techniques. The associated linear eigenvalue problem is −i ¯̄T/mave ( ¯̄K/mave)
1/2

( ¯̄K/mave)
1/2 0

 (4.26)

×

 ωλαλ

( ¯̄K/mave)
1/2αλ

 = ωλ

 ωλαλ

( ¯̄K/mave)
1/2αλ

 ,

where ([ ¯̄K/mave]
1/2αλ)ν = ων0α

ν
λ, since the stiffness matrix is diagonal in this basis

(the repeated ν does not imply a summation over ν). It is straightforward to show

that the solution of this linear eigenvalue problem solves the original quadratic eigen-

value problem. We organize the solutions so that the first 2N eigenvalues are positive

and the second 2N eigenvalues are negative. Since the negative eigenvectors of the

quadratic eigenvalue problem are related to the positive eigenvectors via complex

conjugation, we automatically know the negative eigenvectors once the positives are

known. Note that working in the b basis produces a diagonal form for the spring-

constant matrix, which allows us to easily take the matrix square root.

The eigenvectors of the linear eigenvalue problem (of dimension 4N) satisfy the

conventional orthogonality and completeness relations of Hermitian eigenvalue prob-

lems, but we choose them not to be normalized, so that we can find more standard

relations between the αλ eigenvectors. Following the approach of Refs. [5, 81], one
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can derive the following relations based on orthogonality and completeness:
2N∑
ν=1

(
ωλωλ′ + ων2

0

)
αν∗λ α

ν
λ′ =

ωλ
~mave

δνν′ (4.27)∑
λ:ωλ>0

ωλ(α
ν∗
λ α

ν′

λ + ανλα
ν′∗
λ ) = ~maveδνν′ (4.28)∑

λ:ωλ>0

(αν∗λ α
ν′

λ − ανλαν
′∗
λ ) = 0 (4.29)

∑
λ:ωλ>0

1

ωλ
(αν∗λ α

ν′

λ + ανλα
ν′∗
λ ) =

1

~maveων2
0

δνν′ . (4.30)

In the last three of these expressions, the second terms in the parenthesis arise from

the negative eigenvalue solutions of the quadratic eigenvalue problem.

Figure 4.2: Equilibrium structures for N = 217 ions and a weak wall (ωW = 0.04ωz)
with different rotating frequencies. The top panels are the faster rotating circular case
and the bottom panels the slower rotating oval case. The panels show Nd = 0, 12, 24,
and 36. Black circles denote Be+ ions and red triangles denote BeH+ molecules. Note
the difference in the spatial scales for the upper and lower panels.

The quantization procedure for the planar modes is also nonstandard [5, 81]. The

complications arise because the generalized momentum operators do not commute

with each other due to the magnetic field. The procedure to properly quantize the
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Hamiltonian is still fairly standard, and we present only a sketch of the full derivation

here. We begin with the definition of the generalized coordinate that we will be using.

We let the displacement be represented by

δRα
j (t) =

2N∑
ν=1

ζν(t)b
αν
j (4.31)

=
2N∑
ν=1

ζν(t)b̄
αν
j

√
mave

mj

, (4.32)

where ζν is the generalized coordinate for 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2N . As discussed above, the eigen-

vectors b or b̄ are both real, so the displacement is real. The mechanical momentum

satisfies Πν = maveζ̇ν(t). The corresponding generalized momentum is

P ν = Πν − 1

2

∑
ν′

ζν′
¯̄T ν′ν , (4.33)

where ¯̄T is the antisymmetric matrix that represents the effective magnetic field in the

basis of the b̄ eigenvectors, as described above. The classical Hamiltonian now takes

a simple form in terms of the mechanical momentum and the generalized coordinate:

HP
ph =

1

2mave

∑
ν

(Πν)2 +
1

2
mave

∑
ν

(ων0 )2(ζν)
2. (4.34)

The problem with quantization is that we quantize with respect to the generalized

momentum, not the mechanical momentum, so the mechanical momentum com-

mutation relation becomes nonzero between different spatial directions. In other

words, we take conventional commutation relations, where the ζ̂ operators com-

mute with themselves, as do the P̂ operators, and we take [ζ̂ν , P̂
ν′ ]− = i~δνν′ . Then

[Π̂ν , Π̂ν′ ]− = −i~ ¯̄T νν′ . To complete the quantization, we construct the raising and low-

ering operators in terms of nonstandard combinations of the coordinate and mechan-
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ical momentum operators

â†λ =
2N∑
ν=1

(
ανλΠ

ν + imave
(ων0 )2

ωλ
ανλζν

)
, (4.35)

âλ =
2N∑
ν=1

(
αν∗λ Πν − imave

(ων0 )2

ωλ
αν∗λ ζν

)
. (4.36)

Using the relations satisfied by the αλ eigenvectors, one can immediately verify that

[âλ, â
†
λ′ ]− = δλλ′ (and the commutators of two â’s or two â†’s vanish). The quantized

Hamiltonian then takes the standard form

ĤP
ph =

2N∑
λ=1

~ωλ
(
â†λâλ +

1

2

)
, (4.37)

which can be directly verified by substitution, or by checking that [ĤP
ph, â

†
λ]− = ~ωλâ†λ.

Finally, the expression for the coordinate in terms of the raising and lowering operators

becomes

ζ̂ν = −i~
∑
λ:ωλ>0

(
αν∗λ â

†
λ − α

ν
λâλ

)
. (4.38)

This relation is needed as the starting point to determine the effective spin-spin

interactions, as it is needed to be substituted into the optical dipole force Hamiltonian

which couples the spins to the positions of the ions [60, 81].

Since there are a number of different ways that one might invoke an effective spin-

spin coupling that employs driving the planar phonon modes, but none have been

implemented experimentally yet, we do not examine effective spin-spin interactions in

the planar directions any further in this work. Of course, it would be a straightforward

procedure to go from the quantized phonons to the spin-spin interactions when a spin-

dependent force is applied, and this can be done in the future if it is needed for the

case with defects in the ion crystal.
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4.2 Numerical results

We present several numerical examples to illustrate the effect of defects on the equi-

librium structure, eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the normal modes, and the spin-

spin interaction Jij for the axial modes detuning above the center-of-mass mode. As

in previous work, we use the axial center-of-mass phonon frequency (for the pure

case) ωz = 2π× 795 kHz (in units of rad/s) as the angular frequency unit. We define

ωW =
√

2e|VW |/mBe+ and only consider the weak wall case, ωW = 0.04ωz. We use the

Beryllium ion mass ofmBe+ = 9.012182u and BeH+ ion mass ofmBeH+ = 10.0201220u

where u is the atomic mass unit. The magnitude of the magnetic field is Bz = 4.5 Tesla

corresponding to a cyclotron frequency ωc(Be+) = eBz/mBe+ = 9.645ωz for the Beryl-

lium ions and ωc(BeH
+) = eBz/mBeH+ = 8.675ωz for Beryllium hydride ions. We

define the effective trapping frequency in the plane as ωeff =
√
ωcω − ω2 − eV0/mBe+

and only consider the effective frequencies ωh = 0.21ωz (rotation frequency ω =

2π × 45.3 KHz for ωz = 2π × 795 KHz) and ωl = 0.06ωz (rotation frequency

ω = 2π × 41.3 KHz for ωz = 2π × 795 KHz). We work with an ion crystal that

has a total of N = 217 particles, and allow it to have up to Nd =36 defects.

4.2.1 Equilibrium configurations

In Fig. 4.2, we plot the equilibrium positions of the ions when the system has a

number of defects added for the two different rotation rates for the rotating wall

potential. One is a faster rotation rate, which tends to have closer-packed circular

shaped crystals and the other is a slower rotation, having a much larger sized crystal,

with a marked oval asymmetry. Note how, in the circular case, the defects occupy the

outer ring of the structure, while in the oval case, they are pushed primarily to the

tips of the oval. Note how the spatial scale is three times larger in the bottom row
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(oval case). In general, while the equilibrium positions are certainly changed when

defects are added, the change is not too large, and affects primarily the defect sites.

4.2.2 Normal modes

There are three branches of phonon modes. The planar modes are described by the

low-energy magnetron modes and the high energy cyclotron modes. The magnetron

mode eigenvalues are hardly changed by the presence of defects, so we do not replot

their values here. The cyclotron modes have very little dispersion, and they are cen-

tered around the different cyclotron frequencies, hence Nd of the eigenvalues are near

ωc(BeH
+), and N−Nd eigenvalues are near ωc(Be+). We show details of this behavior

below, but first we show the eigenvalues for the axial mode frequencies, which can

have large dispersion, and have a more complicated dependence on the number of

defects.

Figure 4.3: Eigenfrequencies of the axial modes with defects for the fast and slow
rotating cases. In general, there are about Nd modes that are changed due to the
defects, and these tend to be at the higher frequencies for the faster rotating case
with a more circular profile and closer to the lower frequencies for the slower rotating
oval case. The modes are plotted versus mode number, sorted according to increasing
phonon frequencies.
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The axial eigenvalues are plotted in Fig. 4.3 for the pure case and the case with

Nd = 36 defects. All modes clearly show an overall suppression of the phonon frequen-

cies, while approximately Nd of the modes are being suppressed by a larger amount

(on the order of 3%), which might be expected due to the mass difference. What is

perhaps more surprising is that the Nd modes that are suppressed more than the

average ones occur at different regions of the spectrum when the shape of the equilib-

rium crystal changes. In the circular case, they lie near the top of the spectrum and

in the oval case near the bottom. The most probable explanation is that the isolated

clustering of the defects in the oval case lends that system to have more localized

modes that primarily involve the motion of defects only or of Be+ ions only, which

then shifts the lower energy frequencies due to the defects since the center-of-mass

mode is the highest frequency mode for the axial phonons. This effect is much reduced

for the more circular crystals, where the defects are more evenly positioned around

the perimeter of the crystal and the crystal is more homogeneous and closely packed,

so that the largest change is for the collective modes that involve the motion of all

ions and lie near the top of the spectrum.

A false color schematic of the four highest eigenvalues is plotted in Fig. 4.4. One

can see that the eigenvectors do not have significant change for these four cases,

although the center-of-mass mode is clearly no longer uniform. Cases that have more

complex behavior do appear in the eigenvectors. In Fig. 4.5, we can see some cases of

this behavior. In the top panel, we show how one of the modes for the defect case for

fast rotation, is almost exactly related to a linear combination of two nearby modes

in the pure system, while for the defect case for slow rotation, in the lower panel, we

can see that one of the defect modes is (roughly) related to a linear combination of

two nearby pure modes.
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Figure 4.4: False color image of the first four eigenvectors for the pure (top) and
Nd = 36 defect case (bottom) for the fast rotating (a-h) and slow rotating (i-p) cases.
Note how the eigenvectors are quite similar for the cases without (upper, a-d; i-l) and
with (lower, e-h; m-p) defects. Be+ ions are plotted with circles, BeH+ defects with
triangles. A careful inspection shows that the center-of-mass mode (far left) is no
longer uniform for the defect case. Note that the defects can also change the ordering
of the eigenvectors when sorted according to their eigenvalues, as seen by comparing
panels (j-l) to (n-p). The color scale for the false color image is on the right.
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Figure 4.5: False color image showing how one of the defect modes is related to simple
linear combinations of different pure modes with similar eigenvalues. The top panel is
for the fast rotating circular case where a sum of the two pure case modes is essentially
equal to the defect mode and the bottom for the slower rotating oval case where the
sum of the two modes is approximately equal to the defect mode.

The fact that different phonon modes in the pure case are approximately combined

into new modes for the defect case can be studied more quantitatively by determining

the overlap of the defect eigenvectors onto the eigenvectors for the pure case. This is

done computing the normalized (b̄) eigenvectors for the relative displacements of the

pure system, taking the dot product with the defect case eigenvectors and taking the

absolute value. We use the b̄ eigenmodes because they form two orthonormal sets of

vectors, so the expression is

Projection on νth mode =

∣∣∣∣∣∑
i

b̄zνi (Nd = 36)b̄zνi (Nd = 0)

∣∣∣∣∣ (4.39)

We plot these results as a function of the mode numbers (sorted according to

increasing phonon frequency) in Fig. 4.6 with a false color image. The fact that the

results for the circular case (top) lie predominantly on the diagonal indicates that

the character of the modes does not change so much as the defects are added, but

the effect becomes more severe near the higher modes, and this is precisely where the
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phonon frequencies were changed the most in the system. For the oval case (bottom),

we see two high weight tracks and significantly more spread amongst the results.

This indicates that the defects are having a much more significant effect on the

eigenvectors, but the second track on the subdiagonal indicates that the main effect

is a reordering of the numbers of the modes, arising primarily from the phonons being

more localized on the defect free and defect regions separately. In the right panels,

we project the motion of the eigenvectors for the pure case onto the positions of the

defects. This is done by first determining the Nd = 36 positions for the equilibrium

configuration that are farthest from the origin. We project the pure case eigenvector

onto those defect sites, and compute the norm of the projected vector. This norm is

called the projection of the pure eigenmode onto the defect sites and is plotted in

the right panels. One can see that there are far more modes with projections onto

the defect sites for the oval case than for the circular case, and this explains why the

eigenmodes have more mixing of the pure case modes in the oval case. Modes with

little mixing on the defect sites will not have their frequencies changed by too much.

These tend to be the low mode number localized modes of the axial eigenvectors.

We next show how the center-of-mass mode changes with the number of defects

for the two cases of fast and slow rotation in Fig. 4.7. These curves are fairly linear,

although structures in them can be clearly seen, The slopes depend strongly on the

shape of the crystal, being much smaller for the oval case. The relative shift of the

frequency is small because the mass difference is only on the order of 10% between

the pure and defect sites.

We end this subsection by plotting some properties of the cyclotron planar modes

in Fig. 4.8. Panels (a) and (b) show two selected modes of motion. One can see that

these modes are separated into motion of the defects only or motion of the Be+ ions

only, with very little coherent motion between the two species. This occurs because
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Figure 4.6: False color image of the dot product of the pure-case eigenmodes with
the corresponding defect-case eigenmodes (b̄) with 36 defects (left) and norm of the
pure-case eigenmode restricted to the defect sites (right). Two cases are shown: (i) fast
rotation (circular) case on the top and (ii) slow rotation (oval case) on the bottom.

Figure 4.7: Axial center-of-mass frequency as a function of the number of defects
for the fast (black) and slow (red) cases. One can use these curves along with the
measurement of the center-of-mass frequency to determine the number of defects in
the system at any given moment of time (assuming the defects rapidly move to the
boundary due to centrifugal effects).
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the cyclotron motions of the two species are so different, much more so than the

dispersion of the modes, and hence there is little collective motion between the two

species.

4.2.3 Ising spin-spin interaction for an axial drive

Now that we have described how defects alter the phonon properties, we investigate

how the spin-spin interactions compare to the pure case. By coupling the phonons to

the spins with a spin-dependent optical force, one can generate an Ising Hamiltonian

(σzi is the Pauli spin matrix in the z-direction at site i)

H =
∑
ij

Jijσ
z
i σ

z
j (4.40)

where we have neglected time-dependent terms, and the sum is only over pure sites

where a Be+ ion lies. This is because as defects are added to the system, those sites no

longer have an addressable spin, and hence we only compute the spin-spin interactions

between two sites that each contain a Be+ ion. Hence the spin-spin couplings become

Jij =
F 2
O

4mave

N∑
ν=1

bzνi b
zν
j

µ2 − ω2
zν

(4.41)

for i and j Be+ sites only.

To be specific, we examine detuning to the blue of the center-of-mass mode, cor-

recting the detuning to lie to the blue of the center-of-mass mode with the defects.

This way, all of the results will be compared on an equal footing. Since the spin-spin

couplings should behave like a power law in the distance between the ions, we fit

the tails of the distributions to power laws. The full range of the power law behavior

ranges from 0 to 3, but because the center-of-mass mode is nonuniform when defects

are present, the power law won’t extend all the way down to zero.

Results are shown in Fig. 4.9 for the faster rotating circular crystal. One can

immediately see that the main effect of the defects is to slightly increase the power
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Figure 4.8: Visualization of some example cyclotron modes (a) and (b) and of the
mode spectrum (c) for Nd = 36 and the fast rotating case; arrows indicate the instan-
taneous motion of the respective ionic site. One can see in panels (a) and (b) that the
cyclotron modes separate into motion of the defects only (a) or of the Be+ only (b).
The mode spectrum is shown in panel (c), where one can clearly see the separation
of the motion according to the two different cyclotron frequencies for the defect case.
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Figure 4.9: Spin-spin couplings versus distance for different detunings (different col-
ored lines) and different number of defects (different panels; a is 0 defects, b is 1
defect, c is 18 defects, and d is 36 defects) on a log-log plot. The straight line fits
show power-law behavior Jij ∝ r−γij . The detunings are µ = ωcm+ δωz, with δ = 10−5,
10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1 and 1. This case is for the faster rotating circular crystal.
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Figure 4.10: Spin-spin couplings versus distance for different detunings (different col-
ored lines) and different number of defects (different panels; a is for 0 defects, b is for
1 defect, c is for 18 defects, and d is for 36 defects) on a log-log plot. The straight
line fits show power-law behavior Jij ∝ r−γij . The detunings are µ = ωcm + δωz, with
δ = 10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1 and 1. This case is for the slower rotating oval-shaped
crystal.
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law for an equivalent detuning, and for there to be a larger spread to the data as

a function of distance when there are more defects. In particular, when there are

enough defects, it is difficult to get to the point where the power law approaches zero.

These results are quite important for experiment, as they show that the defects do

not significantly alter the behavior of the spin-spin interactions, hence one does not

need to maintain perfect purity when running a given experiment. The only issue that

arises is one needs to ensure the detuning remains fixed relative to the center of mass

mode, by keeping the number δ constant during the experiment [µ = ωcm+δωz], which

does require carefully monitoring the center-of-mass mode frequency. Not doing so,

will give rise to a somewhat larger drift of the power laws as more defects are added

to the crystal.

The situation is a bit different for the slower rotating oval crystal, depicted in

Fig. 4.10. Here, as the number of defects rises, we see two effects. The first is an

overall broadening of the width of the distribution of the couplings, especially for

cases where the detuning is close to the center-of-mass mode, and we also see a

long distance deviation of the power law behavior (also most pronounced for small

detunings). These effects become worse as the number of defects rises, and must be

due to the change in character of the phonon modes near the boundary region between

the pure ions and the defects. Hence, the aspect ratio of the crystal plays a role in

how well the spin-spin couplings are maintained as defects are added to the system,

and as we expect, the problems are worse for close detuning to the center-of-mass

mode.
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4.3 Conclusion and discussion

In this work we have developed a general theory and formalism to describe the phonon

modes of a single-plane rotating Coulomb crystal in a Penning trap, and used those

phonon modes to determine the relevant spin-spin couplings of the system. We find

that, in general, the effects of the defects are rather mild even when they result in

more than 15% of the lattice sites in the crystal. The biggest effect is in modifying

the character of some of the phonon modes, in a well-determined fashion. Even so,

the effect on the effective spin Hamiltonian generated by a spin-dependent optical

force applied to the crystal, is rather small, especially if the relative detuning δ is

held constant during the experiment and the crystal is nearly circular. These results

clearly indicate that Penning trap quantum simulators are robust to the introduction

of a number of defects into the system, and hence one need not control the purity

to high levels in order to use them as quantum emulators. But deviations are more

important for certain shape crystals, implying that one should go through this type

of analysis to ensure that the experiments remain robust against the effects of the

defects.
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Chapter 5

Theoretical basis for quantum simulation with a planar ionic

crystal in a Penning trap using a triangular rotating wall

This chapter has been published as a standalone article titled “Theoretical basis for

quantum simulation with a planar ionic crystal in a Penning trap using a triangular

rotating wall" in the Physics Review A journal.

One of the issues with these quantum simulations is that the ions are not spaced

uniformly. On the one hand, this leads to nonuniform effective spin-spin couplings

between the ions, on the other hand, in one-dimensional linear Paul traps, it leads to

the linear to zig-zag transition, which limits the number of ions that can be held in the

trap in a one-dimensional linear configuration. It was quickly realized that by adding

an anharmonic potential, which pushes together the farther out ions preferentially

when compared to the central ions, one can achieve a more uniform arrangement,

and the precise potential for perfectly uniform trapping is known for the linear Paul

trap [49]. Surprisingly, one can achieve quite uniform crystals by just adding a quartic

potential on top of the conventional quadratic trapping potential. This idea has been

extended to the Penning trap by Dubin [25], where he also included a triangular-

shaped rotating wall potential to reduce dislocation formation, which occurs in two-

dimensional Penning traps when the boundary potential does not have the same

symmetry as the underlying ionic lattice.

While quantum simulation has not yet been fully successful in the Penning trap

(initial steps to generate effective spin-spin couplings notwithstanding [15]), the linear
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Paul trap has been employed to simulate the transverse-field Ising model [36, 37, 41],

relativistic dynamics [31], and fermionic models [17]. Our focus here is on employing

the Penning trap as a spin-model simulator

5.1 Theoretical formulation

The Penning trap confines ions by using an electrostatic potential that pushes the

ions towards the plane with z = 0, and also pushes the ions outwards, radially. A

large static magnetic field curves the radial motion into circles, which result in a

trapped ion crystal (after taking into account the Coulomb repulsion of each ion). An

additional rotating wall potential, with specified angular symmetry, is then applied to

control the shape of the crystal and its rotation rate. While many different ions can

be employed in a Penning trap, we will focus on the realization with two hyperfine

levels of 9Be+ ions, 〈2S1/2,mJ = 1/2| and 〈2S1/2,mJ = −1/2|, localized to a single

plane. An extensive description of such a set-up can be found elsewhere [11]. Cold

atoms condensing in such crystals are candidates for building quantum simulators,

owing to the ease with which these systems can be prepared for large number of ions,

and the precise quantum control of individual ions these systems afford [15].

In actual experiments, the ionic crystal often acquires an increasing number of

impurities as a function of time, such as BeH+ that form due to collisions of the

beryllium ions with hydrogen molecules that are in the dilute background gas. We

consider only the clean limit here, where there are no impurities. This simplifies the

analysis below. In addition, experimental protocols to purify the systems may make

this effect less important [67].

The theoretical treatment of the equilibrium positions and normal modes of the

Penning trap requires a careful analysis employing standard classical mechanics and
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then an appropriate quantization scheme. Details for how to do this have already

appeared [5, 7, 81]. Here, we provide a quick summary of that formalism to establish

our notation and to show how the approach needs to be modified for the more uniform

triangular crystals that can be generated in an extra anharmonic potential with a

rotating triangular wall. We begin with the ion Lagrangian in the laboratory reference

frame which satisfies

L =
N∑
j=1

[
1

2
mṙ2j − eφj(t) + eA · ṙj

]
(5.1)

where N is the total number of ions, e is the (positive) unit charge of an electron

and m is the mass of a 9Be+ ion. The symbol rj = (xj, yj, zj) is the position vector

for the jth ion in Cartesian coordinates, φj(t) is the total scalar potential acting on

the jth ion (including the rotating wall potential), and Aj = (B× rj)/2 is the vector

potential in the symmetric gauge for the uniform axial magnetic field B = Bz ẑ with

(Bz > 0). The scalar potential φj(t) includes the potentials that trap the ions and

the mutual Coulomb repulsion between the ions. It can be expressed as follows:

eφj(t) = V0

[
z2
j −

1

2
ρ2
j

]
+

1

2
mω2

effC4ρ
4
j

+ VWρ
3
j cos[3(θj + Ωt)] +

kee
2

2

∑
k 6=j

1

rkj
(5.2)

where ωeff =
√
ωcΩ− Ω2 − eV0

m
is the effective trapping frequency in the rotating

frame of the crystal with ωc = eBz/m (see below), V0 is the amplitude of the static

quadratic potential from the Penning trap electrodes, C4 is the strength of the addi-

tional fourth-order anharmonic trapping potential (also coming from the Penning trap

electrodes), VW is the amplitude of the triangular rotating wall potential, Ω > 0 is

the rotating wall angular frequency (which rotates about the z-axis), and ke is the

Coulomb force constant. Here, rkj = |rk−rj| is the interparticle distance between the

kth and jth ion and is given by
√

(xk − xj)2 + (yk − yj)2 + (zk − zj)2, ρj is the polar
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coordinate radius for the jth ion and is given by ρj =
√
x2
j + y2

j , and θj is the polar

angular coordinate for the jth ion which is given by θj = tan−1(yj/xj). The rotating

wall potential makes the potential φj time-dependent in the laboratory frame. The

solution for the ion positions is simplified by transforming to the equivalent equilib-

rium problem in the rotating frame with angular speed Ω (where the effective trapping

potential becomes time-independent). Transforming to the rotating frame, we arrive

at the following time-independent rotating-frame potential for the jth ion (which is

confined to the plane with z = 0):

eφj =
1

2
mω2

eff [(ρ
R
j )2 + C4(ρRj )4]

+ VW [(xRj )3 − 3xRj (yRj )2] +
kee

2

2

∑
k 6=j

1

rRjk
(5.3)

where rRj = (xRj , y
R
j , z

R
j ) is the transformed set of coordinates for the rotating frame.

The Ω-dependence of the effective trapping frequency is due to the way velocities

transform for rotating frames, which now includes the effects of potential terms from

the centrifugal and Lorentz forces as well.

Comparing Eq. (5.3) with a similar expression appearing in Ref. [81], we see the

following differences: (i) there is an additional anharmonic, fourth-order term that

causes the ions in the outer regions of the crystal to be pushed in more strongly, and

hence counteracts some of the inhomogeneities that occur due to increasing interion

distances as we move outwards; (ii) the angular shape of the rotating wall term has

now been adjusted to an l = 3 angular harmonic as the crystal condenses into a

triangular lattice and there is less frustration at the edges if the rotating wall has

a symmetry that matches that of the underlying crystal facets [25]. We note that

the additional/modified terms retain their form under a transformation from the

laboratory frame to the rotating frame. We also remark that the unconventional
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choice of 1
2
mω2

effC4ρ
4
j (with the coefficient dependent on Ω) for the anharmonic term

was made in anticipation of the simpler and rather standard form we get in Eq. (5.3).

The ions in a Penning trap crystal do not always crystallize in a two-dimensional

plane. The following approximate criterion is usually required to be satisfied for a

planar only configuration:

2eV0

(eBzΩ−mΩ2 − eV0)
� 1 (5.4)

which basically ensures that the restoring force in the axial direction is several orders

of magnitude bigger than in the radial direction, and the crystal lies in the z = 0

plane only.

The triangular rotating wall also introduces an anisotropy in the radial poten-

tial, with deconfinement along certain directions which, if strong enough, can lead to

particle loss. For the more familiar case of l = 2, this is reflected in the increasing

eccentricity of the elliptical equilibrium structures that suggests deconfinement along

the "weak" axis. This is expressed in terms of an approximate criteria in Ref. [81]

for the simplest rotating wall. For l = 3, this becomes difficult to express in terms

of a single criterion and we resort to a numerical calculation to find the triangular

"separatrix", the contour lines of the radial part of the gradient of the potential func-

tion in Eq. (5.3), with the Coulomb repulsion terms ignored. These are shown for

varying ratios of strengths of the rotating wall term to the effective radial confine-

ment strength, VW/ω2
eff in Fig. 5.1. We notice that unlike the quadrupole rotating

wall potential, deconfinement happens for the triangular wall at large enough dis-

tances for all wall amplitude strengths. We see that as the strength of the triangular

rotating wall increases, the separatrix moves closer to the center of symmetry of the

crystal, with apparent deconfinement centered along the θ = 0, 2π/3 and 4π/3 axes.

This has a noticeable effect on the "shape" of the Penning-trap crystals, which reduces
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the dislocations in the crystal and helps maintain the uniformity. Of course, a full

description of stability of these planar structures requires inclusion of the Coulomb

terms. The accurate quantitative description of stability requires solving for the equi-

librium positions presupposing a planar arrangement of ions, and then showing that

the eigenvalues of the normal modes of oscillation about these equilibrium positions

are all positive; that is, the phonon normal mode frequencies are all real.

The full, transformed Lagrangian for the rotating frame is

LR =
N∑
j=1

[
1

2
m|ṙRj |

2 − eBeff (Ω)

2
(ẋRj y

R
j − ẏRj xRj )− eφRj

]
(5.5)

where Beff (Ω) = Bz − 2Ωm/e is the Ω-dependent effective magnetic field in the

rotating frame. The modification of the magnetic field is due to velocity dependent

terms in the laboratory frame Lagrangian. This affects the oscillating normal modes

of the planar motion when the ions are far from their equilibrium positions. However,

as we will see soon, this does not have an effect on the axial modes. This observation

greatly simplifies the normal-mode analysis for the axial modes.

To find the stable spatial configuration of the ions, we minimize the effective

potential energy in the rotating frame of reference. This is a challenging optimization

problem to solve for in two (and higher dimensions), especially since different config-

urations, separated by large potential barriers, can have local minima in the potential

energy function with small energy differences to the global minimum. We follow the

previous treatments of this problem, where the experimental indication of the fact

that the ions condense in a triangular lattice in a single plane is used to construct

the optimized solution that lies close to a perfect triangular lattice.

We construct an initial, trial solution based on the “closed-shell" approximation

as in Ref. [81], but with the important difference that the overall “shape" is triangular

and not hexagonal, as it was in the previous solutions. This is to reflect the fact that
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the overall shape of the crystal is dictated by the equipotential lines of the rotating

wall term, which in this case is triangular.

We then proceed to calculate the collective normal mode excitations of the crystal.

The ion Lagrangian (in the rotating frame, all R superscripts are dropped for clarity)

is expanded via a Taylor series about the previously calculated equilibrium positions

of the ions up to quadratic order. The ion coordinates are, for the purpose of the

expansion, written as rj(t) = R0
j + δRj(t), while for the ion velocities we write

ṙj(t) = δṘj(t). Because we are expanding about equilibrium, we can drop the linear

terms in the coordinates, and we find

L = L0 +
1

2

N∑
j=1

[
δRj ·

∂

∂Rj

+ δṘj ·
∂

∂Ṙj

]2

L

∣∣∣∣∣∣
0

(5.6)

where the L0 is due to the equilibrium state and the quadratic terms are due to

fluctuations away from equilibrium, which we henceforth call Lph for the phonon

Lagrangian. The Lorentz force due to the external magnetic field lies in the xy plane,

and the potential energy φj is clearly seen to be separable in cylindrical coordinates.

This means that the axial phonon Lagrangian can be decoupled from the planar

phonon Lagrangian, and there is no harmonic coupling between the planar and axial

degrees of freedom. Therefore, we can study the axial and planar modes independently

(Lph = Laxialph +Lplanarph and we can solve just the equations of motion for the axial or

the planar modes independent of the other).

We examine only the axial modes in this work. This is due to the fact that the

planar modes have a complex structure owing to a coupling of the ion motion in the x

and y directions, the appearance of velocity-dependent forces, as well as complexities

introduced by rotation of the ion crystals as observed in the laboratory frame. The fact

that there is no harmonic coupling between axial and planar directions of the crystal

allows us to exclude the planar modes from our discussion henceforth. Restricting
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to the axial modes only, is further supported by the fact that the simplest form of

quantum simulation works on driving the axial modes with a state-dependent optical

dipole force.

The axial Lagrangian is then given by

Laxialph =
1

2

N∑
k=1

m
(
δṘz

k

)2

− 1

2

N∑
j,k=1

Kzz
jk δR

z
jδR

z
k (5.7)

where the spring constants satisfy

Kzz
jk = − ∂2L

∂Rz
j∂R

z
k

∣∣∣∣
0

(5.8)

The absence of cross terms in the velocity part of the Lagrangian can be easily seen

from the sum-of-squares structure of the kinetic energy along the z-direction and the

fact that there are no velocity-dependent forces in the z-direction.

An explicit calculation for the matrix elements of the Kzz gives the following:

Kzz
jk =


2eV0 − kee2

∑N
k′,k′ 6=j

1
(R0
jk′ )

3 j = k

kee
2 1

(R0
jk)3

j 6= k

(5.9)

where R0
jk = |R0

j −R0
k| is the distance between ions located at their respective equi-

librium positions in the rotating frame. We see that the axial stiffness matrix is

Hermitian and symmetric, and is independent of the anharmonic or wall potentials.

To solve for the axial ion normal modes, we apply the Euler-Lagrange equations

to the axial phonon Lagrangian in Eq. (5.7):

mδR̈z
j +

N∑
k=1

Kzz
jk δR

z
k = 0, j = 1, 2, ....N. (5.10)

which, on substitution of the eigenvector solution ansatz δRν
j (t) = bzνj cos[ωzν(t− t0)],

gives
N∑
k=1

[mω2
zνδjk −Kzz

jk ] bzνk = 0, j, ν = 1, 2, . . . N (5.11)
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where ωzν is the normal mode eigenfrequency and bzνk is the νth axial normal-mode

eigenvector. The eigenvalue problem is quadratic, but we can easily map it onto a

linear eigenvalue problem by setting the eigenvalue according to λzν = mω2
zν . We

can then solve for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors numerically in MATLAB. The

eigenvectors bzνj are real, N-tuples whose norm has been set to unity by convention.

The eigenvalues λzν are positive for stable normal modes and negative for unstable

normal modes.

The quantization of the normal modes is completely standard: we first identify

the positions Qν and momenta Pν associated with each phonon mode as canonically

conjugate, and promote the relation given by the Poisson bracket {Qν , Pν′} = δνν′

to the commutation relation for the operators Q̂ν and P̂ν′ , [Q̂ν , P̂ν′ ] = i~δνν′ . To

calculate the canonically conjugate variables for the phonon modes, we make the

transformation δRz
j (t) =

∑
ν ξν(t)b

zν
j where ξν are the normal coordinates for each

phonon mode ν. We see that the Lagrangian assumes the following diagonal form:

Laxialph =
1

2

N∑
ν=1

m(ξ̇2
ν − ω2

zνξ
2
ν). (5.12)

Hence, we calculate the conjugate momenta as follows:

P axial
ν =

∂Laxialph

∂ξ̇ν
= mξ̇ν . (5.13)

The Hamiltonian is then expressed as

Haxial
ph =

N∑
ν=1

(
(P axial

ν )2

2m
+

1

2
mω2

zνξ
2
ν

)
. (5.14)

To quantize the normal modes, we identify that the Hamiltonian Haxial
ph is a sum of

simple harmonic modes with frequencies ωzν . We now introduce creation and annihi-

lation operators as follows:

âzν =

√
mωzν

2~

(
ξν +

i

mωzν
P axial
ν

)
(5.15)
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and

â†zν =

√
mωzν

2~

(
ξν −

i

mωzν
P axial
ν

)
. (5.16)

Hence, the quantized Hamiltonian operator can be expressed as

Ĥaxial
ph =

N∑
ν=1

~ωzν
(
n̂zν +

1

2

)
(5.17)

where n̂zν = â†zν âzν is the number operator. The operator for displacement along the

z-direction can be expressed in terms of the creation and annihilation operators as

follows:

δR̂j =
N∑
ν=1

bzνj

√
~

2mωzν

[
â†zν + âzν

]
. (5.18)

We also note that the form of the Hamiltonian derived for the axial modes here is

invariant when we transform coordinates from the lab to the rotating frame, since

the ion oscillations are only along the rotation axis (z-direction) and hence are not

influenced by rotation of the coordinate axes.

We now need to calculate the effective spin-spin coupling between the ions, gen-

erated by the spin-dependent optical dipole force. This analysis has been done in

detail elsewhere [60, 80, 85], which we utilize here. The effective spin Hamiltonian is

dictated by a time-dependent Ising spin Hamiltonian,

H(t) =
N∑

j,j′=1

Jjj′(t)σ
z
jσ

z
j′ , (5.19)

where the Ising spin-spin coupling between sites j and j′ is given by

Jjj′(t) =
F 2
O

4m

N∑
ν=1

bzνj b
zν
j′

µ2 − ω2
zν

[
1 + cos(2µt)

− 2µ

ωzν
sinωzνt sinµt

]
. (5.20)

Here FO is the magnitude of the optical dipole force, and µ is the beat-note frequency

corresponding to the frequency difference of the two off-resonant laser beams being
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applied to the trapped ion crystal. We see that this expression relates the strength

of the Ising-like coupling between ions to the phonon mode properties ωzν , bzνj and

bzνj′ , which are calculated from the classical, normal-mode analysis described above.

The time-averaged spin-spin couplings are given by the first term in Eq. (5.20). We

can think of the effective spin-spin Hamiltonian as the expression in the parenthesis

of Eq. (5.19) with the time-dependent spin-spin interactions replaced by the time-

averaged ones.

5.2 Numerical results and analysis

We consider 9Be+ ions localized in a plane by the Penning trap potential defined in

Eq. (5.2). We characterize the strength of the end-cap potentials V0 that affect the

axial trapping by a characteristic angular frequency ωz, such that eV0 = 1
2
mω2

z . This is

fixed for the purpose of all our numerical calculations at the value ωz = 2π×795 kHz, a

typical value used in experiments. We normalize subsequent frequencies in terms of ωz.

The experiments at NIST typically run at rotational frequencies Ω = 0.0579ωz, and

we have concentrated on regions close to this value in our calculations for experimental

relevance. The cyclotron frequency ωc associated with the magnetic field is defined

as ωc = eBz/m. Fixing Bz = 4.5 T, we get ωc = 9.645ωz. The beryllium atom has an

atomic mass m = 9.012182 a.u. and a positive unit charge e = 1.60217646× 10−19 C.

For the strength of the anharmonic term, we use the value in Ref. [25], where

C̃4 = 1 in the following form of the potential ε:

ε =
N∑
i=1

[
1

2
mω2

eff

(
ρ2
i +

3

8
C̃4
ρ4
i

r2
p

)
+
kee

2

2

∑
j,i6=j

1

rij

+
VWall

r3
p

ρ3
i cos(3θi)

]
(5.21)
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where rp is the plasma radius parameter whose value is taken to be rp = 0.01049 cm.

We now define a typical length and energy scale,

l0 =

(
kee

2

mω2
z

) 1
3

and E = mω2
z l

2
0. (5.22)

Henceforth, we express all lengths in units of l0 and all energies in units of E. The

potential then becomes

ε̃ =
ε

E
=

N∑
i=1

[
1

2
ω2
eff (ρ

2
i + C4ρ

4
i ) +

1

2

∑
i 6=j

1

rij

+ VW (x3
i − 3xiy

2
i )

]
(5.23)

where the dimensionless parameters C4 and VW are given by the relations C4 =

3l20C̃4/(8r
2
p) and VW = VW l0/(mω

2
zr

3
p). All lengths (l0), energies (E) and frequencies

(ωz) appearing in Eq. (5.23) are expressed in dimensionless units. For the choice of

C̃4 = 1, we have C4 = 0.002472. For the strength of the wall potential, we use two

different values, V l
W = 0.0025 and V h

W = 0.0040. These have been chosen to show

clearly the effect of variation in the wall strength on key ion-crystal characteristics,

while also ensuring that all crystal structures have a stable equilibrium.

We report the rotational frequency Ω in terms of ωeff =
√
ωcΩ− Ω2 − 1/2, nor-

malized with respect to ωz. We stick to regions close to the experimental value of

Ω = 0.0579ωz, which translates as ωeff = 0.2339ωz. We use values for ωeff in the

range 0.21ωz − 0.25ωz in our analysis.

It is also useful to consider the stability of the crystal under the trap potentials

we have used. Because the rotating wall potential varies as the third power of the

coordinates, there is no deconfinement frequency as in the case of the quadrupole

wall, l = 2 trap. To probe the stability under deconfining forces, we look at the

radial component of the force on the ith ion due to the trap potential, excluding the
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Coulomb potential. which is given by

Fr = −ω2
eff

[
ρi +

2C4

ω2
eff

ρ3
i +

3VW
ω2
effρi

(x3
i − 3xiy

2
i )

]
. (5.24)

If we plot the locus of points where this function becomes zero for various values

of VW , we see that we get three regions, each centered along the θi = −π/3, π/3 and π

axes. For increasing strength of the rotating wall potential, they move closer to the

origin and the radius of the separatrix (the smallest distance to these unstable zones

along any axis) is seen to decrease. Hence, the deconfinement increases for very high

values of the rotating wall potential, which is what we expect. In our analysis, we

stay in regions where the extent of crystal is much smaller than the separatrix radius.
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Figure 5.1: Contour plot of the magnitude of the radial restoring force Fr = 0,
for parameterized values of the strength of the rotating wall potential (given by
3VW/ω

2
eff = 0.508, 0.608, or 0.908). The values of this strength have been indicated

by appropriately colored labels near each curve. The separatrix radius is roughly the
shortest distance to the contour, from the center of the graph and we see that the
separatrix radius decreases as we increase the strength of the rotating wall term.

We also need to exclude unstable equilibrium configurations (which are indicated

by the nonpositivity of the eigenvalues λzν of the stiffness matrices of the axial vibra-
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tions). We examine this in detail below, when we discuss our results on the axial

phonon modes.

To find the equilibrium configurations, we need to minimize the Hamiltonian of

the crystal in the rotating frame, which boils down to finding the best minimum of

the transformed potential function of Eq. (5.23) near a triangular lattice. We only

concentrate on the solution we obtain starting from the closed-shell construction. In

this case, we start with a seed lattice where we arrange ions in closed, triangular

shells while also respecting the triangular lattice symmetry. The shell is closed if we

can put all the ions in these complete shells. We relate the number of shells S to the

number of total ions in the crystal N as

S =

[√
2(N − 1)

3
+

1

4
− 1

2

]
. (5.25)

If we cannot put the N ions in an integer number of shells, we put the outermost ions

in an incomplete triangular ring according to the minimal potential energy at each

of the outer ring sites. For the purpose of our discussion here, we pick N = 85 and

hence S = 7. We arrive at the minima guaranteed under such a consideration of the

seed lattice using a trust-region algorithm of the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox.

The minimization procedure requires us to specify a locally calculated gradient of the

potential, which can be input analytically by taking derivatives of the potential. The

procedure iterates the minimization steps until the local minimum is found.

The equilibrium configurations we obtain from such a procedure behave as we

might expect (see Fig. 5.2). We obtain structures that form a nearly perfect triangular

lattice close to the center, and smoothly transition to the shape of the contour lines of

the effective potential as we move radially outward to the edges. The edge effects cause

the interionic distances to change as we move outwards. Our strategy to counter these

effects are two-fold, as discussed earlier: (i) We introduce a weak anharmonic term
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whose strength is characterized by C4 and (ii) we match the symmetry of the rotating

wall with that of the condensed crystal. The first effect has been incorporated and

fixed at a particular value, as discussed earlier. However, we keep the strength of the

rotating wall variable as it is only for a certain range of values of the strength of the

rotating wall potential that the contour lines of the effective potential are triangular,

and hence become least likely to cause edge distortions of the ionic crystal.

This is clearly seen in the Fig. 5.2, where we show the progression of these struc-

tures for different values of the effective radial trapping strength ωeff , for V l
W = 0.0025

and V h
W = 0.0040. For the low-strength rotating wall, the structures (a)-(d) are nearly

triangular and uniform, whereas the higher value of the rotating wall strength corre-

sponds to the more distorted structures of (e)-(h). For a fixed number of ions and fixed

C4, we see the destabilizing effect of the decrease in separatrix radius with increasing

rotating wall strength clearly on these crystal structures. We note here that in the

limit of vanishing wall strength or high effective radial trapping frequency, the struc-

tures become more isotropic, with uniformly decreasing nearest-neighbor distances

as we move towards the edges. The other extreme (very small radial trapping fre-

quency or high strength of rotating wall), the equilibrium configuration we obtain

from a closed-shell construction shows that the ions are reduced to (three) pockets

of stability and the structure is no longer closed. A detailed normal-mode analysis

(see below) shows that these structures are in unstable equilibrium, and hence we can

discard them. Another important observation is that a given progression of structures

(for differing values of the radial trapping strength and increasing values of VW ) dis-

plays similar structures to those found at smaller trapping strengths, for higher values

of the rotating wall strength. This fact will be important to arrive at structures that

show the maximum uniformity and also exhibit a stable equilibrium.
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Note that in these calculations, we fix the wall potential and then vary ωeff .

In doing so, we find that we are limited by how many ions we can hold in stable

equilibrium. Because the radial deconfinement decreases as the rotational frequency

ωeff decreases, the effect of the rotating wall will become stronger if it also remains

fixed. We have done this here to reduce the parameter space we explore. But, if one

wants to examine larger crystals, then one needs to carefully tune the rotating wall

strength as the rotational frequency is changed, as well as the strength of the quartic

potential, to be able to continue to maintain stable equilibrium. These issues are

discussed in Ref. [25]
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Figure 5.2: Equilibrium structures found for varying ωeff and VW . Panels (a)-(d)
show the succession of crystal structures obtained by increasing ωeff with VW =
0.0025ω2

z . Panels (e)-(h) present the structures for higher VW = 0.0040ω2
z for the

same corresponding values of ωeff .

The equilibrium structures we obtain are markedly uniform, and this is born out in

Fig. 5.3 where we plot the distance to the nearest neighbor for each ion in the crystal

as a function of the central ions’ distance from the trap symmetry axis. These results

are for the most uniform stable structures we could obtain for both the l = 2 and

l = 3 rotating walls. The nearest-neighbor distances have been calculated based on

the Delaunay triangulation algorithm. Each point in the figure represents the distance
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of the ion in question to an ion in the first nearest-neighbor shell. We focus on the

first circle of nearest neighbors only. The values of the relevant parameters, for both

the l = 2 (quadrupole) and the l = 3 (triangular) wall crystals, are indicated in

the caption to Fig. 5.3. The larger spread of values for the quadrupole wall tells us

that, on average, the triangular wall crystal is indeed more uniform spatially than the

quadrupole wall crystal. Note that there are the same number of blue squares and red

circles in Fig. 5.3; the uniformity of the triangular lattice has many of the symbols

overlap.

We next discuss the features of the normal modes of small oscillations of the ions.

We first examine the positivity of the eigenvalue spectrum of the stiffness matrix of

axial vibrations Kzz as a function of effective trapping strength, for high and low

rotating wall potential strengths, in Fig. 5.4. We see that the eigenvalue spectrum is

real and positive for only a “band" of values of ωeff (indicated in blue in the figure),

and this band shrinks for the higher amplitude rotating wall potential. The positivity

of all the eigenvalues indicates stability of the corresponding structures.

This behavior is fundamentally different from that seen in the usual Penning trap

crystals where we do not see a lower bound to the strength of the radial trapping,

characterized by ωeff , where the structures become unstable, although there is an

upper limit. Hence, we can only talk of stable structures for certain ranges of ωeff

for the l = 3 rotating wall (with an additional quartic potential), and this range gets

narrower for increasing wall strength. A similar effect is seen if the number of ions in

the trap is increased, in that the band of stability shrinks as we increase the number of

ions in the trap. The value of N = 85 was the maximum number of ions we found that

could be trapped with reasonably large bands of stability for the particular ranges of

parameters that we chose. Note that more ions can be trapped by carefully choosing
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Figure 5.3: Nearest-neighbor distances d versus the distance of the ion from the trap
symmetry axis ρ, where all distances have been normalized against the length scale l0.
The red circles plot this for the l = 3 triangular wall with an additional anharmonic
potential for VW = 0.0025ω2

z and ωeff = 0.25ωz [equilibrium positions shown in panel
(b)], while the blue squares represent this for the original l = 2 rotating wall with
just a harmonic potential for ωeff = 0.06ωz [equilibrium positions shown in panel
(c)]. The parameters for the former trap are chosen so as to minimize the variance
in nearest-neighbor distances, while a moderate wall potential is chosen for the latter
for a valid comparison. The variance in the triangular wall lattice (b) is much smaller
than in the quadrupole wall lattice (c).

the rotation frequency ωeff , the rotating wall potential amplitude, and the strength

of the quartic potential, but we do not discuss these cases in detail here.
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Figure 5.4: Variation of the axial normal mode frequencies (in units of ωz) with ωeff ,
for two wall strengths: (a) VW=0.0025ω2

z and (b) VW=0.0040ω2
z .

Next, we plot the numerically obtained eigenfrequencies against their mode num-

bers, for crystal structures corresponding to two values of (stable) ωeff , for both high

and low rotating wall potentials. Roughly, we can see a trend similar to that of the

quadrupole-wall crystal normal modes, where the primary dependence is on ωeff and

not on VW . However, there are important distinctions to be made. The “band" struc-

ture of the eigenvalue spectrum causes the structure of these curves to change, and

quite significantly at that, when we vary the rotating wall from low to high strength.
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Figure 5.5: Eigenfrequencies of the axial phonon modes. The green and red symbols
represent data for a strong rotating wall, VW = 0.0040ω2

z , and a weak wall VW =
0.0025ω2

z , respectively. The values of the corresponding effective trapping frequency
ωeff are indicated by the labels near each curve (hollow symbols, ωeff = 0.20ωz and
solid symbols, ωeff = 0.26ωz). Note how the strong rotating wall and high trapping
frequency case is nearly unstable.

We see this in Fig. 5.4, where for ωeff = 0.20ωz, the lower edge of the instability of

the band shown in Fig.5.4 shifts to the right when the strength of the rotating wall

is increased, and this causes the eigenfrequencies for the higher wall strength to drop

abruptly to values very close to zero. In this fashion, we see that the dependence on

ωeff is now superimposed on a dependence on the strength of the rotating wall due

to a VW -variable bandwidth.

The highest axial mode has a universal eigenfrequency equal to the angular fre-

quency of the trapping strength, ωz for all values of ωeff and VW , and we see that

all the branches converge to this point. This behavior is identical to that of the

quadrupole-wall rotating crystal. The corresponding eigenmode is the well-known
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center-of-mass mode, where all ions move equal displacements that are in-phase with

each other. This is because the center-of-mass motion does not cost any additional

Coulomb energy and all ions have the same axial trapping energy, and hence their

motion is independent of the strength of the rotating wall potential applied in the

crystal plane. Also, other axial phonon modes will have frequencies lower than the

center-of-mass mode, as the average distance between the ions increases when the

wave vector is nonzero and there is a reduction in energy due to the Coulomb repul-

sion. This is also why the axial eigenfrequency branches for higher ωeff lie roughly

lower in Fig. 5.5.

Next, we discuss the eigenvectors of the axial mode phonons, which we can cal-

culate immediately from the diagonalization of the stiffness matrix that yields the

eigenfrequencies. Modes close to the center-of-mass mode are collective, where ions

move with a long-wavelength. It is these long-wavelength modes that are important

for purposes of quantum simulation, and we concentrate on these in our discussion

here. In Fig. 5.6, we show maximum axial displacements of the ions, corresponding

to the highest three axial modes, with the displacements normalized to unity and

color-coded as indicated in the adjacent colorbar. We do this for the two different

strengths of the radial trapping strength ωeff , for both the high and the low rotating

wall potentials VW . The highest axial mode corresponds to the center-of-mass motion.

The other two modes (so-called tilt modes) are nearly degenerate, and are seen to

have similar nature even when anisotropy due to the rotating wall is dominant. This

is also seen in Fig. 5.5, where we see that the two modes just below the center-of-mass

mode have the same eigenfrequencies. This behavior of the penultimate axial modes

is different from the quadrupole-wall crystal, where this degeneracy of the modes is

lifted under the corresponding anisotropic rotating wall, and an additional mode is

sometimes introduced between them.
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Figure 5.6: Three highest-frequency axial eigenvectors for various trapping strengths
ωeff and rotating wall potentials VW . Panels (a)−(f) correspond to a low rotating wall
strength VW = 0.0025ω2

z , (a) − (c) representing eigenmodes of the crystal structure
corresponding to ωeff = 0.21ωz and (d) − (f) representing the crystal structure for
ωeff = 0.24ωz. Panels (g)− (l) correspond to a stronger rotating wall strength VW =
0.0040ω2

z , (g) − (i) corresponding to ωeff = 0.21ωz and (j) − (l) corresponding to
ωeff = 0.24ωz.

Finally, we examine the strength of the effective spin-spin coupling that results

from applying a spin-dependent dipole optical force detuned close to the axial phonon

modes. We focus only on detuning frequencies δ = µ − ωz to the blue of the center-
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of-mass mode (δ > 0) where we expect to find a power law dependence of the spin

exchange on the distance between the spins in the lattice [60]. This behavior has been

predicted and verified in experiments, and we expect it to hold even for this triangular-

wall anharmonic crystal. In fact, the objective for making the lattice distances more

uniform, is to also make the spin-spin couplings between adjacent spins more uniform,

and this is would follow immediately if there exists a power law relation between the

two (Jjj′ ' J0/|R0
j −R0

j′ |α).
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Figure 5.7: Time-averaged spin-spin coupling coefficient Jij/J (J = F 2
O/mω

2
z) versus

the distance between the ions rij/l0 = |R0
i − R0

j |/l0 on a log-log plot. We plot the
stable crystal structure exhibiting minimum variance in nearest-neighbor distances,
corresponding to VW = 0.0025ω2

z and ωeff = 0.25ωz. The power law exponent α and
the strength of the detuning away from the center-of-mass mode δ are both indicated
near each curve.

The parameters of axial phonon modes discussed already are used to calculate the

static spin-spin interaction Jjj′ between the spins of ions j and j′, based on Eq. (5.20).

In Fig. 5.7, we plot this static interaction strength (expressed on a logarithmic scale) as

a function of the distance between the ions, for various values of detuning µ larger than

the center-of-mass frequency. We do this for the stable crystal structure exhibiting

minimum variance in the nearest-neighbor distances. We see a behavior very similar
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to the quadrupole-wall potential. A uniform Jij, independent of rij indicates that the

detuning laser excites only the uniform center-of-mass mode. As we move away from

the center-of-mass mode, an increasingly large number of eigenmodes participate in

the coupling, and we see a clear trend in the values, such that Jij ∝ r−αij . In the limit

of large detuning, we have dipole-dipole interactions where α tends to a value of 3.

For small detunings, we have the all-to-all case of α→ 0. There are small departures

from the power law behavior for intermediate detunings, while the very small and

very large values of detuning show excellent agreement with the power law. Note that

these results are indeed much more uniform than what was found for a a quadrupole

rotating wall [15].
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Figure 5.8: Fitted exponent of the power law α (of the Jij coefficients as a functions
of the distance rij) plotted against the strength of detuning away from the center-of-
mass frequency, δ, for the same set of trap parameters and notation as in Fig. 5.5.

In Fig. 5.8, we plot the fitted power-law exponent α versus the strength of the

detuning away from the center-of-mass mode. The trend we see here is similar to the

one seen in calculations for the quadrupole-wall potential. We see a faster approach
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to the dipole-dipole limit (α = 3) for both smaller effective (radial) trapping frequen-

cies, and weaker strengths of the triangular rotating wall potential, just like for the

quadrupole rotating wall.
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Figure 5.9: Normalized root-mean-square deviation for the fits of the spin coupling
constants to a power law for different detunings to the blue of ωz.

We have already noted that there are deviations from the power law behavior for

intermediate values of detuning, and this is apparent in the spread of values away

from the linear fit in Fig. 5.7 (especially for δ = 10−1ωz). To explore these deviations

in more detail, we plot the normalized root mean square deviation (RMSD), defined

by,

normalized RMSD =

√∑
i<j(Jij − Jfit

ij )2

maxδ
√∑

i<j(Jij − Jfit
ij )2

, (5.26)

as a function of the detuning δ in Fig. 5.9. We see an adherence to the power law

(characterized by values of the normalized RMSD close to 0) for both small and

large detunings δ. More importantly, we see the largest deviation in the normalized

RMSD parameter for strengths of detuning in the intermediate range of 10−4ωz to

101ωz, We can understand this behavior easily if we look at the structure of the

static part of Eq. (5.20), that relates the strength of the spin-spin coupling, Jij,
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to the normal mode properties of the crystal. Each term in the summation can be

understood to correspond to an eigenmode’s contribution to the coupling strength.

When the beat-note frequency µ is very close to ωz (δ ≈ 0), only the center-of-mass

mode (corresponding to uniform motion of the ions) contributes, and the Jij does not

depend on distance. This behavior corresponds to a value of α = 0. For µ farther away

from the center-of-mass mode, the lower modes begin to contribute increasingly. When

only a few modes contribute, we cannot expect the power law behavior to hold [55].

The structure of the eigenvectors, as we see in Fig. 5.6, is clearly not compatible with

the power law decay of Jij with distance. For many ions sitting at opposite edges,

there is a large Jij whereas the coupling is virtually zero for other pairs separated

by much smaller distances. This is the origin of the spread of spin-spin couplings

in Fig. 5.7 and the increase in the value of the normalized RMSD in Fig. 5.9. As we

move towards larger values of µ (and δ), we see that all the modes begin to contribute

almost equally, and in the limit of dipole-dipole interactions, we get a value of α very

close to 3, with the normalized RMSD close to 0.

We note that such behavior is independent of the details of the crystal structure

itself. The eigenvectors corresponding to the first few modes will have a structure

independent of the details of the trap potential, and will cause a similar deviation

from the power law behavior as we saw above. This deviation implies that the spin-

spin couplings are no longer correlated with the distances between the ions, and hence

an increase in spatial uniformity of the crystal is not guaranteed to have a bearing on

the uniformity of the spin-spin interactions. This is an important observation, as the

increasingly uniform nearest-neighbor distances for the triangular wall crystal would

imply a more uniform spin-spin coupling strength only for detuning strength values

that are moderately large. For intermediate values of δ, it is important to consider
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the nature of modes just below the center-of-mass mode to describe the spin-spin

coupling strength between ions corresponding to that strength of detuning.

5.3 Conclusions and discussion

In this work, we have examined the properties of a Penning trap with an additional

anharmonic and triangular rotating wall potential which provide a much more uniform

ionic crystal for use in quantum simulation. By performing a detailed analysis of the

equilibrium positions, the phonons, and the effective spin-spin interactions, we find

that indeed one can generally obtain more uniform spin-spin coupling constants. As

one might have predicted, the relationship between ionic spacing in the lattice and

the uniformity of the spin-spin interactions is not directly one-to-one. For small α

values, it is the character of the phonon eigenmodes that lie close to the center-of-

mass mode that determine the behavior of the spin-spin couplings more than the

interparticle spacing. We hope that the result of this work will be found to be useful

in planning future experiments with the Penning trap platform that will employ

additional anharmonic trap terms and a triangular rotating wall for a more uniformly

spaced triangular lattice.
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Chapter 6

Diabatic-ramping spectroscopy of many-body excited states

This chapter has been published as a standalone article titled “Diabatic-ramping

spectroscopy of many-body excited states" in the Physics Review A journal.

To benchmark the simulations of the trapped-ions ideally a ground state of the

model would be used, although this is true for any model we focus on the transverse

field Ising model. To prepare the ground state of the transverse field Ising model in

trapped-ion quantum simulators, the system of spins is started in the ground state of a

strong transverse magnetic field. The transverse magnetic field is then slowly reduced

to zero. If the transverse magnetic field is decreased adiabatically, then the system of

spins will stay in the ground state and this technique for preparing complex ground

states is called adiabatic state preparation [27, 51]. One of the experimental compli-

cations is that as the number of ions increases and the energy gap decreases, keeping

the total experimental duration below the coherence time can result in diabatic tran-

sitions out of the ground state [37]. This is true even for optimized rampings [64]. We

propose a spectroscopy protocol to probe the low-lying energy spectra of the system of

spins that takes advantage of the diabatic excitations at different transverse magnetic

field strengths, which we call diabatic ramping spectroscopy. The diabatic ramping

spectroscopy measurement is made by holding the transverse magnetic field constant

to make a low-noise measurement after the system has been excited to a coherent

superposition of ground and excited states. An alternative spectroscopic method has

recently been carried out that actively modulates the field magnitude and looks for a
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system response to the modulation frequency [69]. This method has been shown to be

very effective at zero transverse field and has been used to create interesting quantum

superposition states in a 4-spin system. The method we develop here is passive in the

sense that the system response itself contains the frequency information, which we

show can in general reveal many spectral lines at once without requiring a scan of the

modulation frequency. These two methods are therefore complimentary, and we show

here that diabatic ramping spectroscopy extends its parallel state detection ability

well into the finite field range.

We explore the diabatic ramping spectroscopy by simulating data for trapped ions

driven near the center of mass mode. This realizes an infinite-range transverse field

Ising model, if we ignore all the other phonon modes. The general transverse field

Ising model Hamiltonian for Npart. particles is given by

Ĥ(t) = −
Npart.∑
i<j

JijŜ
(z)
i Ŝ

(z)
j +B(x)(t)

Npart.∑
i

Ŝ
(x)
i (6.1)

where Ŝ(α)
i are the spin-1/2 operators in the α = x, y, z directions for the ith ion

and we set ~ = 1. The infinite-range transverse field Ising model follows when all

spin-spin couplings are the same so that Jij = J0/Npart.. The spin operators satisfy

the following commutation relations

[
Ŝ

(α)
i , Ŝ

(β)
j

]
= iεαβγŜ

(γ)
i δij, (6.2)

where the Greek letters represent spatial directions, the Roman letters are the lattice

sites and εαβγ is the antisymmetric tensor. The total spin operator, Ŝ(α)
tot =

∑
i Ŝ

(α)
i ,

simplifies the infinite-range transverse field Ising model from Eq. (6.1) into

Ĥ(t) = −J0

2


(
Ŝ

(z)
tot

)2

Npart.

− 1

4

+B(x)(t)Ŝ
(x)
tot . (6.3)
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Here, we study the ferromagnetic state of the Ising model with positive J0.

The infinite-range transverse field Ising model corresponds exactly to a special

case of the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick (LMG) model [50], when the model is written in the

quasi-spin formalism. The general LMG model was introduced as an exactly solvable

Hamiltonian for a many-body system (the example of many-body system considered

is a finite system of nuclei) to compare to various techniques and formalisms. The

LMG model has subsequently been studied numerically and analytically [32, 33, 47,

50, 56, 58, 62, 63]. By considering these analytic and numerical studies of the LMG

model, the infinite-range transverse-field Ising model breaks up into submatrices,

where each submatrix block is an eigenstate of the S2
tot, and the submatrix with

S2
tot = Npart./2 includes the ground state and the excited states of interest when J0 >

0. Also within each submatrix, the eigenstates of the LMG model, in the quasi-spin

formalism, split into two groups one being symmetric and the other antisymmetric

under an interchange of the z component of spins. The splitting of the eigenstates into

two groups in the LMG model is known as spin-reflection parity for the infinite-range

transverse-field Ising model.

More specifically, the Hamiltonian commutes with the total spin operator Ŝ2
tot, so

the Hilbert space is reduced from 2Npart. to Npart. + 1 states for the ferromagnetic

system, where the ground state has spin S
(z)
tot = Npart./2. The eigenstates also have

spin-reflection parity, that is, under the partial inversion transformation Ŝ(x)
tot → Ŝ

(x)
tot ,

Ŝ
(y)
tot → −Ŝ

(y)
tot , Ŝ

(z)
tot → −Ŝ

(z)
tot the Hamiltonian and the spin commutation relations

remain the same. Due to the spin-reflection parity, the ground state is only coupled

to eigenstates with the same spin-reflection parity. Eigenstates with the opposite spin-

reflection parity become degenerate with the eigenstates with the same spin-reflection

parity when B(x) → 0.
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Figure 6.1: Example energy spectrum of the infinite-range transverse-field Ising model
as a function of the transverse magnetic field for Npart. = 400 particles. The ground
state can be excited to eigenstates with the same spin-reflection parity (black lines
that alternate starting from the ground state). The eigenstates that have opposite
spin-reflection parity (red dashed lines that alternate in between the opposite parity
lines) do not couple to the ground state, or any other opposite parity state.
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Fig. 6.1 shows the energy spectrum of the infinite-range transverse-field Ising

model. Due to the avoided crossing of neighboring coupled eigenstates, a minimum

energy gap occurs within each symmetry sector. The first minimum energy gap is

between the ground state and the second excited eigenstate at a “critical" transverse

magnetic field strength that approaches 0.5J0 as the number of particles increases.

The width of the first minimum energy gap is inversely proportional to the cube root

of the number of particles, E2−E0 ∝ N
−1/3
part. [13]. Following the first minimum energy

gap, a second minimum energy gap occurs between the fourth and second excited

eigenstates, and so on.

During our experiment where the transverse magnetic field is ramped to zero,

excitations are primarily created when diabatically lowering the transverse magnetic

field near the “critical" transverse magnetic field strength B(x)(t) ≈ 0.5J0. After

excitation, we stop evolving the Hamiltonian at a specific time tstop and field B(x)(tstop)

in order to perform an excited state spectroscopy measurement. The observable,Op(t),

in the Heisenberg representation, evolves as a function of time with respect to Ĥ(tstop),

which is now a time independent Hamiltonian. The time evolution of the observable

is given by the energy differences between eigenstates with the same spin parity as

the ground state that have been diabatically excited, where Ĥ(tstop)|m〉 = Em|m〉 and

Ôp(t) =
∑
mn

〈m|Ôp|n〉 exp[−i(En − Em)t]. (6.4)

By analyzing this time dependence, one can extract the many-body energy differences.

6.1 Theoretical formulation

6.1.1 Spectroscopy protocol

The energy spectra of the infinite-range transverse-field Ising model can be measured

by creating excitations in the quantum simulation. The diabatic excitations depend
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on the rate at which the transverse magnetic field is ramped, and on the size of the

minimum energy gap between the ground state and the first coupled excited state.

The spectroscopy protocol is as follows (and depicted schematically in Fig. 6.2):

1. Diabatically decrease the magnetic field with time constant τramp starting from

a large polarizing field B0 in the x direction

B(x)(t) = B0e−t/τramp , (6.5)

evolving the quantum state and creating excitations, as shown in Fig. 6.2(a).

2. Decrease the magnetic field until the desired value is reached at t = tstop

and then hold the field constant for a fixed time interval tmeas., as shown in

Fig. 6.2(a).

3. Measure a low-noise observable of interest at each tmeas..

4. For each new tmeas., steps 1-3 are repeated for the necessary number of time

steps to perform signal processing, as depicted in Fig. 6.2(b).

5. Signal process (Fourier transform) the oscillations of the low-noise observable as

a function of time to determine the energy differences, as shown in Fig. 6.2(c).

6. Repeat the protocol at different stopping values of the transverse magnetic field

to map the energy spectra versus transverse magnetic field.

The frequencies of these excitations are extracted from the measured signal as a func-

tion of time by Fourier transforming into the frequency domain. In the frequency

domain, the exact signal will have peaks at the frequencies of the excitation energies;

they will be broadened if the measurement has decoherence, noise, or a finite time
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evolution window. Similar ideas have been proposed in the field of quantum informa-

tion to use signal processing techniques as a means of determining the Hamiltonian

of a system by evolving a number of different quantum states [71].

6.1.2 Time evolution

In order to evaluate the time dependence of the observable, we must evaluate the

time evolution with respect to the time-dependent Hamiltonian. We do this with the

evolution operator, which satisfies

i
∂

∂t
Û(t, t0) = Ĥ(t)Û(t, t0) (6.6)

and Û(t0, t0) = 1. Since the total spin operators have the same commutation relations

as in Eq. (6.2), the Hamiltonian does not commute with itself at different times (during

the ramp, 0 < t < tstop) [
Ĥ(t), Ĥ(t′)

]
6= 0, (6.7)

where t 6= t′. As a result of Eq. (6.7), the evolution operator must be calcu-

lated as a time-ordered product. We apply the evolution operator Û(t, t0) =

Tt exp
[
−i
∫ t
t0

dt′Ĥ(t′)
]

acting on the initial quantum state |ψ(t0)〉 to determine

the time evolution

|ψ(t)〉 = Û(t, t0)|ψ(t0)〉. (6.8)

We use the commutator-free exponential time (CFET) [3, 4] approach that utilizes a

product of exponentials to determine the evolution operator via a generalization of

the Trotter breakup [78]. The essential idea of the CFET procedure is to construct

the Trotter factor such that when the product of Trotter factors are combined using

the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula [6, 16, 29], the resulting expression is equal to

a high-order truncated Magnus expansion [53] of the evolution operator with as high
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Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of the spectroscopy protocol. (a) The transverse
magnetic field as function of time is diabatically ramped down to a chosen value,
B(x)(tstop). B(x)(tstop) is then held for a time interval of tmeas.. (b) A low-noise observ-
able measured during the interval tmeas.. (c) The low-noise observable as a function
of tmeas. is Fourier transformed into the frequency domain to determine the energy
differences (solid line). After applying signal processing to the low-noise observable as
a function of tmeas. the energy differences can be determined more accurately (dashed
lines).
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an order expansion as possible. We use the optimized fourth-ordered CFET procedure

that has an error of order (δt)5.

The optimized fourth-order CFET, ÛCFET (t + δt, t), approximates the evolution

operator with piecewise propagation for Hamiltonians of the form Ĥ(z) +B(x)(t)Ĥ(x)

with

Ĥ(z) = −J0

((
Ŝ

(z)
tot

)2

/2Npart. − 1/8

)
and Ĥ(x) = Ŝ

(x)
tot as follows:

ÛCFET (t+ δt, t) =

exp

δt1
−J0

2


(
Ŝ

(z)
tot

)2

Npart.

− 1

4

+ b1Ŝ
(x)
tot




× exp

δt2
−J0

2


(
Ŝ

(z)
tot

)2

Npart.

− 1

4

+ b2Ŝ
(x)
tot




× exp

δt1
−J0

2


(
Ŝ

(z)
tot

)2

Npart.

− 1

4

+ b3Ŝ
(x)
tot


 ,

(6.9)

with time steps

δt1 =
11

40
δt, δt2 =

9

20
δt. (6.10)

The magnetic field is evaluated at three different times in the interval of size δt (with

xi ∈ [0, 1])

x1 =
1

2
−
√

3

20
, x2 =

1

2
, x3 =

1

2
+

√
3

20
. (6.11)

The b1, b2, b3 coefficients are calculated from
b1

b2

b3

 =


h1 h2 h3

h4 h5 h4

h3 h2 h1



B(x)(t+ x1δt)

B(x)(t+ x2δt)

B(x)(t+ x3δt)

 (6.12)
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where the elements of the matrix are

h1 =
37

66
− 400

957

√
5

3
, h2 = − 4

33
, h3 =

37

66
+

400

957

√
5

3
,

h4 = − 11

162
, h5 =

92

81
.

(6.13)

The h coefficients were determined by taking the set of b factors in Eq. (6.9), com-

bining them using the BCH formula, and then setting them equal to the truncated

Magnus expansion of the evolution operator over the δt time interval. This yields the

reduced numerical error without needing to evaluate any commutators. Details can

be found in Refs. [3, 4].

6.1.3 Decoherence and noise

We choose to measure the time dependence of the occupancy of the highest probable

eigenstate of the operator S(z)
tot at time tstop for the observable as a function of time,

pexact(t), during the fixed time interval tmeas.. The highest probable state stays at

〈S(z)
tot 〉 = 0 as B(x)(t) approaches the minimum energy gap. After the minimum energy

gap, the highest probable state symmetrically moves toward 〈S(z)
tot 〉 = ±Npart./2, as

shown in Fig. 6.3.

To simulate experimental data, we need to introduce typical errors. The two

sources of error that we introduce are decoherence of the signal and counting statistics

noise. We neglect the error due to spontaneous emission because the complexity of

adding the spontaneous emission is beyond the scope of the basic treatment of the

error we will be adding to the exact signal. The decoherence is modeled by a simple

exponential decay of the exact signal

psignal(t) = pexact(t)e
− t
τd , (6.14)

where τd is the decoherence time (our goal in doing this is not to describe any micro-

scopic model of decoherence but rather to produce more typical experimental data
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Figure 6.3: Probabilities of the product states as a function of the transverse magnetic
field, B(x), in the (a) adiabatic limit and (b) the numerically evolved diabatic case
with the ramping rate of τrampJ0 = 2. In both cases the highest probable S(z)

tot state
starts at S(z)

tot = 0 and moves towards S(z)
tot = ±200 as the B(x) approaches 0. While the

adiabatic limit shows the transition from the low to high S(z)
tot is smooth, the numerical

results have ripples after the minimum energy gap due to the diabaticity of the time
evolution.
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from our exact results by using a simple exponential decay for the decoherence).

We used decoherence times of τdJ0 = 25 and 10 in Fig. 6.4(a). The total time

during an experimental simulations are approximately 5ms, this is with the average

Jij = 2π × 1.0kHz [37].The counting statistics noise is added by randomly choosing

integers from a Poisson distribution to represent the number of counts for the low-

noise observable of interest, psimulated(t), at time t, as seen in Fig. 6.4(b). The Poisson

distribution is

Pois(x|λ) =
λx

x!
e−λ (6.15)

where λ is the mean of the distribution and x = psimulated(t) is the actual occurrence

of an event. The mean value is λ = Nmeas.psignal, where Nmeas. is the total number

of measurements made at time t. To randomly choose an integer x from a Poisson

distribution, a random number ui is chosen from a uniform distribution (with ui ∈

[0, 1]) x number of times and the ui’s are multiplied together [44]. When the product

of u′is is less than e−λ, psimulated(t) is set equal to x.

x=psimulated(t)∏
i=1

ui < e−λ (6.16)

The number of total measurements, Nmeas., at each time step was determined when

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the initial probability at tstop is larger than 1

SNR ≈
√
Nmeas.psignal(0) > 1. (6.17)

6.1.4 Signal processing

The signal processing of the oscillations of the low-noise observable is usually mea-

sured at equally spaced time steps, tn = nδt, for a fixed time interval tmeas. =

(Nstep − 1)δt and is transformed into the frequency domain by applying the discrete
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Figure 6.4: (a) Comparison of the exact signal (black, top) to a signal with decoher-
ence added in via Eq. (6.14) (red (bottom) τ = 10/J0; green (middle) τ = 25/J0).
(b) Counting statistics is added in by choosing random integers from the Poisson
distribution with a mean value of Nmeas.psignal(t), for Nmeas. = 10, 000 (violet).
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Fourier transform

Psimulated(fk) =
1√
Nstep

Nstep−1∑
n=0

psimulated(tn)Fk,n, (6.18)

where fk = k/(Nstepδt) for |k| < Nstep/2 and Fk,n is

Fk,n = ei2πkn/Nstep . (6.19)

The signal in the frequency domain can then be transformed back to the time domain

by the inverse discrete Fourier transform

psimulated(tn) =
1√
Nstep

Nstep/2∑
k=−Nstep

2

Psimulated(fk)F−1
n,k. (6.20)

Due to the noise of the oscillations and the characteristics of the discrete Fourier

transform (as given by the Nyquist-Shannon analysis [59, 72]), the number of mea-

surements taken of the oscillations needs to be large to get a good estimate of the

energy differences (or frequency of the oscillations). The number of measurements

can be significantly reduced when the signal processing algorithm called compressive

sensing [24] is used, as we discuss below.

Discrete Fourier transform

It is well known that Nstep equally spaced time steps of width δt can determine the

Fourier transform accurately for frequencies less than the Nyquist frequency [59], fN ,

fN =
1

2δt
. (6.21)

as proved by Shannon [72]. If the Fourier transform of the signal has frequencies,

fH,i, that are higher than the Nyquist frequency, fN , then spurious data is generated

due to a phenomenon called aliasing, which maps high frequencies into the range of

frequencies that is less than the Nyquist frequency via

fN > fH,i − 2nfN = falias,i, (6.22)
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where n is an integer that satisfies the inequality, as illustrated in Fig. 6.5(a-b).

Eq. (6.22) is determined by comparing the equally spaced time samples of a sine wave

with a high frequency, fH and the aliased frequency, falias which become nearly indis-

tinguishable when the time steps are δt < 1/(2fH), as demonstrated in Fig. 6.5(c).

The effects of introducing decoherence and noise to the observable as a function

of time, psimulated(t), produces errors in the Fourier transformation to the frequency

domain. The decoherence error broadens the delta function peaks at the frequencies of

the excitation energies in the frequency domain, as shown in Fig. 6.6. Once decoher-

ence has contaminated the observable as a function of time not much can be done to

reduce the effects of the broadening, unless there is only one decoherence time and it

is known or can be fit. The counting statistics noise added to the observable as a func-

tion of time is analogous to adding a linear superposition of nearly equally weighted

sine waves that oscillate at a continuum of high frequencies to the signal, as depicted

in Fig. 6.7(a). When the observable as a function of time with the counting statis-

tics noise is Fourier transformed to the frequency domain, the linear superposition of

sine waves that oscillate at a continuum of high frequencies transform into a noise

floor, since the sine waves have similar weight in the time domain. The noise floor

then obscures the delta function peaks at the frequencies of the excitation energies

with amplitudes below the noise floor. The simplest way to reduce the effects of the

counting statistics noise on the observable in either the frequency or time domain is

to increase the number of measurements, Nmeas. taken at each time step. To increase

the amplitude of the delta function peaks above the noise floor, the length of the

time interval, tmeas., must be increased. However, when tmeas. � τd the observable as

a function of time becomes nearly 0.
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Figure 6.5: (a) Signal (black line) that is made from four sine waves with their respec-
tive frequencies and sampled (red dots) at a frequency 1/δt. The first three frequencies
f1, f2, f3 < fN and the fourth frequency, f4, are greater than fN . (b) The samples
are Fourier transformed and f1, f2, f3 (black line) can be identified from the signal
as a function of time (red line). However, the fourth frequency appears in the signal
as a function of time with an aliased frequency (green line), as defined in Eq. (6.22).
(c) Comparing the sine wave of the high frequency, f4, (black line) and the alias fre-
quency, falias (green line), the two are nearly indistinguishable with respect to the
sampled points, (red dots) that were used on the original signal in panel (a).
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Figure 6.6: Fourier transformation of the probability as a function of time in Fig. 6.4(a)
with a decoherence time of τdJ0 = 10 in the frequency domain. The probability was
measured at Nstep = 2048 equally spaced time steps. The delta function peaks of the
signal have been broadened (red line) with respect to the Fourier transform without
decoherence (black lines).
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Figure 6.7: (a) Fourier transform of the observable as a function of time in Fig. 6.4(b)
into the frequency domain, (violet line). There are two filters that can be applied
in frequency domain: a low-pass filter and a thresholding filter. The low-pass filter
sets all the frequencies f > |fcutoff | equal to 0 [where the blue lines represent the
fcutoff applied in panel b], and the thresholding filter sets all the frequencies that
have Fourier series coefficients lower than the threshold, τthreshold, equal to 0 [the
amplitude of τthreshold used in panel c is shown in yellow]. (b) Low-pass filtering the
signal from panel a and Fourier transforming the resulting signal to the time domain
(blue), the counting statistics noise is reduced when comparing the resulting signal
of Fourier transforming the low-pass filtered signal to the noiseless observable as a
function of time with decoherence (red). (c) The resulting signal (yellow) of Fourier
transforming the thresholding filtered observable as a function of frequency nearly
lies on top of the noiseless observable as a function of time with decoherence (red).
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If there is knowledge of the observable in the frequency domain that can restrict

the frequencies, then the Fourier transform can be used to reduce the counting statis-

tics noise that is present in the observable as a function of time. Once the observable

is Fourier transformed to the frequency domain, two filters can be applied based on

the knowledge of the observable in the frequency domain, as shown in Fig. 6.7(a).

If the observable in the frequency domain is known to have a delta function peak

for a range of frequencies, then a low-pass filter is applied for a range of frequencies,

[−fcutoff , fcutoff ], and all frequencies outside of this range are set to 0. Alternatively, if

the noise floor can be estimated, then a thresholding filter is applied so that frequen-

cies with a Fourier transform coefficient below a certain amplitude, τthreshold, are set

to 0. The filtered observable as a function of frequency is inverse Fourier transformed

into the time domain with a significant reduction of the counting statistics noise, as

shown in Fig. 6.7(b-c).

Compressive sensing

However, when the Fourier series has weights only at s discrete frequencies, the low-

noise observable in the frequency domain has s number of nonzero elements. To

solve for the s nonzero elements far fewer data should be needed. There have been

significant advancements in signal processing to decrease the number of measurements

determined from the sampling theorem when a signal has s nonzero elements, called s-

sparse, in a basis. This signal processing is called compressive sensing and the number

of measurements, Mstep is limited by

Mstep & s× ln(Nstep). (6.23)

Although Mstep is greater than s, there is still a huge decrease in the running time

for an experiment. Suppose we restrict the frequency interval to [−fc, fc] and per-
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Figure 6.8: Block diagram to illustrate the loop in the soft thresholding algorithm.
The low-noise observable as a function of time p(t) is Fourier transformed into the
frequency domain. The data is then passed through the soft threshold, in Eq. (6.27),
using τthreshold. The residue, pres(t), is calculated pres(t) = p(t)−MP (f). P (f) is then
updated by P (f) = Pprev(f)−M−1pres(t). The loop is then repeated updating P (f)
at each iteration until P (f) converges.

form Nstep. = 10, 000 measurements in time using conventional Fourier transform

techniques, then if the signal is known to have only three discrete frequencies, com-

pressive sensing requires only Mstep = 200 time steps for equivalent accuracy. For

Nmeas. = 5000 at a given time step, being taken at a rate of 100 measurements per

second, we would require about 3 hours of time to generate the data for one magnetic

field using compressive sensing. If the signal processing was done by the fast Fourier

transform algorithm, it would take 139 hours to collect the data at one magnetic field,

using the same number of measurements at a given time step taken at the same mea-

surement rate as before. Hence, compressive sensing makes this type of experiment

feasible with current experimental setups.

We now briefly review compressive sensing. For a more exhaustive review, Rice

University provides resources on compressive sensing [1]. Two common techniques in

compressive sensing are analogous to the two filters that reduce the counting statis-

tics noise of the observable in the time domain as described above. In Sec III, we will

use the soft threshold algorithm (that is similar to the thresholding filter described
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above) to remove counting statistics noise from the observable as a function of time

and solve for the observable in the frequency domain. The other technique that is

used in compressive sensing is the so called match pursuit [57] that limits the number

of frequencies, which is similar to the low-pass filter. Compressive sensing is able to

extract the delta function peaks because of the sparsity of the low-noise observable

in the frequency of the time domain, even if the signal as a function of time is con-

taminated with noise. However, the delta function peaks in the frequency domain

are broadened once decoherence is added to the low-noise observable as a function of

time. If the delta function peaks become too broad due to decoherence, the condition

of sparsity in the frequency domain is no longer met, and the compressive sensing

approach does not work as well.

Compressive sensing solves for the s-sparse Fourier transform of the observable in

the frequency domain, P (f), by minimizing the following equation

min
{

1

2
(||p(t)−MP (f)||l2)

2 + τthreshold||P (f)||l1
}
. (6.24)

where p(t) is a vector of the measured observable as a function of time with decoher-

ence and noise and M is the inverse partial discrete Fourier transform matrix

M =



F−1
1,1 F−1

1,2 · · · F−1
1,Nstep

F−1
2,1 F−1

2,2 · · · F−1
2,Nstep

...
... . . . ...

F−1
Mstep,1

F−1
Mstep,2

· · · F−1
Mstep,Nstep


. (6.25)

This matrix neglects time equal to zero as well as frequency equal to zero. We observed

that by neglecting the DC frequency and the initial time, t = 0, reduced the proba-

bility of compressive sensing to produce spurious delta function peaks. The lp norm

is defined as

||P (f)||lp =

(
N∑
k

|P (fk)|p
)1/p

(6.26)
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where p = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,∞. In Eq. (6.24), the first term measures how accurate the

solution P (f) matches the observable as a function of time, p(t), and the second

measures how sparse the solution P (f) is. The τthreshold parameter balances between

the sparsity and accuracy of P (f).

The solution P (f) is found by using the sparse reconstruction by separable approx-

imation (SpaRSa) framework [84] that applies a soft threshold, Soft(P (f), τthreshold),

Soft(P (f), τthreshold) = max
{
|P (f)| − τthreshold

|P (f)|
P (f), 0

}
. (6.27)

The soft thresholding algorithm begins by Fourier transforming the measured observ-

able with decoherence and noise to the frequency domain M−1p(t) = P (f). Then the

loop starts with applying the soft thresholding to P (f). The resulting P (f) after the

soft thresholding is transformed to the time domain and the residual is found between

the measured observable as a function of time and P (f), pres(t) = p(t)−MP (f). The

residual is Fourier transformed into the frequency domain and P (f) is updated. This

loop is then repeated updating P (f) at each iteration until the relative changes of

P (f) between iterations is less than ε as depicted schematically in Fig. 6.8. The

threshold filter used to reduce the counting statistics noise of the observable as a

function of time in Fig. 6.7 is analogous to running the soft threshold. The SparSa

framework allows τthreshold to vary at each iteration of the soft threshold and directs

τthreshold so that the soft thresholding algorithm efficiently converges to the P (f) with

the highest probability of being correct. Although the τthreshold parameter can vary,

an initial τthreshold is needed. In computer science, the classic approach to finding an

optimal guess for τthreshold is called cross-validation [82].

Cross-validation randomly assigns the low-noise observable as a function into two

data sets with equal numbers of elements. One of the data sets is called the training

set and the other is the test set. We apply the SparSa framework onto the training set
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with a trial τthreshold chosen from the interval [0.05, 1]×||P (f)||l∞ , where ||P (f)||l∞ =

max{|P (f)|}. The resulting P (f) is Fourier transformed to the time domain and

compared to the test set. The τthreshold with the lowest difference between the MP (f)

and the test set is then used for the SparSa framework applied on the complete low-

noise observable. Although compressive sensing can significantly reduces the number

of measurements, when the energy difference between two excitable eigenstates is

smaller than the difference between fk − fk−1 then the two eigenstates are indistin-

guishable from one another.

6.2 Results

We present a numerical example to illustrate the proposed spectroscopy protocol. We

use J0 = 10kHz as the energy unit. We work with a system of spins of Npart. = 400

spins. The minimum energy gap between the first coupled excited state and the ground

state occurs at a “critical" transverse magnetic field strength of B(x)(t)/J0 = 0.4783.

For the infinite-range Ising model the probability to create excitations from the ground

state increases as the transverse magnetic field ramping time rate, τramp, is decreased,

as depicted in Fig. 6.9. When τrampJ0 = 4 in Eq. (6.5) the probability to create

excitations is nearly zero after the minimum energy gap. As τramp is decreased to 2

more excitations are created in comparison to 4. We work with a τrampJ0 = 2, the red

line in Fig. 6.9. This choice of the time constant is such that one gets a reasonably

large signal and the excitations are small to properly assign the energy levels to the

excited states. The frequency accuracy is set to δf = fN/1024 and the observable is

measured at 200 time steps.
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Figure 6.9: Probability to be in the instantaneous ground state (top) and first coupled
excited state (bottom) as a function of time for Npart. = 400. The probability to create
excitations increases as τramp in Eq. (6.5) is decreased, depicted here with τrampJ0 = 4
(green), 2 (red), 1 (black).
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The infinite-range transverse field Ising model has two order parameters. One of

the the order parameters is the average absolute magnetization (per site), |S(z)
tot |∣∣∣S(z)

tot (t)
∣∣∣ =

1

N

N∑
s

∣∣∣∣N2 − s
∣∣∣∣ ps(t), (6.28)

where ps(t) is the probability of the product state. In Fig. 6.10 shows the numerical

time evolution of the average absolute magnetization at 4 different transverse mag-

netic field strengths. In the 4 examples of the average absolute magnetization as a

function of time the oscillations are essentially determined by the energy difference

of a single excited state with the ground state. The other order parameter is the

fourth-order moment of the magnetization, or the Binder cumulant g(t), which is

g(t) =

∑N
s

(
N
2
− s
)4
ps(t)(∑N

s

(
N
2
− s
)2
ps(t)

)2 . (6.29)

We show 4 examples at different transverse magnetic field strengths in Fig. 6.11,

the same transverse magnetic fields used in Fig. 6.10. Near the “critical" transverse

magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 6.11(a-b), the time evolution of the Binder cumu-

lant as a function of time has large amplitude oscillations of the superposition of

multiple excited states with the ground state. However, once the transverse magnetic

field is lowered, as shown in Fig. 6.11(c-d), the noise dominates the small amplitude

oscillations.

Another observable that can be used is the highest probable eigenstates of S(z)
tot at

tstop. The highest probable eigenstates of S(z)
tot at tstop are shown in Fig. 6.12, at the

four example probabilities of the product state at B(x)(t)/J0 = 0.5004, 0.4505, 0.3508

and 0.2510 and the states S(z)
tot = 0, 86, 143 and 174 have the highest probability

for each transverse magnetic field, respectively. The numerical time evolution of this

observable is plotted in Fig. 6.13 at 4 different transverse magnetic field strengths,

as in Fig. 6.10. Figure 6.13(a) shows the observable as a function of time before the
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Figure 6.10: Time evolution of the average absolute magnetization as a function of
time at four different transverse magnetic fields where (a)B(x)(t)/J0 = 0.5004, (b)
B(x)(t)/J0 = 0.4505, (c) B(x)(t)/J0 = 0.3508, and (d) B(x)(t)/J0 = 0.2510. The
numerical time evolution of the average absolute magnetization is in black and the
simulated data, where the error is added to the average absolute magnetization as a
function of time due to decoherence and counting statistics, is in red. The number of
time steps is shown is 200.
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Figure 6.11: Binder cumulant as a function of time at four different transverse mag-
netic fields where (a)B(x)(t)/J0 = 0.5004, (b) B(x)(t)/J0 = 0.4505, (c) B(x)(t)/J0 =
0.3508, and (d) B(x)(t)/J0 = 0.2510. The Binder cumulant is in black and the simu-
lated data, where the error is added to the observable as a function of time due to
decoherence and counting statistics, is in red. The number of time steps is shown is
200.
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Figure 6.12: Example probability of the product state shown at four different trans-
verse magnetic field strengths (black circles). The highest probable state of the
product state is signified by the red triangles for the four different transverse mag-
netic field strengths. The highest probable state is found to be (a) S(z)

tot = 0 for
B(x)/J0 = 0.5004, (b) S(z)

tot = 86 for B(x)/J0 = 0.4505, (c) is S(z)
tot = 143 for

B(x)/J0 = 0.3508, and (d) is S(z)
tot = 178 for B(x)/J0 = 0.2510
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Figure 6.13: Highest probable product state as a function of time at (a)B(x)(t)/J0 =
0.5004, (b) B(x)(t)/J0 = 0.4505, (c) B(x)(t)/J0 = 0.3508, and (d) B(x)(t)/J0 = 0.2510.
The numerical time evolution of the highest probable product state is in black and
the simulated data, where the error is added to the observable as a function of time
due to decoherence and counting statistics, is in red. The number of time steps is
shown is 200.

“critical" transverse magnetic field, B(x)/J0 = 0.5004. There is a small amplitude

oscillation in the observable as a function of time due to a low probability to be

in the coupled excited state as expected from Eq. (6.4). Once the transverse mag-

netic field has passed the “critical" transverse magnetic field strength, as depicted in

Fig. 6.13(b-c), more excitations are created to the coupled excited states resulting in

larger amplitude oscillations of the superposition of multiple excited states with the

ground state.
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Although the infinite-range transverse field Ising model has the two order param-

eters, the observable we chose to measure while the transverse magnetic field is held

constant is the highest probable eigenstates of S(z)
tot at tstop due to their generality. In

general, the question of what observable to pick is one that needs to be answered for

the system being simulated. The characteristics that we want to see in the observ-

able is a high probability of being observed (to limit the number of measurements)

and large amplitude oscillations (to maximize the data being fit). Determining what

observable best fits these criteria is, in general, a difficult problem to solve. Fortu-

nately, one does not need the best observable to make the experiment work, so any

observable that generates sufficient data to be signal processed will work.

6.2.1 Noiseless

The observable in Fig. 6.13 is Fourier transformed to the frequency domain to deter-

mine frequencies of the oscillations. The frequencies of the oscillations are the energy

differences of the coupled excited states, as found in Eq. (6.4). Due to the finite time

interval, the Fourier transform of the delta function peaks of the observable have been

broadened in the frequency domain, as seen in Fig. 6.14. Using compressive sensing the

delta function peaks are recovered. Fig. 6.14(a) has delta function peaks at frequencies

of the energy differences of the first and second coupled excited states with the ground

state. When the transverse magnetic field is stopped immediately after the “critical"

transverse magnetic field strength, as shown in Fig. 6.14(b), the energy difference of

the lowest three coupled excited states with the ground state are found. However, a

spurious peak appears at a frequency lower than the first lowest-lying coupled excited

state. Further decreasing the transverse magnetic field, the energy differences of the

lowest four coupled excited states with the ground state are extracted, as found in

Fig. 6.14(c) and (d).
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Figure 6.14: Performing a Fourier transform (black line) on the noiseless numerical
time evolution of the observable shown as a black line in Fig. 6.13 for the four trans-
verse magnetic fields. The Fourier transform broadens the delta function due to the
finite time interval having 200 time steps. Using compressive sensing the delta func-
tion peaks are extracted (green filled circles). The delta function peaks that are found
by the compressive sensing algorithm are compared to the adiabatic energy differences
of the coupled excited states with the ground state at the four different transverse
magnetic fields, where the adiabatic energies are the blue dashed lines.
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Figure 6.15: Energy spectra extracted by either applying the (a) partial discrete
Fourier transform, M−1, or (b) compressive sensing on the noiseless numerical time
evolution observable as a function of the transverse magnetic field. In panel a, due to
applying the noiseless numerical time evolution by the partial discrete Fourier trans-
form the delta function peaks of the lowest four lying coupled excited states have
become broadened and “ringing" is obscuring the third and fourth lowest-lying cou-
pled excited states. Alternatively by applying compressive sensing, the peaks (black
dots) recovering the delta function peaks, as depicted in panel b. The four lowest-
lying coupled excited states essentially lie on top of the adiabatic energy difference
(red lines) when the transverse magnetic field is less than the “critical" transverse
magnetic field. The fifth lowest lying coupled excited state is extracted at a few of the
transverse magnetic field strengths. Spurious delta function peaks occur at transverse
magnetic fields near the “critical" transverse magnetic field.
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We can produce energy spectra as a function of the transverse magnetic field, as

shown in Fig. 6.15, by applying the partial discrete Fourier transform or compressive

sensing to the time evolution of the observable at different transverse magnetic field

strengths. Excitations to the first coupled excited states occur in the entire interval

of the transverse magnetic field plotted in Fig. 6.15 using both the partial discrete

Fourier transform and compressive sensing. However at higher transverse magnetic

field strengths, the excitations to the second coupled excited state also occur before

the “critical" transverse magnetic field is observed when using compressive sensing, as

depicted in Fig. 6.15(b). After the “critical" transverse magnetic field, excitations to

the higher coupled excited states are found when applying the partial discrete Fourier

transform or compressive sensing. In Fig. 6.15(a), the lowest three lying coupled

excited states are found (while the fourth can be faintly seen). However, the peaks

of the lowest coupled excited states are broadened and the third and fourth lowest-

lying coupled excited states are nearly indistinguishable to the background noise,

or “ringing", which is an artifact of applying the partial discrete Fourier transform

to signal that does not have complete oscillations. By applying compressive sensing

to the observable the lowest four lying coupled excited states are found (at a few

transverse magnetic field strengths the fifth coupled excited state is also observed).

6.2.2 Simulated data

The simulated experimental data are produced by adding decoherence, which is mod-

eled by Eq. (6.14), and counting statistics error, as defined in Eq. (6.16), to the

observable as a function of time, as depicted by red lines in Fig. 6.10-6.13. The deco-

herence time we used is τdJ0 = 25.0, although the minimum decoherence time that

compressive sensing was able to extract the delta functions peaks near the appropriate
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Figure 6.16: Fourier transforming the simulated data (red). There are discernible
peaks that could be extracted and compared to the adiabatic energy differences. By
applying compressive sensing to the simulated data (solid green circles) the delta
function peaks are extracted from the Fourier transform of the simulated data. The
adiabatic energy differences, En −E0, are plotted as blue dashed lines to compare to
the peaks observed in the Fourier transform and the delta functions extracted by the
compressive sensing algorithm when applied to the simulated data.
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frequencies was about τdJ0 = 1.0. We used Nmeas. = 10, 000 at each time step to add

the Poisson noise.

In Fig. 6.16, we show four examples to compare the Fourier transform to the

compressive sensing applied to the simulated data from Fig. 6.13. The effects of adding

the decoherence and counting statistics error to the noiseless data creates a noise floor

that nearly obscures the delta function peaks associated with energy differences, as

depicted in Fig. 6.16, when the Fourier transform is applied. The Fourier transform

of the simulated data could be refined by extracting the peaks. However, doing this

processing will result in multiple spurious peaks. The compressive sensing is able to

extract energy differences of the lowest two coupled excited states (in Fig. 6.16(b)

the third coupled excited state was also found) that are near the expected adiabatic

energy differences.

The effects of the counting statistics and decoherence errors are studied more

quantitatively by calculating the average and standard deviation of the delta func-

tion peaks produced from processing the simulated data with the compressive sensing

algorithm at 10 different transverse magnetic field strengths. The average and stan-

dard deviation are calculated at each transverse magnetic field by using the compres-

sive sensing on 100 cases with different counting statistics noise applied to each case

and having the same decoherence time, τdJ0 = 25. In the majority of the transverse

magnetic field strengths in Table 6.1 the compressive sensing was able to extract fre-

quencies that are within 2 digits of accuracy and standard deviations are on the order

of 0.001’s.

There are spurious delta function peaks that appear in the 100 different cases of

the simulated data at the different transverse magnetic fields. These spurious delta

function peaks usually have high frequencies with respect to the frequencies that

correspond to energy differences. The occurrence of spurious delta function peaks at
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B(x)(t)/J0 Adiabatic (J0) Ave. ± STD (J0)
0.5004 0.1698 0.1694 ± 0.0014

0.4482
0.2039 0.2057 ± 0.0029
0.3740 0.3713 ± 0.0017
0.4920 0.4911 ± 0.0042

0.3976 0.2961 0.2984 ± 0.0011
0.5822 0.5816 ± 0.0019

0.3561 0.3463 0.3471 ± 0.00089
0.6858 0.6860 ± 0.0053

0.3065 0.3918 0.3933 ± 0.0017
0.7787 0.7769 ± 0.0026

0.2560 0.4271 0.4282 ± 0.00074
0.8503 0.8506 ± 0.0029

0.2055 0.4539 0.4528 ± 0.0012
0.9046 0.9053 ± 0.0025

0.1545 0.4739 0.4744 ± 0.00076
0.9450 0.9443 ± 0.0018

0.1046 0.4875 0.4879 ± 0.00085
0.9724 0.9723 ± 0.0020

0.0625
0.4948 0.4943 ± 0.00094
0.9870 0.9882 ± 0.0026
1.4767 1.4723 ± 0.0081

Table 6.1: Energy differences of the infinite-range transverse field Ising model com-
pared to the average and standard deviation of the extracted observable in the fre-
quency domain by applying the compressive sensing algorithm to 100 different cases
of the simulated data. For each of the 100 simulated data cases the counting statistics
noise is different but the decoherence error is the same, at 10 transverse magnetic
field strengths. When B(x)(t)/J0 = 0.4482, 0.3876, 0.2560 one of the average energies
is not within a standard deviation of the adiabatic energy, as shown in red.
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high frequencies is low so they are neglected in the statistical analysis. There are

spurious delta functions with frequencies lower than the first lowest-lying coupled

excited states included in the statistical analysis due to their consistent occurrence

at three different transverse magnetic fields. The spurious delta functions can be

removed by taking additional data, either increasing the number of measurements

taken at each time step or going further out in time.

In Fig. 6.17 we plot the average extracted delta function peaks found by applying

compressive sensing to the following measurements: highest probable eigenstate of S(z)
tot

at tstop, the average absolute magnetization, and Binder cumulant. To introduce noise

from the decoherence and counting statistics into the average absolute magnetization

and Binder cumulant was similar to highest probable eigenstate of S(z)
tot at tstop, where

we add the noise due to decoherence and counting statistics to the exact time evolution

of the observable. It should be noted that when the highest probable eigenstate is

being used only measurements of the highest probable eigenstate are kept and other

eigenstates are ignored, while for both average absolute magnetization and Binder

cumulant, all measurements are used. When the highest probable eigenstate of S(z)
tot

at tstop is being used as the observable, the lowest two coupled excited states can be

identified at low transverse magnetic fields. When the average absolute magnetization

is used only the lowest coupled excited state is found. Since there is only a single delta

function peak found the number of measurements can be further reduced, this is due

to the condition in Eq. (6.23). Finally using the Binder cumulant as the observable,

the lowest two coupled excited states are found for transverse magnetic fields near the

“critical" transverse magnetic field strengths (in a couple of cases the third coupled

excited state can be identified). However, when applying compressive sensing to the

Binder cumulant the effects of decoherence result in low frequency spurious delta

peaks.
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Figure 6.17: Average delta function peaks from applying compressive sensing to 100
different cases of the simulated data as a function of the transverse magnetic field
strength. The simulated data is from the observables of the highest probable eigen-
state of S(z)

tot at tstop (black dots), average absolute magnetization (green triangles),
and Binder cumulant (blue x’s). The lowest-lying coupled excited states are identi-
fied when comparing to the adiabatic energy differences (red lines). There are low
frequency spurious delta function peaks that occur at various transverse magnetic
fields depending on whether the highest probable eigenstate or Binder cumulant is
measured.
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It should be clear from this work that while a traditional analysis gives reasonable

results, employing compressive sensing appears to greatly clean up the analysis and

provide much higher accuracy to the data. Hence, given the low overhead for the

signal processing, we feel compressive sensing is an important tool to apply to this

form of many-body eigenstate spectroscopy.

6.3 Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed a spectroscopy protocol that diabatically ramps the

transverse magnetic field to create excitations. By diabatically ramping and then

holding the transverse magnetic field, the energy spectra can be extracted by mea-

suring a low-noise observable as a function of time and then signal processing the

data. We explored our protocol by simulating data for the infinite-range transverse

field Ising model. By using compressive sensing, the number of time steps needed

for the signal processing is sharply reduced and the spectroscopy protocol becomes

experimentally feasible with current experimental setups. This occurs because com-

pressive sensing is robust against counting statistics errors. However, compressive

sensing is not robust against errors due to decoherence, which can result in spurious

delta functions peaks. We find by using compressive sensing on the noiseless numerical

time evolution of the observable that a number of lowest lying energy states can be

extracted. When counting statistics and decoherence errors are added to the observ-

able as a function of time, compressive sensing can extract fewer low lying energy

states as the transverse magnetic field approaches zero. At high transverse magnetic

field, the probability to create excitations is too low with respect to the errors added

and this results in spurious delta function peaks that are not associated with any
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energy levels. We hope our protocol will be used in current experimental simulations

to extract interesting many-body spectra.
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Chapter 7

Bang-bang shortcut to adiabaticity in trapped ion quantum

simulators

This chapter has been submitted as a standalone article titled “Bang-bang shortcut

to adiabaticity in trapped ion quantum simulators" in the Physics Review Letter

journal.

Original experiments focused on adiabatic state preparation [26, 36, 41] of the

transverse-field Ising model by initially orienting all of the spins along the field axis

(in a large initial field) and then ramping the field to zero to create the ground

state of the Ising model. But when the system size was increased, and frustrated

antiferromagnetic systems were examined, it became clear that these experiments

would have a large amount of diabatic excitation [37]. Currently, there are two foci for

adiabatic state preparation: (i) find shortcuts which will allow the original protocol

to be achieved or (ii) use the diabatic excitations as a means to study low-energy

excitations. Within the first category, recent work has found an exact shortcut for

adiabatic state preparation [21, 23] (at least for the nearest-neighbor transverse field

Ising model), but the multiple-spin interactions needed to accomplish this goal are

too complicated to implement in the current generation of quantum simulators. In

the second category, we already mentioned experimental [37, 39, 69] and theoretical

methods to produce or measure specific excitations.

The bang-bang protocol has long been known within the field of quantum control

as a useful optimization algorithm [79]. It invokes a control strategy similar to the
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Figure 7.1: (a) Comparison of the three different ramp protocols. The magnetic inter-
actions are held fixed, while the field is ramped from an initial value about five times
the average nearest-neighbor exchange to zero. Three ramp profiles are shown— the
exponential ramp, the locally adiabatic ramp, ( which strives to have a uniform rate of
diabatic excitation throughout the ramp ), and the bang-bang protocol. (b) The low-
lying spectra of an N = 10 Ising chain with spin-spin interactions for the trap used
in Ref. [37] versus the ground-state energy as a function of the magnetic field (here,
the exchange coefficients decay with an approximate power law of α = 1.05). Since
the transverse-field Ising model has both spatial parity and spin-reflection parity, the
red line denotes the lowest-energy state that is coupled to the ground state and hence
plots ∆(B), as described in the text. 133



algorithm employed with a thermostat, which sequentially turns the climate control

system fully on or fully off to maintain the temperature within a specified range.

Here, it corresponds to quenching the magnetic field to an initial value, holding it for

a fixed time, and then subsequently quenching it to zero. This protocol is illustrated

schematically in Fig. 7.1 (a), along with the two more conventional transverse mag-

netic field ramps the exponential and locally adiabatic ramp [64]. The exponential

ramp is when the transverse magnetic field has an exponential decay profile. The

locally adiabatic ramp is determined by having uniformity in the diabatic excitations

throughout the ramp. It strives to ramp the field quickly when the energy gap to

the lowest coupled excited state is high, and more slowly when that gap is small,

but it requires detailed knowledge of the energy of the first coupled excited state

as a function of magnetic field in order to determine the ramp. While this can be

found experimentally utilizing different methods [39, 69], it is a difficult procedure to

carry out for large systems that have significant frustration. The bang-bang protocol

is much simpler. It is motivated, in part, from a mathematical proof which says the

most adiabatic ramp starts and ends with the flattest field profile [61]; the bang-bang

approach carries this functional form to its extreme limit. But because we found that

the optimal ramp always was the locally adiabatic ramp, the mathematical proof

must not hold for this class of experimental ramps. The bang-bang shortcut works

by projecting the initial state onto a collection of eigenstates at an intermediate field,

allowing those states to evolve in the constant field until the projection onto the

field-free ground state is maximized, when the quench to zero field occurs (also done

by projection onto the field-free eigenstates). It is not clear whether waiting longer

times will necessarily improve the bang-bang shortcut, although our results certainly

suggest that improvements in the final ground-state probability do occur if one runs
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the experiment over a longer period of time. It is likely that this is intimately related

to quantum speed limits [10].

In particular, we found that the bang-bang shortcut performs significantly better

than the exponential when the ratio of ground-state probabilities are taken, when

taken over the same time interval. Although, the exponential ramp is more simple

to employ but the dramatic increase in the ground-state probability provided by the

bang-bang shortcut is worth the minimal extra work necessary to optimize the bang-

bang shortcut. The bang-bang shortcut produces about 80% of the ground-state prob-

ability that the locally adiabatic protocol produces, when both experiments are run

over about the same period of time. Nevertheless, because of its simplicity in imple-

mentation, it remains an attractive alternative temporal profile for the field ramp.

In addition, it provides a different perspective for understanding diabatic excitations

within quantum simulators.

7.1 Formalism

The Hamiltonian for the transverse-field Ising model is

H(t) = −
N∑

i, j = 1

i < j

Jijσ
x
i σ

x
j −Bz(t)

N∑
i=1

σzi . (7.1)

Here, σri is the Pauli spin matrix (with eigenvalues ±1 and with r = x, y, or z

denoting the spatial direction of the Pauli matrix) at lattice site i, Bz(t) is the time-

dependent transverse field, and N is the number of spins in the lattice; we work in

units with ~ = 1 and simulate the transverse-field Ising model in a linear Paul trap.

Experimentally, the model is generated by using clock states of the 171Yb+ ion as the

spin up and spin down states and then driving the system with a laser-induced spin-

dependent force. This is achieved by employing both red and blue detuned laser beams
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from the carrier transition which induce a σx operation on the hyperfine states, whose

strength is proportional to the phonon coordinate at lattice site i. Integrating out

the phonons, under the assumption that they are only virtually occupied during the

experiment, yields the following static spin exchange coefficients—after averaging over

their time dependence—[85] (we use conventional frequency units for all parameters):

Jij = Ω2νR

N∑
m=1

bmi b
m
j

µ2 − ω2
m

. (7.2)

We use the experimental parameters from Ref. [37] where Ω = 600 kHz is the Rabi

frequency, νR = h/(Mλ2) = 18.5 kHz is the recoil energy of a 171Yb+ ion (with h being

Planck’s constant,M the mass of the ion, and λ = 355 nm the wavelength of the laser

light). In addition, bmi is the value of the orthonormal eigenvector at the ith ion site of

the mth transverse normal mode for the N -ion chain, ωm is the corresponding normal

mode frequency, and µ is the detuning of the laser from the transverse center of mass

mode. We let J0 < 0 denote the average nearest-neighbor spin-spin interaction for the

antiferromagnetic case. The axial center of mass mode has its frequency adjusted from

620 kHz to 950 kHz, corresponding to a nearest neighbor exchange interaction which

is near 1 kHz (|J0| ≈ 1 kHz); the exchange coefficients decay with an approximate

power law that ranges from 0.7 < α < 1.2.

For the bang-bang optimization, the time-evolution of the wavefunction is trivial

to calculate. Each quench is handled by the sudden approximation, where one takes

the overlap of the current state with the eigenstates of the quenched Hamiltonian. The

time evolution for the intermediate fixed-field Hamiltonian is also trivial, since the

Hamiltonian is time independent, so the eigenstates evolve with a linearly increasing

phase determined by their eigenvalues and the time of the evolution. Both the quench

field and the hold time are varied to optimize the final ground-state probability.

An experimental implementation requires determining the probability to be in the
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final ground state to carry out the optimization. This might be difficult to achieve

if the system is so complex that one does not know a priori what the ground state

is, but even then, techniques exist that allow for an estimation of the ground-state

probability.

The exponential ramp is more simple than the bang-bang optimization procedure,

Bz(t) = B0e
−t/τ , (7.3)

where one needs to calculate the exponential coefficient, τ . The coefficient is calculated

by defining the initial transverse magnetic field, B0, and the final parameters: time

and transverse magnetic field.

The locally adiabatic ramp is more complicated to determine [70]. We start by

calculating the excitation spectra ∆(B) = E1ex − Eg.s. for the first coupled excited

state relative to the ground state. Then we determine the adiabaticity parameter γ

from the relation

γ =
tf∫ B0

0
dB 1

∆2(B)

, (7.4)

where B0 = 5|J0| is the initial magnetic field and tf is the total experimental time

for the ramp. Note that because the initial state corresponds to the ground state for

B → ∞, the locally adiabatic protocol actually starts with a magnetic-field quench.

With the adiabaticity parameter determined, the magnetic field ramp Bz(t) is found

from solving the first-order differential equation

dBz(t)

dt
=

1

γ
∆2[Bz(t)]. (7.5)

After the field ramp profile has been found, we time-evolve the Hamiltonian, with the

time-dependent field ramp, by employing the Crank-Nicolson algorithm [20] choosing

a step size that is small enough to guarantee that unitarity is preserved and that
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Figure 7.2: False color plots of the ground-state probability for the bang-bang shortcut
to adiabaticity as a function of hold time and quench magnetic field. Different panels
correspond to different N values: (a) N = 4; (b) N = 8; (c) N = 12; and (d) N = 15.
The trap parameters are adjusted so that the power law for the decay of the Ising
exchange coefficient is approximately α = 1.05. Note the interesting plateaus that
form, and remain at specific times. The light green circle marks the optimized value
for the time interval of texp < 6 ms. Note that the false color scale changes in each
panel.

the final ground-state probability does not significantly change when the step size is

further reduced.

The initial state for both cases is the state where the spins are completely aligned

with the field, corresponding to Bz � |J0|, but the field ramp always starts with an

initial field that is much lower than this (it is equal to 5|J0| for the locally adiabatic

ramp and is often much smaller for the bang-bang shortcut).

7.2 Results

We choose the total experimental run time to be 6 ms. This time is somewhat longer

than current experiments (which ran on the order of 2.4 ms [37]), but is certainly
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Figure 7.3: Vertical cuts through the false-color optimization plots for the bang-bang
shortcut with three different power laws for the exchange coefficients: α = 0.75, 1.05,
and 1.25. Different panels correspond to different size ion chains: (a) N = 4; (b)
N = 8; (c) N = 12; and (d) N = 15.

within reach with available technology. This time is long enough that it allows us to

compare the results of the bang-bang shortcut to adiabaticity to the locally adiabatic

ramp for chain sizes up to N = 15. We present only a small selection of our results

here that illustrate the most important physical behavior. In Fig. 7.2, we show false-

color images of the probability to be in the final ground-state after the bang-bang

shortcut for a given quench field (horizontal axis) and a given hold time (vertical

axis). Note that there are high probability plateaus (primarily red and orange) and

that the plateaus remain over a wide range of varying N in Figs. 7.2 (a-d). As the

system size increases, these plateau are pushed upwards to longer hold times, and the

area decreases, but they remain robust for a wide range of parameters and are the

key behind the success of the bang-bang shortcut. This structure indicates that the

bang-bang shortcut should be viable for large values of N as long as the experiment
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can be run for long enough times. The push of the hold time to larger values as N

increases must be related to the quantum speed limit [10], but the precise relationship

is not obvious to us.

In Fig. 7.3, we plot vertical cuts through the false-color plots that show the final

ground-state probability for the bang-bang shortcut at the optimal quench field near

6 ms for different power laws of the spin-spin exchange parameters. One notes imme-

diately that the stability of the plateaus is improved as the power law gets larger,

indicating that the shortcut will work better for shorter-range spin-spin couplings.

One can also clearly see that as N increases, the plateau at smaller hold times disap-

pear, but the ones at higher hold times remain robust.

We next compare the final ground-state probability for the three different tech-

niques in Fig. 7.4; inset, we show the ratio of the results. We see that the bang-bang

shortcut significantly does better than the exponential ramp, especially as the number

of ions increase. This is most likely due to the fact the exponential ramp remains the

same independent of the number of ions. And since the minimum energy gap decreases

as the number ions increase, there are more diabatic excitations occurring. The little

extra work put into optimizing the bang-bang shortcut adjusts for the minimum

energy gap. One can see that the locally adiabatic ramp always does do better than

the bang-bang shortcut, which seems to remain robustly at around 80% of the locally

adiabatic ground-state probability (the fluctuations are most likely coming from the

fact that the bang-bang optimized hold time is often somewhat different from 6 ms).

However, because the locally adiabatic ramp requires so much detailed knowledge of

the system being simulated, it is likely to be much more inconvenient to use in prac-

tice. One loses very little in terms of the ground-state probability with the bang-bang

protocol, and it is dramatically easier to implement, especially for a system with a

complex ground state that is not already known.
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of the final ground-state probability for the bang-bang
shortcut versus the exponential ramp versus the locally adiabatic ramp. The plot
is a function of the number of ions in the chain. Inset is the ratio of the ground-state
percentage for the bang-bang shortcut to exponential ramp and bang-bang shortcut
to the locally adiabatic ramp. One can clearly see that the bang-bang shortcut signif-
icantly outperforms the exponential but produces about 80% of the locally adiabatic
probability for the ground-state probability.
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7.3 Conclusions

We examined the possibility of using a a bang-bang shortcut to adiabaticity in ion-

trap-based quantum simulation as a way to optimize the ground-state probability

for adiabatic state preparation. While we were able to produce better results than

the exponential ramp, we were not able to produce better results than the locally

adiabatic ramp and, the ease of implementing this protocol will likely make it useful

within future experiments. We found interesting stable plateaus formed in the plot of

the final ground-state probability as a function of the quench field and the hold time.

This illustrated not only why the bang-bang approach works but also showed that one

needs to go to longer times for larger systems to be able to continue to optimize the

ground-state probability. But in general, our results also show that when a system has

significant frustration, no technique can maintain a high probability in the ground

state, and so it is more useful to consider working with the diabatic distribution

of excited states that ensues. In some cases, these distributions can closely mimic

thermal distributions, but this does not often occur for frustrated spin systems. We

examined the distributions of excited states for some of the different systems studied

here, and found that the locally adiabatic distribution was not too thermal, but

did have a preponderance of the excitations towards the lower energy part of the

spectrum. The bang-bang shortcut had an even more a thermal distribution, but it

actually had lower probabilities of excitation for the low-energy states and modest

excitation (almost uniformly distributed) for the higher-energy states (figures not

shown here). This indicates that the bang-bang shortcut might have an advantage

in preparing specific low-energy excitations, because the other excitations are low in

probability. Another advantage might be with regards to phonon creation, especially

if the continuous change in time of the Hamiltonian with the locally adiabatic ramp
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actually creates more phonons {this is quantitatively determined by the magnitude

of
∫
dtBz(t) [80]}, but that would have to be part of a different study on this topic.
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Chapter 8

Estimating the ground-state probability of a quantum with

product-state measurements

This chapter has been published as a standalone article titled “Estimating the ground-

state probability of a quantum with product-state measurements" in the Frountiers

in physics journal.

The Hilbert space that describes a strongly correlated many-body quantum system

grows exponentially in the number of particles N , so determining the ground state of a

complex many-body quantum system becomes numerically intractable when the size

of the quantum system becomes too large to be represented on a classical computer

(unless there is some other simplification, like weak entanglement, etc.). Quantum

algorithms have been developed to calculate eigenvalues and eigenvectors of these

intractable systems [2]. One of the challenges with creating the ground state on a

quantum computer, say by adiabatic evolution of the ground state from a simple to a

complex one, is how do we determine the extent of the ground-state preparation. After

all, we do not know what the ground state is a priori so it is difficult to know what the

final probability to be in the ground state is. In this work, we propose one method to

estimate the probability to remain in the ground state. While this analysis is applied

to ion-trap emulators (that model interacting spin systems), the general discussion

can be applied to any quantum computer that performs ground state preparation,

but creates diabatic excitations as a result of a too rapid time evolution.
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In an ion trap quantum simulator, hyperfine states of the trapped ions are used

for the different spin states (for simplicity, we can consider only two states, and hence,

a spin-one-half system). Optical pumping can be employed to create a product state

with the ions all in one of the two hyperfine states with fidelities close to 100%. A

coherent rotation of that state can then be used to create any global rotation of that

product state. By turning on a large magnetic field, this state can be configured to

be the ground state of the system. Then the magnetic field is reduced slowly enough

for the system to remain in the ground state until the system evolves into the com-

plex spin Hamiltonian in zero magnetic field. The challenge is that the evolution of

the system must be completed within the coherence time of the spins, which often is

too short to be able to maintain adiabaticity throughout the evolution (and indeed,

becomes increasingly difficult as the system size gets larger). In order to estimate the

probability to remain in the ground state during the time-evolution of the simulation,

we envision testing the probability that the system is in the ground state at a spe-

cific time, called tstop (where the Hamiltonian becomes independent of time), by first

evolving the system from the initial time to tstop, and then measuring the expectation

value of an observable as a function of time for later times. The oscillations in the

amplitude of the expectation value are given by O(t) = 〈ψ(t)|Ô|ψ(t)〉 (with |ψ(t)〉

the quantum state of the system at time t > tstop). The time evolution of the observ-

able, O(t), oscillates at frequencies given by the energy differences between the final

eigenstates (where the Hamiltonian becomes time independent). More concretely, let

Ĥ(tstop)|m〉 = Em|m〉, then the time-dependent expectation value satisfies

O(t > tstop) =
∑
mn

P ∗mPn〈m|Ô|n〉 exp[−i(En − Em)t], (8.1)

where Pm = 〈m|ψ(tstop)〉 is the overlap of the state |ψ(tstop)〉 with the eigenstate |m〉

(we have set ~ = 1). Since we will be measuring the probability to be in a product
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state, the operator Ô, is a projection operator onto the particular product state,

denoted |φ〉, or Ô = |φ〉〈φ|. Here, we focus on the amplitude of the oscillations, given

by P ∗1Pn〈1|Ô|n〉, which is proportional to the probability amplitude of the ground

state (P1). Note that we do not need to know the explicit ground-state wavefunction

to estimate its probability from these oscillations. This is the main advantage of this

technique. One might ask what happens to this approach if the ground state (or a

excited state) is degenerate? Since we have the freedom to express the eigenbasis

within each degenerate manifold, we choose the first state within the manifold to

be the state that |ψ(tstop)〉 projects onto. Then the overlap with all other states

within each degenerate manifold is zero, and the system reverts to the nondegenerate

problem. This approach may become complicated if the projection onto the degenerate

subspace changes as a function of tstop, but since the probability to be within a

degenerate subspace should be a continuous function of time, this should not cause

any further issues, as it just redefines the basis within the subspaces as a function

of tstop. However, a priori the energy difference between the ground state and the

first excited state is not known and these two states can be nearly degenerate. If the

energy difference becomes too small such that during the measurement ( t > tstop )

the state does not appear to change with time, then we will not see the oscillation

and will conclude the system remained in the ground state. This poses as a limitation

of our analysis, in which either the time interval must be extended to observe the

oscillation or a more refined analysis must be applied ( such as compressive sensing

that can determine the Fourier spectra without observing the compete oscillation [24]

).
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8.1 Landau-Zener problem

We first illustrate how the the ground-state probability can be estimated by analyzing

the amplitude of the oscillations of the simplest time-dependent Hamiltonian: the

two-level Landau-Zener problem. The Landau-Zener problem is defined via

Ĥ(t) = σx −Bz(t)σz. (8.2)

Here σα are the Pauli spin operators in the α = x, y, or z direction. The Pauli spin

operators have the commutation relation[
σα, σβ

]
= 2iεαβγσ

γ, (8.3)

where the Greek letters represent the spatial directions and εαβγ is the antisym-

metric tensor. The Landau-Zener problem has a minimum energy gap occurring when

Bz(t) = 0, as shown in Fig. 8.1. Since the Landau-Zener problem is a two state system,

Figure 8.1: The energy spectra of the Landau-Zener problem. There is a minimum
energy gap when the excited state, in red, lies at its minimum energy difference with
the ground state. This occurs at Bz(t) = 0.

the probabilities, P1 and P2, are related by P 2
2 = 1 − P 2

1 and the state, |ψ(t)〉, can
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be represented by P1 = cos(φ) and P2 = sin(φ). Using this state in Eq. (8.1), we

find that the expectation value O(t > tstop) becomes (neglecting terms with no time

dependence)

O(t > tstop) = cos(φ) sin(φ)
{
〈1|Ô|2〉 exp[−i(E2 − E1)t] + 〈2|Ô|1〉 exp[−i(E1 − E2)t]

}
.

(8.4)

The ground-state probability [cos2(φ)] can then be calculated if 〈1|Ô|2〉 is known. The

amplitude of the oscillations is sin(2φ)〈1|Ô|2〉. Although the matrix element 〈1|Ô|2〉

can be directly measured when the amplitude reaches a maximum, at φ = π/4,

because the matrix element depends on the magnetic field at tstop, it changes with

different Bz(tstop), so determining the matrix element for all fields is complicated. In

addition, even if φ is extracted from the amplitude, there are always two solutions,

except when φ = π/4 (see Fig. 8.2), and hence two possible ground state probabilities.

In Fig. 8.2, we show both the amplitude of the oscillations and the ground-state

probability as a function of φ, where the dashed line shows that the amplitude is

not unique to a single ground-state probability. However, for systems with many

quantum states, one does not have a simple closed set of equations and the analysis

of the amplitude of the oscillations can only estimate the ground-state probability

when the ground-state amplitude is dominant in |ψ(t)〉. We demonstrate this below

with the transverse field Ising model.

It is well known that the amount of diabatic excitation in the Landau-Zener

problem increases the faster the magnetic field is ramped from −∞ to +∞. The gen-

eral protocol that we employ is as follows (and is depicted schematically in Fig. 8.3):

1. Initialize the state in an arbitrary state. In the following examples, we initialize

the state in the ground state of the Hamiltonian with a large polarizing magnetic

field.
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Figure 8.2: Analytic solutions to the Landau-Zener problem the given ground-state
probability (black solid line) and the reduced amplitude of the oscillations, P ∗1P2, of
O(t > tstop) (red solid line). The reduced amplitude of the oscillations is not unique to
a single ground-state probability, as highlighted by the dashed line. The full oscillation
amplitude is P ∗1P2〈1|Ô|2〉 and requires knowledge of the matrix element as well.

2. Decrease the magnetic field as a function of time to evolve the quantum state, as

shown in Fig. 8.3(A), where, for concreteness, we show an example of a magnetic

field that changes linearly.

3. Hold the magnetic field at its final value which is first reached at t = tstop until

the measurement is performed at the time interval tmeas. after the field has been

held constant [see Fig. 8.3(A)].

4. Measure an observable of interest, O(t), for a number of different tmeas. values.

5. Determine the amplitude of the oscillations.
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Note that one requirement of this approach is that the observable of interest must

oscillate as a function in time as given in Eq. (8.1). The amplitude is extracted from

the first maximum and minimum of the observable as a function of time by

Amplitude =
max[O(t)]−min[O(t)]

2
(8.5)

Figure 8.3: Schematic diagram of the experimental protocol. (A) The transverse mag-
netic field as a function of time is diabatically ramped down to a chosen value,
Bz(tstop). Bz(tstop) is then held for a time interval of tmeas.. (B) An observable is
measured at the end of the interval tmeas.. The amplitude of the oscillation is taken,
for simplicity, to be the amplitude of the initial oscillation after tstop.
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The time evolution of the wavefunction |ψ(t)〉 is calculated by solving the time-

dependent Schrödinger equation:

i
∂

∂t
|ψ(t)〉 = Ĥ(t)|ψ(t)〉 (8.6)

by using the Crank-Nicolson method to time evolve the state |ψ(t)〉. This technique

solves the problem with the following approach [20](
Î + i

δt

2
Ĥ(t+ δt)

)
|ψ(t+ δt)〉 =

(
Î− iδt

2
Ĥ(t)

)
|ψ(t)〉. (8.7)

Note that the Hamiltonian is time-dependent until tstop is reached, when it becomes

constant in time and thereafter the solution is trivial to obtain.

We present a numerical example to illustrate this protocol by analyzing the oscil-

lations for the Landau-Zener problem. Due to the fact that the eigenstates for the

Landau-Zener problem at |Bz(tstop)| � 1 approach the eigenstates of the σz operator,

if one measures an operator that is diagonal in this basis, there will be no oscillations

in the expectation value because the matrix element coupling the two states together

vanishes. Hence, we measure the expectation value of the operator Ô(θ), the Pauli

spin matrix that points in the θ direction.

Ô(θ) = R†(θ)σzR(θ), (8.8)

where R(θ) is the global rotation about the y-axis and is given by

R(θ) = Î cos

(
θ

2

)
+ iσy sin

(
θ

2

)
, (8.9)

where θ = π/2 produces Ô(θ = π/2) = σx.

For our numerical examples with the Landau-Zener problem, we use a linear ramp,

Bz(t) = B0 − τt, where B0 > 0. B0 is chosen to be large in comparison to 1 to

polarize the spin. We evolve the state to tstop, such that |Bz(tstop|) � 1. We present
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Figure 8.4: Time evolution of the measurement of Ô(θ) in the Landau-Zener problem
for tstop = 480.0 (black), 221.5 (red), 144.0 (blue), and 80.0 (green) using θ = π/6
(A), π/3 (B), and π/2 (C). The measurement is being done when Bz(t) � 1. The
amplitude of the oscillations converge to 1 as θ is increased to π/2.

the time evolution for 4 different tstop = 480.0, 221.5, 144.0, and 80.0 for 3 different

θ = π/9, π/3, and π/2 in Fig. 8.4. The amplitude of the oscillations becomes 1

when θ = π/2. When tstop = 144.0 the amplitude of the oscillations is maximized in

comparison to the 3 other tstop’s. Note that because P1 and P2 are solely functions of

tstop, the amplitude of the oscillations is maximized by maximizing the overlap matrix

element 〈1|Ô|2〉, since we do not know how to do this a priori, in an experiment, one

simply looks at the amplitude of some parameter and varies the parameter until the

amplitude is maximal. We do this to achieve the highest signal with the shortest data

collection time. Once again, no knowledge of the ground state is needed to do this,

just sufficient variation of the operator with respect to some parameter that results

in a large amplitude oscillation.
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In Fig. 8.5, we show the probability of the ground state compared to the amplitude

of the oscillations as a function of tstop. The amplitude of the oscillations increases

as θ is increased. This is due to the σx term dominating the Ô(θ) operator instead

of the σz term. When the ground-state probability approaches 0.5 the amplitude of

the oscillations is maximal and it decreases either when the ground-state probability

increases or decreases. As the probability of ground state approaches 1 the ampli-

tude is expected to become 0, which can be obscured due to experimental noise. In

order to determine which side of the maximum the measurement of the amplitude is

on, experiments with multiple values of tstop must be run to track the depletion of

the ground state as the amplitude of the oscillations reaches a maximum and then

decreases. Note further that in this case, since there is only one excited state, one

can, in principle, always determine the ground-state probability by measuring the

amplitude of the oscillation and extracting the appropriate probability amplitude, if

the matrix element 〈1|Ô|2〉 is known. For the Landau-Zener problem the eigenstates

of the system depend on the magnetic field and the matrix element at that field can

be calculated. Alternatively, the 〈1|Ô|2〉 can be approximated when the amplitude

reaches a maximum, since at this point |P1|2 ≈ 0.5 and |P2|2 ≈ 0.5. For more com-

plex systems, such a procedure will not be possible, but the monotonic nature of the

curve (at least while the probability for the ground state remains above 50%) will

allow us to qualitatively determine whether a given run of the experiment increases

the probability to be in the ground state, which can be employed to optimize the

ground-state preparation if it is done with some alternative quantum control method

besides adiabatically evolving the system. Indeed, we believe this has the potential

to be the most important application of this approach. For example, if one wants

to try a shortcut to adiabaticity [77], which is known not to be exact, but needs to

be optimized as a function of some parameter, then all we want to know is whether
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the probability to be in the ground state increases or decreases as we change the

parameter. The approach described here should work well for this application.

Figure 8.5: Analysis of the amplitude of the oscillation for the Landau-Zener problem
as a function of the tstop for 6 different θ’s. The dashed line is when the ground-state
probability is 0.5. As θ increases to π/2 the amplitude scale increases as well. When
the ground-state probability is near 0.5 the amplitude of the oscillations is maximized
and the amplitude decreases when either the ground state probability decreases or
increases. Note the strong correlation between the increase of the amplitude of the
oscillations and the decrease of the probability to be in the ground state when it is
depleted from 100% to about 50%. Beyond this point, it becomes much more difficult
to estimate, especially if experimental noise is included in the data.

This simple example shows us a number of important points. First, one may need

to rotate the measurement basis if the final product basis are eigenvectors of the

Hamiltonian. Second, as the ground state is depleted, the amplitude of the oscilla-

tions grows until it reaches a maximum, when the system is equally populating both

eigenstates. If the ground state is further depleted, the amplitude of the oscillations

will decrease. One can make a mistake in estimating the probability in the ground

state if one does not know which side of the curve one is on (probability of the ground

state below or above 50%). On the other hand, if one knows which side of the curve
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one is on, due to making measurements at earlier times to track the ground-state

depletion, then one might be able to further use the amplitude to determine the

ground state probability in the Landau-Zener problem. When we change to the ion-

trap system and examine the transverse-field Ising model, then the procedure becomes

more complicated because there are more states that the ground state can be depleted

into, and this complicates the analysis. But the method still remains valuable if one

can qualitatively determine whether the probability is increasing or decreasing for

any set of experiments where we try to optimize the probability to remain within the

ground state. Such approaches may become difficult once the ground state is depleted

too much. Experimental noise may also complicate the analysis. While the effect of

counting statistics is simple to incorporate based on the total number of measurements

needed to determine an oscillation amplitude of a particular size, other systematic

experimental errors will be specific to the given experiment and difficult to estimate

here.

8.2 Transverse-field Ising model

Now we describe a more realistic case of the transverse-field Ising model. An ion in

the linear chain has two hyperfine states that are separated by a frequency ωo. The

Ising-like interaction is produce by a spin-dependent force that couple the spin to the

motional degrees of freedom: this force arises by applying laser light detuned from a

Raman transition with two beatnote frequencies of ωo ± µ – details can be found in

Ref. [37]. The transverse-field Ising model for N particles is given by

Ĥ(t) = −J±
N∑
i<j

Jijσ
z
i σ

z
j −Bx(t)

N∑
i=1

σxi , (8.10)
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where the explicit formula for Jij is given by [85]

Jij = Ω2νR

N∑
ν=1

b∗iνbjν
µ2 − ω2

ν

. (8.11)

Here biν is the normalized eigenvector of the νth phonon mode, ων is the corresponding

frequency, Ω is the single spin flip Rabi frequency, and νR is the recoil frequency

associated with the spin-dependent force that depends on the mass of the trapped

ion and the difference in wavevector between the laser beams, from which we define

our energy units with J0 = Ω2νR. We work with µ tuned to the blue of the largest

ων (which here is the center-of-mass phonon, ωCOM). The Pauli spin matrices are

now associated with each lattice site. In this work, we focus on a chain with N = 10

ions. The details of calculating the Jij and an in depth meaning of the various terms

in this equation can be found elsewhere [41]. The spin-spin coupling decay with a

power law in the distance, Jij ∝ |rij|−α with rij the interparticle distance and the

exponent α being tunable between 0 and 3. The exponent α is tuned by changing µ

or by changing the ratio of the longitudinal to the transverse trap frequencies. Here,

we study the ferromagnetic interaction of the Ising model with J± > 0.

The Jij of the transverse-field Ising model have a spatial-reflection symmetry such

that Jij = JN−iN−j and the eigenstates have a parity symmetry with respect to this

spatial reflection. The eigenstates of the transverse-field Ising model also have a spin-

reflection parity; that is, they have an eigenvalue of ±1 under the partial inversion

transformation σx → σx, σy → −σy, and σz → −σz. The spin-reflection parity and

spatial-reflection symmetry produce avoided crossings between eigenstates with the

same parity and spatial symmetry, such that a minimum energy gap to the lowest

coupled state occurs as shown in Fig. 8.6 where we work with parameters for the ion

chain with the exponent α ≈ 1. Of course, eigenstates with different symmetries are

allowed to cross.
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Figure 8.6: The energy spectra of the ferromagnetic transverse-field Ising model with
N = 10. The red curve shows the first coupled excited state and the minimal gap
occurs at Bx ≈ 0.72.

The experimental protocol is essentially the same as before. The first difference is

that the transverse magnetic field now depends exponentially as a function of time

and is given by

Bx(t) = Bo exp−
t
τ , (8.12)

as shown in Fig. 8.7(A). We choose an exponential decay of the magnetic field, because

that is the functional form commonly used in experiments. This choice allows the

magnetic field to change rapidly when the gap is large and to have a slower change

when the gap is small. But this choice is not the optimal ramp of the magnetic field; it

is a compromise between determining a complex shape for the field ramp, and trying

to minimize diabatic excitation. The second difference is that we perform two different

experimental protocols where the initial state is evolved to tstop = 6τ and before the
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time interval tmeas. starts, the magnetic field is quenched to zero Bx(tmeas.) = 0, as

shown in Fig. 8.7(A), or the transverse magnetic field is held at its final value which

is first reached at t = tstop, as depicted in Fig. 8.7(B).

Figure 8.7: Schematic diagram of the experimental protocol used for the transverse
field Ising model. (A) The transverse magnetic field as a function of time is diabatically
ramped down to a chosen value, Bx(tstop = 6τ). Then Bx(t) is immediately quenched
to 0 before the start of the measurement time interval, tmeas.. (B) The transverse
magnetic field is ramped down and held constant at a final value determined by
t = tstop.

There are a number of additional complications. First off, the eigenstates atBx = 0

are product states along the z direction, hence we need to rotate the measurement

basis again to see any oscillations. We choose Ô(θ) to be the average magnetization

in the θ-direction

Ô(θ) =
1

N
R†(θ)

N∑
i=1

σziR(θ), (8.13)
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where R(θ) is now the global rotation given by

R(θ) =
N∏
i=1

[
Î cos

(
θ

2

)
+ iσyi sin

(
θ

2

)]
, (8.14)

and where θ = π/2 yields σxtot. Measuring the average magnetization in the θ-direction

produces the needed oscillations. There might be other observables that have larger

amplitudes, but we choose the average magnetization along an arbitrary axis direction,

which is the simplest observable to measure experimentally. At short times, when the

excitation out of the ground state is small, the approach proposed here will not work

because experimental uncertainty and noise will wash out the ability to measure small

amplitude signals. In this regime, if one has enough information about the low-lying

spectrum and matrix elements coupling states together, then one can use the adiabatic

perturbation theory analysis of Ref. [80] to approximate the ground-state probability.

Of course, those formulas only hold when the excitation is small. Once it becomes

large enough, then the methods described here must be employed.

We next show simulated data for the transverse-field Ising model with J± = 1 and

J0 = 1kHz. The parameters for the Jij are µ = 1.0219ωCOM and the antisymmetric

ratio of the trap frequencies is 0.691/4.8 which results in an α ≈ 1.0. The initial

state is evolved to tstop = 6τ and then immediately quenched to zero, as shown in

Fig. 8.7(A).

In Fig. 8.8, we show the time evolution of O(θ) with θ = π/9, π/3, and π/2

for 3 different τJ0 = 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. The amplitude of the oscillations follow a

similar trend to Fig. 8.4, such that at τ = 0.4 the amplitude of the oscillations are

at a maximum in comparison to other τ ’s. Additionally, as θ is increased to π/2 the

amplitude of the oscillations increase as previously seen in the Landau-Zener example.

In Fig. 8.9, we compare the probability of the ground state to the amplitude as a

function of the ramping τ . In general, the amplitude of the oscillations is maximized
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Figure 8.8: Three different examples of Ô(θ) as a function of time when τ = 0.2
(black), 0.4 (red), and 0.6 (blue) for θ = π/6 (A), π/3 (B), and π/2 (C) at B/Jo = 0.
tstop always equals 6τ here.

near τ = 0.4 when the ground state probability is ≈ 0.61 and the amplitude decreases

as the probability to be in the ground state either increases or decreases. Similar to the

Landau-Zener problem, as the probability to be in the ground state increases to 1 the

amplitude will decrease to 0. However when the ground state probability approaches

0.5, the amplitude of the oscillations is now a local minimum (near τJo = 0.3). As

previously seen in the Landau-Zener example, a single measurement of the amplitude

ramped at τ cannot determine whether the probability of the ground state is high or

low. Hence, the probability needs to be tracked by using a series of measurements.

In general, the analysis of the amplitude can be performed for different tstop’s

in which the transverse magnetic field is held constant at the strength of Bx(tstop),

shown in Fig. 8.7(B). Fig. 8.10 shows the amplitude of the oscillations as a function
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Figure 8.9: Amplitude of the oscillations at B/Jo = 0 as a function of different τ as
compared to the ground state probability. The arrows for each curve point toward
the appropriate vertical axis. As the θ increases, the amplitude of the oscillations
increases as well. The amplitude of the oscillations become a maximum when the
ground state probability is near 0.6 and the amplitude decreases when the ground
state probability increases above or decreases below 0.6. When τ = 0.3 there is a local
minimum in the amplitude.

of Bx(tstop) for 3 different τ = 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. The amplitude of the oscillations

increases as the transverse magnetic field approaches the minimum energy gap and

the excitations are created from the ground state, depending on the τ . Once past the

minimum energy gap, the ground-state probability increases as de-excitations occur

and conversely the amplitude of the oscillations decrease as well. However a similar

response will occur if excitations are being created after the minimum energy gap.

Unfortunately, the analysis of the amplitude will not distinguish between these two

possibilities.
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Figure 8.10: Amplitude of the oscillations when the transverse-field Ising model is
held at different B/Jo for 3 different τ = 0.2 (black), 0.4 (red), and 0.6 (blue), (where
the arrows point toward the appropriate vertical axis; solid lines are the amplitude
of oscillations, axis on the left and dashed lines are the ground state probability,
axis on the right). Before the minimum energy gap, the oscillations increase as the
probability of the ground state decreases. However, after the minimum energy gap
is passed, depletion of the excited states back to the ground state occurs and the
amplitude of the oscillations decrease accordingly. This depletion is difficult to detect
by measuring the amplitude of the oscillations at only one time.

8.3 Conclusion

We analyzed the amplitude of the oscillations for a given time-dependent Hamiltonian

that is held constant for a time interval tmeas. to extract information about the ground-

state probability. We demonstrated this analysis for the Landau-Zener problem and

for the transverse-field Ising model (as would be simulated in the linear Paul trap). In

both of the Hamiltonians, the amplitude of the oscillations becomes a maximum at

a particular probability of the ground state and decreases as the ground state prob-

ability either increases or decreases. Hence a single measurement of the amplitude
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cannot determine which side of the maximum one is on. Therefore multiple measure-

ments must be made where the amount of excitations are varied. Additionally as the

probability of the ground state approaches 1, the amplitude decreases to 0 which can

be difficult to measure given experimental noise.

We have described the simplest analysis one can do to extract information about

the probability of the ground state. This approach can be refined by using signal

processing techniques like compressive sensing to determine the Fourier spectra of

the excitations. By monitoring the change of the weights of the delta functions, one

can produce more accurate quantitative predictions for the probability of the ground

state, because we can directly measure P ∗1Pm〈1|Ô|m〉 for a few different m values.

But this goes beyond the analysis we have done here.

For the transverse-field Ising model, de-excitations are observed, and were reflected

in the amplitude of oscillations. However, after the minimum energy gap, more dia-

batic excitation can be created, but it is difficult to distinguish between the de-

excitations and excitations. One interesting aspect is that as long as the ground-state

probability remains high enough, measuring the height of the oscillation amplitude

can be used to optimize the ground-state probability as a function of parameters used

to determine the time-evolution of the system. This can be a valuable tool for opti-

mizing the adiabatic state preparation protocol over some set of optimization param-

eters. But caution is needed to completely carry this out because the dependence of

the ground state probability on the oscillation amplitude is complex for complicated

quantum systems and care is needed to be able to unambiguously carry out this

procedure and achieve semiquantitative estimates of the ground state probability.
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Chapter 9

Creating thermal distributions from diabatic excitations in

ion-trap-based quantum simulation

This chapter has been published as a standalone article titled “Creating thermal

distributions from diabatic excitations in ion-trap-based quantum simulation" in the

New Journal of Physics.

In the controlled quantum environment of an isolated quantum system, one would

like to be able to examine situations that represent equilibrium physical behavior.

Namely, we would like to be able to create thermal distributions of a complex quantum

system from some simple initial states of well-understood quantum systems. This

approach goes a step beyond conventional adiabatic state preparation because its

goal is not just to create the ground state, but to create the appropriate mixture of

quantum states that corresponds to a thermal distribution without having to place

the system in the contact with a thermal reservoir. If this goal can be achieved, then

one would have a highly tunable quantum simulator that can solve many equilib-

rium quantum problems and can determine critical phenomena like scaling exponents

and other universal properties of phase transitions in the presence of large quantum

effects. At the moment, we do not have such flexibility in conventional simulations,

but because the energy gap determines the excited state populations both in the dia-

batic case and in the thermal case, it seems possible that these two cases may have

situations where the diabatic excitations do appear to be thermal. We investigate this

possibility here.
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The system that we work with is a transverse-field Ising model with static Ising

exchange parameters and a time-dependent transverse field. The Ising exchange

parameters are long-range and approximately decay with a power law in the inter-ion

distance that is tunable between the uniform case (α = 0) and the dipole-dipole

case (α = 3). They are calculated exactly following the results in Ref. [85], and they

approximately satisfy

|Jij| ≈
J0

|Ri
a
− Rj

a
|α
, (9.1)

with J0 an overall scale for the exchange interactions, Ri the position of the ith ion

and a the average nearest-neighbor distance between ions in the chain (hence the

denominator is nearly |i − j|α). The equilibrium positions of the ions in a harmonic

trap are not uniformly spaced, but they are nearly so for the chains we consider

in this work. All Jij are positive for the ferromagnetic case and negative for the

antiferromagnetic case. The Hamiltonian becomes

H(t) = −
N∑

i, j = 1

i < j

Jijσ
(i)
z σ

(j)
z −Bx(t)

N∑
i=1

σ(i)
x . (9.2)

Here, σ(i)
γ is the Pauli spin matrix (with eigenvalues ±1 and with γ = x, y, or z

denoting the spatial direction of the Pauli matrix) at lattice site i, Bx(t) is the time-

dependent transverse field, and N is the number of spins in the lattice; we work in

units with ~ = 1 and simulate the transverse-field Ising model in a linear Paul trap.

This model is generated in the ion trap by applying an optical spin-dependent force

(which employs two optical beams with slightly different frequencies), and integrating

out the effects of the phonons (assuming they are only virtually occupied) [85]. In

general, the spin exchange parameters are time-dependent, but in experiments with

the detuning of the difference of the two optical beams to the blue of the transverse
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center-of-mass mode—where all of the exchange coefficients have the same sign—

the system is approximated well by the static spin exchange parameters [80], even if

phonons are excited during the drive from the laser.

9.1 Methods

The explicit formula for the static spin exchange coefficients is [85]

Jij = Ω2νR

N∑
m=1

bimbjm
µ2 − ω2

m

, (9.3)

and we use the experimental parameters from Ref. [37] where Ω = 600 kHz is the

Rabi frequency, νR = h/(Mλ2) = 18.5 kHz is the recoil energy of a 171Yb+ ion (with h

Planck’s constant,M the mass of the ion, and λ = 355 nm the wavelength of the laser

light), bim is the value of the orthonormal eigenvector at the ith ion site of the mth

transverse normal mode for the N -ion chain, ωm is the corresponding normal mode

frequency, and µ = ωCOM + 3ηΩ = 1.0233ωCOM is the detuning from the transverse

center of mass mode (with η =
√
νR/ωCOM = 0.0621 the Lamb-Dicke parameter).

We work in conventional frequency units throughout. The range of the spin exchange

coefficients is adjusted by adjusting the anisotropy between the transverse and the

axial traps, keeping the transverse trap fixed. The axial center of mass mode then has

a frequency running from 620 kHz to 950 kHz, corresponding to a nearest neighbor

exchange interaction which is near 1 kHz (J0 ≈ 1 kHz) and the power law decay

running from 0.7 < α < 1.2.

The protocol we follow for the adiabatic state preparation (with diabatic excita-

tions) is as follows: (i) initialize the system with all spins in the x direction and with

the field large and positive Bx � J0, so it starts in the ground state and (ii) reduce

the magnetic field in an exponential fashion with Bx(t) = B0 exp(−t/τ) for a time

constant τ with J0τ ≈ 1/2 and the total time interval for the evolution being on the
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order of 6τ time units; the initial magnetic field satisfies B0 = 5J0. With J0 ≈ 1 kHz,

we have τ ≈ 0.5 ms and the total running time for the experiment being 3 ms, similar

to the experimental run times of recent experiments. We also choose the trap asym-

metry so that the power law for the decay of the spin exchange satisfies 0.5 ≤ α ≤ 2.

We work with chains ranging in size from N = 6 to N = 12.

The time evolution of the system is calculated by evolving the wavefunction for-

ward in time. We employ the Crank-Nicolson [20] algorithm to do this, with a small

enough step size in the time discretization that unitarity of the time evolution is pre-

served throughout the simulation. This is checked explicitly by reducing the step size

until results do not change within the precision of the calculation.

We will be comparing the diabatic evolution of the ground-state wavefunction to

the mixed state of a thermal distribution. In order to do this, we need to identify a

strategy for determining the effective temperature of the thermal distribution for this

comparison. Of course, if the system evolved fully into a thermal distribution, then all

of the different techniques we use to identify the effective temperature would agree.

But because the evolution is not exact, these different strategies can yield different

results. We summarize these strategies next.

The first thing we have to realize is that one difference between the diabatic

evolution and a thermal distribution is that the diabatic evolution can only popu-

late quantum states that have the same symmetry as the initial ground state. For

the transverse-field Ising model, with long-range couplings, there are two symme-

tries that arise. The first is a spatial reflection symmetry, which can be expressed

as Jij = JN−iN−j, if we number the lattice sites in the chain from left to right in

increasing order. This symmetry arises from the fact that the ion positions in the

trap have a reflection symmetry about the origin in the axial direction, and so do

the normal modes (due to the even symmetry of the trapping potentials). The second
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symmetry is a spin-reflection parity, where we perform the unitary transformation

σx → σ̃x, σy → −σ̃y and σz → −σ̃z, which leaves the Hamiltonian and the spin-spin

commutation relations invariant. Both of these reflection symmetries produce eigen-

values with respect to the parity of the reflection, which can be even or odd for the

spatial and for the spin symmetry, separately. Hence, the diabatic evolution will only

populate states in the initial symmetry sector of the ground state; the other symmetry

sectors are unchanged due to the diabatic evolution, and remain unpopulated. Note

that this last statement can be relaxed if phonons are actually created during the time

evolution, rather than just being virtually created. This is because the spin-reflection

parity is not a symmetry of the laser-ion interacting Hamiltonian, but only of the

effective spin Hamiltonian.

We employ three different strategies to extract an effective temperature for the

thermal distribution that we will use to compare to the diabatic distribution. The first

one is to find the effective temperature of the thermal distribution that has the same

average energy as that of the time-evolved state. If we define the (orthonormal) eigen-

states of the system to satisfy H(tf )|n〉 = En|n〉 at the end of the experiment, then

the partition function becomes Z =
∑

n exp(−βEn), with β = 1/T the inverse tem-

perature (setting kB = 1) and tf the final time for the evolution of the system. Then,

if we denote the final time-evolved wavefunction by |ψ(tf )〉, the effective temperature

for the average energy fit solves

〈E〉dia = 〈ψ(tf )|H(tf )|ψ(tf )〉 = 〈E〉therm =
1

Z
∑
n

e−βEnEn, (9.4)

where the sum goes over all of the eigenstates of the final Hamiltonian. The only

adjustable parameter is β, which is adjusted to solve the above equation. This method

is called the thermal average fit for the effective temperature. The second method we

use is to find the effective temperature that has the same thermal fluctuations of the
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energy about the mean. This relation becomes

〈(∆E)2〉dia = 〈ψ(tf )|H2(tf )|ψ(tf )〉 − 〈E〉2dia

= 〈(∆E)2〉therm =
1

Z
∑
n

e−βEnE2
n − 〈E〉2therm, (9.5)

which also has just one parameter to adjust for the fit—β. This method is called the

thermal fluctuation fit for the effective temperature. The third strategy is to relate

the ratio of the probability to be in the first excited state over the probability to be

in the ground state to the Boltzmann formula for that ratio in terms of the excitation

energy. Namely we use

e−β(E1−Egs) =
P1

Pgs
, (9.6)

or

β =
lnPgs − lnP1

E1 − Egs

, (9.7)

where Pn = |〈n|ψ(tf )〉|2. This last result is only meaningful when the probability to

be in the ground state is larger than the probability to be in the first excited state,

otherwise it produces a negative effective temperature, which is not a thermally stable

state. This method is called the thermal ratio fit for the effective temperature.

9.2 Results

We examined the diabatic evolution of the transverse-field Ising model, employing

parameters similar to those used in experiment, for a range of different systems

including N = 6, 8, 10, and 12, α ranging from 0.5 to 2 in steps of 0.25, and for

the ferromagnetic J0 > 0 and antiferromagnetic J0 < 0 cases. In general, we found

that the effective temperature was determined best by the thermal average fit. The fit

from the thermal ratio often would yield negative effective temperatures for the anti-

ferromagnetic case, while the fit for the thermal fluctuations tended to produce too
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Figure 9.1: Probability distribution of energy eigenstates in the same symmetry sector
as the ground state for N = 10, α = 1, when the system is diabatically evolved for
6τ = tf = 3.0 ms. Panel (a) on the left is for the ferromagnetic case, while panel (b)
on the right is for the antiferromagnetic case. The effective temperature fit using the
average energy usually yields the best fit compared to the other choices.

high an effective temperature to properly fit the lower excited states. In cases where

all three fits are close to one another (which occurred more often for the ferromagnetic

case), we can often infer that the system is nearly in a thermal state.

Figure 9.1 shows the comparison of the probability distribution for the energy

eigenstates at time tf for the diabatically evolved state to those of a thermal dis-

tribution with an effective temperature fit. The ferromagnetic case matches well to

the thermal distribution, while the antiferromagnetic case does not. Note that the

antiferromagnetic case usually has the ground-state probability lower than the first

excited-state probability except in cases of large α when the Ising coupling becomes

closer to a nearest-neighbor interaction. While the ferromagnetic case is described

well by a thermal distribution.
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One interesting feature arises in the antiferromagnetic case. The data for the

probabilities appear to fit distributions with two distinct effective temperatures, one

linked to the ground-state probability and one to the first excited-state probability.

This behavior can be clearly seen in Fig. 9.1 (b). While we do not have any conclusive

explanation for why this behavior occurs, we did notice that the states in each of

the distributions tend to be characterized by an expansion in terms of two localized

states or four localized states when one simultaneously diagonalizes the energy, spatial

parity, and spin parity. If we apply the parity symmetry operations (spatial and spin)

to a given localized state, it either maps back onto the state itself, or it maps onto

another state, so if we group localized basis states in the z-axis orientation according

to their spatial and spin parity eigenstates, these states include two or four terms in

the expansion; they also become eigenstates when Bx = 0.

We measure the expectation values of various operators that are typically mea-

sured in an experiment. This allows additional perspective for comparing the diabatic

state to the thermal distribution. One common operator is the Binder cumulant [12],

which is defined by

gs =
〈(ms − 〈ms〉)4〉
〈(ms − 〈ms〉)2〉2

. (9.8)

Here, the operator ms stands for the uniform magnetization operator for the ferro-

magnetic case and the staggered magnetization operator for antiferromagnetic case:

ms =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(±1)iσ(i)
z . We further scale the calculated Binder cumulants to ḡs =

(g0
s − gs)/(g

0
s − 1) with g0

s = 3 − 2/N to remove finite-size effects and to have the

Binder cumulant vary from 0 in the least-ordered state to 1 in the most-ordered state.

Fig. 9.2 shows these results.

The ferromagnet rapidly orders as we decrease the ramping speed and lengthen the

simulation time. The ferromagnetic thermal fit produces a similar Binder cumulant,
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Figure 9.2: Binder cumulant for the diabatic evolution (solid line) compared to a
thermal distribution with an effective temperature given by the thermal average fit
(dashed line) for N = 10 and α = 1 as the simulation time tf is increased from 1 ms
to 5 ms (in all cases τ = tf/6). The diabatic results are given by solid lines and the
thermal fits by dashed lines. The FM case (red) uses the scale on the left, while the
AFM case (blue) uses the scale on the right.

indicating that the diabatic Binder cumulant can be described with a corresponding

thermal Binder cumulant. On the other hand, the antiferromagnet does not become

strongly ordered as we lengthen the simulation time. Moreover, the corresponding

thermal fit for the antiferromagnet has a Binder cumulant that is less than zero

for small values of 6τ and is larger than the diabatic result when the simulation is

done for longer times. As we increase the number of ions N and decrease the power

law exponent α, the Binder cumulant becomes smaller and takes a longer time to

achieve order. Nevertheless, the trends remain the same. Once again, we find that the

antiferromagnetic case is poorly approximated by a thermal distribution.

Another operator that we calculated is the magnetic structure factor. The mag-

netic structure factor is the Fourier transform of the static spin-spin correlation func-
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Figure 9.3: Structure factor for the diabatically evolved state (solid line) compared
to the thermal distribution (dashed line) for N = 10 and 6τ = 3 ms.

tion Ci,j = 〈σ(i)
z σ

(j)
z 〉 − 〈σ(i)

z 〉〈σ(j)
z 〉, which measures the correlation between two spins

at sites i and j. The formula for the structure factor becomes

S(k) =
1

N − 1

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
r=1

C(r)eikr

∣∣∣∣∣ . (9.9)

Here, C(r) =
1

N − r

N−r∑
m=1

Cm,m+r is the average correlation between spins separated

by r sites, and k is the wave number (−π ≤ k ≤ π). The larger the structure factor

is, the more ordered the spin system is for a spin distortion that is modulated by

the wavevector k. Figure 9.3 plots the structure factor for two different exponents

α = 0.76 and 1.

For the ferromagnetic case, the structure factor shows a close agreement between

the diabatically evolved state and the thermal distribution. As α is increased—

corresponding to shorter-ranged spin-spin couplings—the structure factor for the

time-evolved system becomes closer to the thermal distribution result. Of course,

these results are peaked near k = 0, since that is where the ferromagnetic order is the
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strongest. The opposite holds for the antiferromagnetic case. Increasing α (reducing

the range of he interaction) produced worse agreement between the time-evolved and

the thermal states. Overall, the ordering is reduced (and is now peaked around the

k = π value).

We also examine an analog of the specific heat. The traditional definition of the

specific heat holds only in equilibrium, because the definition involves the temperature

of the system and is given by

Ctherm
v =

∂〈E〉
∂T

=
〈(∆E)2〉therm

T 2
. (9.10)

Here, we generalize the definition for the diabatic case, by employing the effective

temperature that is fit with the thermal average fit via Cdia
v = 〈(∆E)2〉dia/T

2
eff . These

results are plotted in Fig. 9.4 for N = 6, 8, 10, and 12.

Figure 9.4: Generalized specific heat for the diabatic state (solid line) compared to the
equilibrium specific heat fit with the thermal average fit (dotted line). The parameters
are α = 1, 6τ = tf , N = 6, 8, 10, and 12, and tf ranging from 1 ms to 5 ms.

The ferromagnetic specific heat has an interesting peak that develops near tf =

2 ms. It is unclear what the origin of this peak is. We do see, however, that the time-

evolved diabatic state and the thermal distribution results agree well for long enough
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experimental times, but the agreement gets worse as N increases. The antiferromag-

netic case has a fairly flat specific heat and worse agreement between the diabatic

and the equilibrium results, but the shape is preserved well for different lengths of the

chains and when we compare the diabatic result with the equilibrium result. It looks

like the specific heat is not a good indicator of the differences between the thermal

and the diabatic cases.

9.3 Discussion

The transverse-field Ising model is a workhorse model for testing many different

quantum theories given its position as one of the simplest models with a nontrivial

phase transition. It is employed in a wide range of analog quantum simulators, partic-

ularly those that use ultracold ions in traps. One of the proposed modes of operation

for a quantum simulator is adiabatic state preparation, where the quantum system is

prepared in a simple state and the Hamiltonian is modified, adiabatically, to evolve

the system into the ground state of a nontrivial Hamiltonian. It turns out this goal is

difficult to achieve in most quantum simulators, especially as the size of the system

grows and as the gap to excited states gets smaller. So, an interesting corollary would

be to create thermal states in the system without requiring the system to be attached

to a bath (which could lead to decoherence and other problems). We have performed

a series of calculations to test this idea, examining both ferromagnetic and antifer-

romagnetic cases. We find that the idea seems to work quite well for ferromagnetic

cases. Three different ways that one can extract an effective temperature from the

data tend to agree, and the value of the effective temperature is governed by the

rate that the Hamiltonian is changed, which determines the extent of the diabatic

excitations created in the system. We compared a number of different observables as
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well, and found that generically, they also seem to be reproduced accurately by this

approach. So, while it is clear that there are some differences, the idea does seem to

work well under one caveat. Namely, the diabatic excitation only excites states that

are directly coupled to the original ground state. If the system has quantum num-

bers that are preserved during the time-dependent evolution of the system, then they

will not allow for diabatic excitation into any other symmetry sector. Perhaps the

equilibrium results are still accurately produced because of the eigenstate thermal-

ization hypothesis [75], which says that the expectation value of most experimentally

measured quantities have the same approximate value for all states that are within a

narrow energy window—hence, if we average over only those states in a given energy

window that share the same symmetry as the ground state, they will approximate

the results that average over all states, as long as all energy windows are represented

in the subspace with the fixed quantum numbers.

The antiferromagnetic case presents a different story. Because the system has

much smaller gaps, includes a large number of low-lying states, and has a good deal

of frustration, this diabatic evolution does not represent an equilibrium thermal state

well. We found it difficult to fit the results to a unique effective temperature and

the different experimental quantities were not approximated so well by a thermal

distribution. This leads us to conclude that while it is possible that one can use

generalizations of adiabatic state preparation to create effective thermal distributions,

it does not indicate that such an approach will always work. Instead, it shows that

there are some systems, which are the more interesting systems, where this approach

is likely to fail and the diabatic evolution is not going to create a thermal distribution.

The reason why is that once the system starts to excite from the ground state to higher

excited states, it will subsequently show both excitation and de-excitation from those
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higher states. The net result will be a distribution of states that is not governed by a

simple exponential in energy.

9.4 Conclusion

In this work, we examined the difference between the diabatic evolution of a quantum

system and states represented by thermal distributions. The goal was to determine

whether one could use a modification of the adiabatic state preparation approach to

create analogs of thermal states in quantum simulators without attaching them to

external baths at fixed temperatures. For concreteness, we chose the transverse-field

Ising model as the quantum system, with parameters that are similar to those used

in recent experiments. We find that the ferromagnetic case does appear to be able to

create near thermal distributions of the Ising model. This was verified by examining

different ways to extract the effective temperature, and common observables like the

Binder cumulant and the spin structure factor. We also found that this approach

does not work as well for the antiferromagnetic case, most likely because of the small

energy gaps and the large degeneracy of states at low energy which emerge due to

frustration in the model.

If one could create thermal distributions in quantum emulators, it would open the

door to a new class of experiments, where one could engineer the temperature by con-

trolling the speed of the diabatic evolution, and then use these quantum emulators to

directly test quantum phenomena in a controlled environment but with equilibrium

thermal states. Such studies could provide interesting insight into critical phenomena,

especially critical exponents, perhaps allowing them to be directly measured in sys-

tems where they are difficult to calculate. Further work could investigate whether

there are alternative methods that would improve these results, such as varying the
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shape of the ramp function for the magnetic field, examining the effect of real phonon

creation, or adding other terms like those used in shortcuts to adiabaticity [23] that

might improve the overlap of the diabatic state with the thermal one.

Our results indicate that this approach might be feasible in ferromagnetic systems.

While these systems might not be the most interesting because they do not have

frustration, they could serve as a useful paradigm for this type of study and could

allow for a number of interesting benchmarks to be measured which mix in both

the quantum and the thermal aspects in a controlled environment. We hope that

experimental colleagues will investigate these ideas in the near future.
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Chapter 10

Measuring nonequilibrium retarded spin-spin Green’s functions in an

ion-trap based quantum simulator

This chapter has been submitted as a standalone article titled “Measuring nonequilib-

rium retarded spin-spin Green’s functions in an ion-trap based quantum simulator"

in the Physics Review A journal.

One of the main computational tools of quantum many-body physics is the

retarded Green’s function because its causal structure makes it the physical Green’s

function for the linear response of the system and for describing its equilibrium

behavior. The formal interpretation of the retarded Green’s function is that it deter-

mines the quantum states of the system. In equilibrium, all single-particle expectation

values can be calculated from the Green’s functions and the Fermi-Dirac distribution,

which determines how those quantum states are occupied. If one is also interested

in exciting systems to nonequilibrium, then one needs to examine nonequilibrium

many-body theory. Here, one has to determine two independent Green’s functions—

the retarded Green’s function (introduced above) and the so-called lesser Green’s

function—the former continuing to determine the quantum states and the latter

determining how those states are occupied (since it is no longer given by a simple

Fermi-Dirac distribution). It turns out that nearly all experimentally measurable

quantities are actually determined by the lesser Green’s function, not the retarded

Green’s function. This holds in equilibrium too, as one typically finds any expec-

tation value calculated from the retarded Green’s function requires an additional
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Fermi-Dirac distribution factor, which converts the retarded Green’s function into

the lesser Green’s function. It is due to this simple relationship between the retarded

and lesser Green’s functions in equilibrium that one can get all the information from

knowing the retarded Green’s functions only.

This then brings up a fundamental question: Is it possible to directly measure

the retarded Green’s function in an experiment? Most physicists would reasonably

respond no, since the occupancy of the states always plays a role in a measurement,

but recent work showed that this is not the case. Knap, et al. [43], proposed a variant

of Ramsey interferometry for any coupled spin-1/2 system, that reduces to the direct

experimental measurement of a retarded Green’s function! The Ramsey protocol is

quite simple, as shown in Fig. 10.1. One starts the system in some given quantum

state (Knap et al. assume this is a thermal state, but in most quantum simulators it

will be some other state that the system has evolved into at time t = t0), applies a

local Rabi pulse at site j, lets the system evolve under the Hamiltonian until time

t, applies a second global Rabi pulse, and then measures the spin at site i. It is by

no means obvious that this will result in the measurement of the retarded Green’s

function, so we illustrate this in a brief derivation below. Then we describe how the

evolution of the system will change (from that of an equilibrium Green’s function)

due to the nonequilibrium character of the initial state |ψ0〉 that the system started

from. These effects of the nonequilibrium characteristics of the state is investigated by

studying the initial propagation of information from the disturbance and comparing

that to the Lieb-Robinson like bound [48] and extracting the energy spectra for the

transverse-field Ising model.
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Figure 10.1: Schematic of the Ramsey protocol. (a) Rotate a single spin j by π/2. (b)
Allow the resulting quantum spin state to freely evolve forward in time. (c) Apply a
global rotation and immediately measure the z-component of the ith spin, σ(z)

i .
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10.1 Formalism

The Ramsey spectroscopy protocol is completely general, so we first describe it solely

in terms of spins, and then we discuss the specific implementation via ions trapped

in a linear Paul trap (for the concrete calculations). The procedure involves applying

two rotations of the spins (i. e., Rabi pulses) at different times, with a free evolution

under the spin Hamiltonian in between; the first rotation is a single-spin rotation at

lattice site j, given by

Rj(φ1) =
1√
2

[
Î + i

(
σ

(x)
j cosφ1 − σ(y)

j sinφ1

)]
. (10.1)

Here, σ(r)
j is the Pauli spin matrix (with eigenvalues ±1), the index r = x, y, or z

denotes the spatial direction of the Pauli spin matrix and the index j denotes the

spatial site index on the lattice. The second spin rotation is a global spin rotation

given by

R(φ2) =
N∏
j=1

Rj(φ2) (10.2)

for a spin lattice with N lattice sites. The Rabi pulse is the general one used in

Ref. [43], with the product of the Rabi frequency times the time equal to π/2, and φ1

(or φ2) the phase of the laser pulse.

The Pauli matrices satisfy the standard commutation relations[
σ

(α)
i , σ

(β)
j

]
−

= 2iεαβγσ
(γ)
i δij (10.3)

with ε the completely antisymmetric rank three tensor (Levi-Civita symbol).

The pure state retarded spin-spin Green’s function is defined by

Gret
αβ,ij(t, t0) = −iθ(t− t0)〈ψ0|

[
σ

(α)
i (t), σ

(β)
j (t0)

]
−
|ψ0〉, (10.4)

where θ(t) is the Heaviside function, and |ψ0〉 is a pure quantum state which can

be thought of as the “initial” spin wavefunction. This is a “nonequilibrium” Green’s
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function, similar to the T = 0 Green’s function, except it uses a different quantum

state than the ground-state for the matrix elements; for example, in an ion-trap-based

implementation, it can be the time-evolved state when the system starts in the ground

state for a large magnetic field and then the field is ramped to some final value. Note

that the time evolution between the two spin rotations can be with respect to a

constant Hamiltonian or a time-varying one, it does not matter for the definition. In

addition, the initial state |ψ0〉 is taken to be any pure quantum state; it need not be

an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian at the initial time.

10.1.1 Ramsey spectroscopy protocol

The Ramsey spectroscopy protocol consists of four steps after starting the system

in an initial state |ψ0〉 at time t0: (1) perform a single-spin rotation on the jth spin,

with the single-spin rotation Rj(φ1) at t0, (2) evolve the system to time t under the

Hamiltonian (which can be time dependent, but will be chosen to be time-independent

here), (3) perform a global rotation R(φ2) at time t, and (4) immediately measure

the z-component of the ith spin. The entire Ramsey interferometry measurement then

corresponds to evaluating the following matrix element (t ≥ t0)

Mi,j(φ1, φ2, t) = 〈ψj(t)|σ(z)
i |ψj(t)〉, (10.5)

where |ψj(t)〉 is the Schrödinger representation for the final wavefunction (after the

first three steps of the protocol), which is given by

|ψj(t)〉 = R(φ2)Û(t, t0)Rj(φ1)|ψ0〉. (10.6)

Here, Û(t, t0) = Tt exp[−i
∫ t
t0
dt̄H(t̄)] is the evolution operator, given by a time-ordered

product if the Hamiltonian changes as a function of time. Using the fact that

R†(φ2)σ
(z)
i R(φ2) = −σ(x)

i sinφ2 − σ(y)
i cosφ2, (10.7)
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and the Heisenberg representation for the spin operators, where σ(r)
i (t) = Û †(t, t0)σ

(r)
i Û(t, t0),

yields

Mi,j(φ1, φ2, t) = −1

2
〈ψ0|[Î − i(σ(x)

j cosφ1 − σ(y)
j sinφ1)]

× [σ
(x)
i (t) sinφ2 + σ

(y)
i (t) cosφ2]

× [Î + i(σ
(x)
j cosφ1 − σ(y)

j sinφ1)]|ψ0〉. (10.8)

The most interesting case corresponds to the choice φ1 = 0 and φ2 = π/2 [43] which

gives

Mi,j(0,
π

2
, t) = −1

2
〈ψ0|[Î − iσ(x)

j (t0)]σ
(x)
i (t)

× [Î + iσ
(x)
j (t0)]|ψ0〉, (10.9)

where we trivially represented the spins in Rj(φ1) by the Heisenberg representation

at t0, since Û(t0, t0) = Î. So far, the Ramsey protocol, and the manipulations we

have made, are completely general. Now, we need to invoke a parity argument that

says all expectation values that correspond to an odd number of σxi operators vanish

if the initial state |ψ0〉 has definite spin-reflection parity. We will be considering the

evolution with respect to a transverse-field Ising model, which has this spin-reflection

parity (and will be verified in detail below). In this case, the matrix element becomes

Mi,j(0,
π

2
, t) =

1

2
Gret
xx,ij(t, t0) (10.10)

after we drop the odd averages. Hence, the Ramsey spectroscopy directly measures

the retarded spin-spin Green’s function! Note that this also implies that the Green’s

function in the time domain is real (which can be easily proven).

A natural alternative representation of the retarded Green’s function is the

Lehmann representation and here we derive a similar representation when the

transverse-field Ising model is time independent during the free-evolution stage of the
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Ramsey spectroscopy. We first expand |ψ0〉 =
∑

nCn|n〉, in terms of the eigenstates

of the transverse-field Ising model at time t0 (H(t0)|n〉 = En|n〉); the Hamiltonian

becomes time independent for t ≥ t0. We introduce |ψ0〉 and an identity operator

into Eq. (10.4),

Gret
xx,ij(t, t0) = −iθ(t− t0)

×
N∑

m,n,n′

C∗mCn

[
〈m|σ(x)

i (t)|n′〉〈n′|σ(x)
j (t0)|n〉

− 〈m|σ(x)
j (t0)|n′〉〈n′|σ(x)

i (t)|n〉
]
.

(10.11)

Because we are assuming that the Hamiltonian is time independent, the time evolution

operator acting on an eigenstate satisfies Û(t, t0)|n〉 = exp[−iEn(t− t0)]|n〉, which is

employed to further simplify the above equation to

Gret
xx,ij(t, t0) = −iθ(t− t0)

×
∑
m,n,n′

C∗mCn

[
e−i(En′−Em)(t−t0)〈m|σ(x)

i |n′〉〈n′|σ
(x)
j |n〉

− e−i(En−En′ )(t−t0)〈m|σ(x)
j |n′〉〈n′|σ

(x)
i |n〉

]
.

(10.12)

In this representation, the individual matrix elements oscillate at the energy differ-

ences of the transverse-field Ising model. Although some matrix elements might cancel

each other once summed over, the pure state retarded Green’s function will oscillate

at many energy eigenvalue differences. Additionally the energy differences are between

states with opposite spin-reflection parity (we discuss the spin-reflection parity in the

next section), because the σ(x) operator is odd under the spin reflection symmetry.

Interestingly, this equation differs from the conventional Lehmann representation of

a thermal Green’s function because the matrix element is not proportional to |σ(α)|2.

In other words, when we evaluate the pure state Green’s function—in cases where the

state is a superposition of eigenstates—the Lehmann representation includes cross
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terms that do not appear in the conventional trace (when one evaluates a thermally

averaged Green’s function).

10.1.2 Transverse-field Ising model

For concreteness, we consider the evolution of the spin system in the transverse-

field Ising model as generated in an ion trap quantum simulator. In the linear Paul

trap, the effective spin-1/2 system is encoded onto the 2S1/2 : |F = 0,mf = 0〉 and

|F = 1,mf = 0〉 hyperfine “clock" states of the trapped 171Yb+ ion. The Ising-like

interaction is generated by applying two optical beams with a frequency difference

of µ, which results in a spin-dependent force. When the phonons are only virtually

occupied, they can be integrated out to leave behind a spin-only Hamiltonian. These

Ising spins have a long-range interaction that decays approximately with a power law

in the inter-ion distance. The power law is tunable between the uniform case (α = 0)

and the dipole-dipole interaction case (α = 3). The spin-exchange interactions are

approximated by

|Jij| ≈
J0

|Ri −Rj|α
(10.13)

where Ri is the position of the ith ion and J0 the overall scale for the exchange

interactions. The Jijs are positive for the ferromagnetic case and negative for the

antiferromagnetic case; we will show results only for the ferromagnetic case here. In

general, the Jijs are time dependent but when the detuning µ is detuned to the blue

of the transverse center-of-mass mode, the system is well approximated by static Jij,

which we do here as well.

The transverse-field Ising model for N ions then becomes

H(t) = −
N∑

i, j = 1

i < j

Jijσ
(x)
i σ

(x)
j −B(y)(t)

N∑
i=1

σ
(y)
i . (10.14)
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Here, B(y)(t) is the time-dependent transverse magnetic field; we work with ~ = 1.

Note, that the transverse-field Ising model has two symmetries. The first symmetry

is a spatial reflection symmetry, which is described by Jij = JN−iN−j, and derives

from the even symmetry of the axial trapping potential about the origin. Here, the

lattice index is ordered in a strictly increasing order from left to right. The second

symmetry is a spin-reflection parity, when the Pauli matrices are transformed by

σ(x) → −σ(x), σ(y) → σ(y), σ(z) → −σ(z). In this case, the spin-spin commutators and

the transverse-field Ising model Hamiltonian both remain invariant. So, if the initial

state |ψ0〉 has a definite spin-reflection parity, then, because the Hamiltonian H(t) is

even under spin-reflection parity (and hence so is the evolution operator), we have

that the matrix element with respect to |ψ0〉 of any odd number of σ(x)
i (t) operators

vanishes, as claimed above.

The excitations to higher coupled states (i. e., states with the same symmetry)

depend on the energy gaps between those coupled states and how quickly the trans-

verse magnetic field changes with time up to the time t0. In Fig. 10.2, we show the

energy spectra for N = 10 spins with α = 1.00; note that there is a minimum energy

gap near B(y)/J0 = 0.75.

When we examine the spin-spin Green’s function, we can consider a number of

different scenarios. We start the system at tinit in the ground state of the Hamiltonian

when B(y)(tinit) � |Jij|, evolve it by decreasing the field to time t0, then apply the

Ramsey protocol. During the Ramsey spectroscopy, we can keep the transverse field

constant (as we will do here) or we can continue to vary it in time until t, when

the final measurement is made. While we focus on the case when the Hamiltonian

is a constant during the Ramsey protocol in this work, the more general case allows

one to investigate strong nonequilibrium effects associated with the spin-spin Green’s

function. Unfortunately, there is no simple way to interpret the results of those such
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Figure 10.2: Energy spectrum of the transverse-field Ising model with 10 spins and
α = 1.00. Near B(y)/J0 = 0.75 there is a minimum energy gap between the ground
state and the (red line) first coupled state.

experiments, which is why we focus on the simpler case here, which can be directly

interpreted. The protocol is illustrated in Fig. 10.3.

The formula for the Jij have been derived in Ref. [81, 85] and the resulting equation

for the static Jij is

Jij = ΩνR

N∑
m=1

bimbjm
µ2 − ω2

m

. (10.15)

The Jij depend on the normal mode eigenvector, bim, of the mth phonon mode at

the ith ion site and the corresponding phonon frequency, ωm — the calculation of bim

and ωm can be found in Ref. [54]. The remaining variables in Eq. (10.15) are experi-

mental parameters and we use the same parameters used in Ref. [37] (we work with

conventional frequency units). The symbol νR = h/(Mλ) = 18.5 kHz is the recoil

energy of a 171Yb+, where M is the ionic mass, λ = 355 nm is the wavelength of the
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Figure 10.3: Schematic of the complete protocol we use in implementing the Ramsey
spectroscopy. (a) We initialize the state in the ground state of the Hamiltonian when
B(y) � |Jij|. Then we decrease the transverse magnetic field via an exponential ramp
in time. (b) For the time interval [t0, t], we apply the Ramsey spectroscopy protocol
and perform signal processing on the resulting measurements as a function of the final
time t.
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laser applied to the linear chain of ions, and Ω = 600 kHz is the Rabi frequency. The

parameter µ is the detuning and is defined by µ = ωCOM +3ηΩ = 1.0233ωCOM , where

ωCOM is the transverse center of mass phonon mode and the Lambe-Dicke param-

eter η =
√
νR/ωcom = 0.0621. The Jij can be adjusted to yield different power law

behavior, as described in Eq. (10.13), by changing the detuning, µ, or the asymmetry

between the axial and transverse center of mass mode. We use the latter strategy in

Sec. III. The axial center of mass mode is adjusted from 620 kHz to 950 kHz yielding

a power law fit ranging from 0.7 < α < 1.2. The energy unit, J0, that we use to scale

the Jij satisfies J0 ≈ 1 kHz for N = 10 ions. In Sec. III, we focus on the ferromagnetic

interaction with positive spin-exchange coefficients (Jij > 0).

The specifics of the Ramsey protocol we use are as follows: (1) Initialize the system

of spins along the y-direction at tinit and start with B(y)(tinit) = B0 = 10J0, (2) reduce

the transverse magnetic field via an exponential ramp with B(y)(t) = B0 exp(−t/τ)

between tinit to t0, (3) apply the Ramsey protocol in the time interval [t0, t] with

a constant transverse magnetic field, B(y)(t0) and (4) perform a signal processing

analysis on the resulting measurements. The Ramsey protocol is the same as described

above with the single spin rotation at t0 and the pure state |ψ0〉 is the state that was

time evolved from tinit to t0. Note that during step 2, the transverse magnetic field

changes in time, requiring a time-ordered-product for the evolution operator until

time t0.

10.1.3 Time Evolution

We must evaluate the time evolution with respect to the time-dependent Hamiltonian

that satisfies

i
∂

∂t
Û(t, tinit) = Ĥ(t)Û(t, tinit), (10.16)
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where Û(tinit, tinit) = Î. The resulting time evolution operator is a time-ordered

product, Û(t, tinit) = Tt exp
[
−i
∫ t
tinit

dt′Ĥ(t′)
]
. After t0, the magnetic field is held

constant and the transverse-field Ising model is time independent, which simplifies

the subsequent time evolution operator to Û(t, t0)|n〉 = exp[−iEn(t − t0)]|n〉 for the

eigenstates defined above at t0.

We follow the same procedure as we did in the previous chapter and use the

commutator-free exponential time (CFET) approach to approximate the nontrivial

time evolution operator. The details of the CFET approach can be found in Refs. [3, 4].

The central idea of the CFET approach is to use a number of Trotter approximations

to construct a single evolution operator that evolves a δt forward in time. The Trotter

factors are chosen in a manner that when combined via the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff

formula [6, 16, 29] they produce a high-order truncated Magnus expansion [53] of the

evolution operator. Depending on the number of Trotter factors used, the CFET oper-

ator can increase the order of the truncated Magnus expansion. We use the optimized

fourth-ordered CFET approach, that has an error of δt5.

10.1.4 The spectral function and spectral moments

The spectral function determines the local density of states of the quantum system.

Spectral moment sum rules are useful to understand the short time behavior and

can ultimately be applied to compare to Lieb-Robinson bounds. While the spectral

moment sum rules can be derived for the completely general nonequilibrium Green’s

function, we do so only for the case of a Hamiltonian that is constant for times t > t0

here.
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The spectral function is then defined via

Aretxx,ij(ω) =

− 1

π
Im

 ∞∫
0

dtrelG
ret
xx,ij (t0 + trel, t0) eiωtrel

 (10.17)

and the nth spectral moment is then defined as follows:

µret,nxx,ij =

∞∫
−∞

dωωnAretxx,ij(ω). (10.18)

Using integration by parts n times, one can directly relate the nth spectral moment

to the nth derivative of the retarded Green’s function as

µret,nxx,ij =

− 2

π
Im
[
in

∂n

∂tnrel
Gret
xx,ij (t0 + trel, t0)

]
trel=0+

.
(10.19)

We calculate the first nonzero spectral moments for arbitrary lattice sites i and j.

The calculations are tedious, but straightforward and finally yield

µret,0xx,ij = 0, (10.20a)

µret,1xx,ij =
4

π
B(y)(t0)〈ψ0|σ(y)

i |ψ0〉δij, (10.20b)

µret,2xx,ij = 0, (10.20c)

µret,3xx,ij = − 8

π

(
B(y)(t0)

)2
Jij〈ψ0|σ(y)

i σ
(y)
j |ψ0〉

+
δij
2π
〈ψ0|

[
B(y)(t0)

(
16
(
B(y)(t0)

)2
+
∑
kk′

JikJik′σ
(x)
k σ

(x)
k′

)]
σ

(y)
i |ψ0〉

+
4δij
π

∑
k

Jik〈ψ0|
[(
B(y)(t0)

)2
(
σ

(x)
k σ

(x)
i + σ

(z)
k σ

(z)
i

)]
|ψ0〉. (10.20d)

The zeroth and first two moments vanish except when i = j, where the first moment

is nonzero. This implies the Green’s function for i 6= j is very flat in t initially; the

case with i = j has a nonzero slope that is proportional to the transverse magnetic
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field and the polarization of the spin along the field direction. For i 6= j the first

nonzero spectral moment is µret,3xx,ij(t0) and here the coefficient is proportional to the

direct spin-spin interaction between i and j and rotated from along x to along y—the

coefficient is scaled also by the square of the transverse magnetic field. The case with

i = j is even more complicated.

10.1.5 Signal processing

The generalized Lehmann formula in Eq. (10.12) shows that the time dependence

of the Green’s function relates to the different excitation energies of the many-body

system. Since these excitation energies are discrete, the time dependence is deter-

mined by a finite set of exponentials with different weights. This is precisely the case

where compressive sensing can be employed to extract the frequencies and the weights

most efficiently from the data in the time domain; this becomes particularly impor-

tant since the extent of the time domain is limited by the decoherence time in an

experiment. The source of this decoherence is due to other spontanious emission and

experimental noise ( for example intensity fluctuations in the Raman beams ). Even

though compressive sensing is optimized for this procedure, it remains experimentally

( and therefore numberically ) challenging because there are a fairly large number of

nonzero frequencies, that can lie close to one another, and the amplitude associated

with the frequencies is low. So good data is necessary to extract all of them; instead,

we use a small number of points to simulate the case of an actual experiment and

hence we won’t be able to pick out all of the frequencies. In addition, one would

need to take multiple measurements at every time step to decrease the noise due to

counting statistics and other experimental error. Although we will not explicitly take

into account these errors, we keep these limitations in mind. A complete review of
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compressive sensing for clean and noisy signals can be found at Rice University [1].

We present a short summary below.

To Fourier transform a data set of M time steps to a frequency domain with Nstep

frequency steps, the following matrix-vector multiplication equation is solved

AF−1Gret
xx,ij(ωn) = AGret

xx,ij(tm, t0). (10.21)

Here, the inverse Fourier transform matrix, F−1, is performed by a partial discrete

Fourier transform, where the matrix size is M ×Nstep, A is the measurement matrix

that is of size M ×M , and the index n runs over the Nstep frequency steps, while the

index m runs over the M time steps. The inverse Fourier transform matrix satisfies

F−1
mn =

1

Nstep

e−iωntm , (10.22)

The construction of the measurement matrix, A, is one of the key elements of com-

pressive sensing. It is a random orthogonal matrix, whose elements, Aij, are chosen

from a normal distribution and then A is orthogonalized, where the columns of the

matrix are the vectors. When Eq. (10.21) is solved, there are an infinite number of

possible solutions, due to the fact that Eq. (10.21) is an under-determined system of

equations. The other tenet of compressive sensing is that the solution that minimizes

the absolute value of the signal in the frequency domain

min ||Gret
xx,ij (ω) || = min

∑
n

|Gret
xx,ij (ωn) | (10.23)

is the optimal solution to pick from the different choices. In addition, one can randomly

choose the time coordinates (instead of having them on a uniform grid), but we do not

use this additional randomness in this work. We employ the matlab toolkit CVX [34]

to solve Eq. (10.21) subject to the constraint in Eq. (10.23).
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Figure 10.4: Examples of the Ramsey spectroscopy as a function of time for i = 0
and j = 0 (black), 1 (red), 4 (blue), and 9 (green) with 4 different B(y)(t0)/J0 values
[B(y)(t0)/J0 is equal to the following: (a) 0.94, (b) 0.74, (c) 0.49, and (d) 0.35].
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10.2 Results

We show numerical examples of the application of the Ramsey spectroscopy protocol

to a linear chain of N = 10 spins with a ferromagnetic interaction, Jij > 0. We

perform the single spin rotation on the spin at the left end of the linear chain, i = 0,

and the characteristic transverse magnetic field ramping time is τ = 0.85/J0.

We show examples of the Ramsey spectroscopy protocol as a function of time for

four pairs of spins, the first spin is always site i = 0 and the second spin is j = 0, 1, 4,

and 9 (for the N = 10 spin chain). We study four different final transverse magnetic

fields, B(y)(t0)/J0 = 0.94, 0.74, 0.49, and 0.35. From this point on, we will assume

t0 = 0 to make the discussion simpler. As expected from Eq. (10.20), the Green’s

function for all spins at t2 = t0 = 0 starts at 0. A little afterwards, the Gret
xx,00(t, 0)

decreases linearly as a function of time, and the slope becomes more shallow as the

transverse magnetic field decreases, also as expected from the sum rules. Additionally,

at the three other sites, j = 1, 4, and 9 the Green’s function begins with a very flat t

dependence, because the first two derivatives vanish. and then decreases at different

rates dependent on the distance of the spin from the left edge i = 0 of the lattice. Note,

that as the transverse magnetic field decreases the amplitude of the measurements also

decreases. The decrease in the amplitude is due the eigenstates of the transverse-field

Ising model becoming the eigenstates of σ(x) as B(y)(t0) −→ 0.

The oscillations for i = j = 0 can be interpreted in an alternative manner via a

Loschmidt echo [43, 52]. The Loschmidt echo describes a forward propagation in time

with one Hamiltonian H = H0 + V , and then a backward propagation in time with

another Hamiltonian H0,

L(t− t0) = 〈ψ|eiH0(t−t0)e−iH(t−t0)|ψ〉. (10.24)
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The pure state Green’s function in Eq. (10.4) can then be defined in terms of a

Loschmidt echo by realizing that σxi exp−iH0(t−t0) σxi = exp−iH(t−t0), so that the local

pure state retarded Green’s function is rewritten as

Gret
xx,ii(t, t0) = −iθ(t− t0) [L(t− t0)− L(−t+ t0)] . (10.25)

We examined the Loschmidt echo time trace over a long time interval given by a length

of 100 ms. The Green’s function has significant oscillations here, sometimes including

low frequency oscillations with large amplitudes (not shown here). By comparing the

features at different times by eye, we notice that the amplitude of the oscillations

appears to remain large and not decay exponentially. This identifies that this spin

system appears to be in the localized regime because the oscillations do not seem

to decay as a function of time (if they did decay, then it would be in the diffusive

regime).

10.2.1 Lieb-Robinson bounds

Next, we want to identify how the pure state Green’s function can be employed to

examine Lieb-Robinson-like behavior. Here, we have a system that has a perturbation

initiated at the left end of the chain, and we can ask how long the initial response of

the perturbation to be seen elsewhere in the chain. Since the system has long-range

interactions, we expect the information to flow with a power-law behavior rather than

a light-cone, as determined recently [14, 30]. One idea to track this information flow

is to track some feature of the Green’s function which measures the time-delay for

the response. In looking at the results in Fig. 10.4, we see that the first minimum,

first maximum, and first zero crossing of Gret
xx,ij(t, 0) all seem to correlate with the

distance from the left end of the chain. So we plot the times at which those features
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occur for the different lattice sites in Fig. 10.5, with each panel corresponding to a

different final transverse field: B(y)(t0)/J0 = 0.94, 0.74, 0.49, and 0.35.

Figure 10.5: First local minimum (blue circles), local maximum (red circles) and zero
(black circles) of the pure state Green’s function for i = 0 and all other j lattice
sites. Here the x-axis is labeled at the equilibrium position from the left edge i = 0,
|R0 −Rj|.

In Fig. 10.5 (a), the first local minimum and maximum of Gret
xx,ij(t, 0) seemingly

have a power law behavior as a function of the relative distance from i = 0, while the

first zero is only observed for lattice sites with j < 5. As the transverse magnetic field,

in Fig. 10.5 (b-d), is decreased, the power law behavior of the first local minimum and

maximum becomes unrecognizable. The first zero crossing in Fig. 10.5 (c) seemingly
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jumps from j = 2 to j = 9. The behavior of these features at the low transverse mag-

netic field appear not to be saturating Lieb-Robinson bounds. They show no regular

behavior and hence must be governed by other longer-time physical phenomena than

the initial propagation of information.

Figure 10.6: Extraction of the first intercepts of 5 different values of c for 4 values of
B(y)(t0)/J0: (a) 0.94, (b) 0.74, (c) 0.49, and (d) 0.35. The values of the intercepts c
are: −0.0002 (black circles), −0.0005 (red squares), −0.001 (blue triangles ), −0.0015
(purple plus signs), and −0.002 (green diamonds). In addition, the dashed lines show
a power law fit, |R0 − Rj| ∝ tγ|, for each of these values. The −0.0002 power law
fits are the most consistent among the other intercepts. Interestingly, the −0.0005
intercept is able to recover the power law behavior in (d). Here the x-axis is labeled
at the spin’s relative distance from i = 0, |R0 −Rj|.
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We next plot the first intercepts of when Gret
xx,ij(t, 0) = c for 5 different values of

c, as shown in Fig. 10.6. The values we chose are: c = −0.0002, −0.0005, −0.001,

−0.0015, and −0.002 for the same transverse magnetic fields as previously used. The

Gret
xx,ij(t, 0) = −0.0002 intercept consistently seems to behave closest to a power law,

since the black circles do not vary far from the fitted dashed line. However, for the

higher intercepts Gret
xx,ij(t, 0) = −0.001, −0.0015, and −0.002, the power law fits well

only for Fig. 10.6 (a). As the transverse magnetic field decreases, the oscillations

begin to dominate the pure state retarded Green’s function and the power law fit

begins to fail. Although for Gret
xx,ij(t, 0) = −0.0005, a power law fit can be calculated

for B(y)(t0)/J0 = 0.94, 0.74, and 0.35, as shown in Fig. 10.6 (a, b, and d), it cannot

for the intermediate transverse magnetic field in Fig. 10.6 (c). Since the retarded

spin-spin is measuring the initial response, we expect this approach to work best in

the limit as the intercept c → 0. But this limit would be essentially impossible to

reach experimentally, where one wants to use as large an intercept as possible. The

net result is that for any realistic system, we need to use a compromise to determine

how rapidly the information is transferred and to examine how close that rate is to

saturating generalized Lieb-Robinson bounds.

In the short time limit, we expect the pure state retarded Green’s function to

be proportional to Jij multiplied by a spin-spin expectation value, as described

by the third spectral moment in Eq. (10.20c) for i 6= j. And following from

Eq. (10.13), the pure state retarded Green’s function is then proportional to

|R0 − Rj|−αt3〈ψ0|σ(y)
0 σ

(y)
j |ψ0〉. If this spin-spin expectation value were a constant

with distance (which would occur for a fully ordered ferromagnetic state), then one

could predict the power law to approach 3/α. Instead, we observe that the power law

|R0 −Rj| ∝ tγ has γ inversely proportional to α. This relation shows that increasing

α should reduce γ, which we see in our data, and was also seen in the experiment
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which approached these bounds in a different way [38, 65]. This relationship between

the relative distance of the spins to t examines a generalized Lieb-Robinson bound,

which puts an upper bound on how quickly information travels down the chain of

spins. Note that the original Lieb-Robinson bound was derived using the maximum

value (or maximum eigenvalue) of the retarded Green’s function, ||Gret
xx,ij(t)|| [48],

and we are considering the expectation value of the retarded Green’s function given

a pure state |ψ0〉 that is not typically a single eigenstate of the retarded spin-spin

Green’s function operator. So the results are a bit different.

In Table 10.1, we show the power law fits, |R0−Rj| ∝ t̄γ, for the different features

discussed previously for 3 different Ising interaction power laws: α = 0.9, 1.00, and

1.12. The power law fits for the first local minimum, first local maximum and the

first zero crossing vary with little discernible behavior as the transverse magnetic

field is decreased. The Gret
xx,ij(t, 0) = −0.0002 gives consistent values for γ for all the

Ising interactions we considered. The γs are higher than α, suggests that the spin-

spin expectation value is not a constant with distance. More than likely the intercept

is still set too high and higher order spectral moments are being observed as well.

Although from the Gret
xx,ij(t, 0) = −0.0002 fits, the γ’s are inversely proportional to the

α’s. The fits for intercepts where Gret
xx,ij(t, 0) = −0.0005, −0.001, −0.0015, and −0.002

are less consistent for low transverse magnetic field. The inconsistency and negative

γ are due to the oscillatory behavior of the pure state retarded Green’s function.
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10.2.2 Energy spectrum

We present numerical examples for extracting the energy spectrum via Fourier trans-

formation of the i = j = 0 data. The measurement, or calculation, of the energy spec-

trum has been previously examined experimentally [39, 69] and theoretically [43]. The

Fourier transform of the i = j = 0 data in Fig. 10.4 is performed over a time interval

of [0, 6]ms for α = 1.00 with B(y)(t0)/J0 = 0.94, 0.74, 0.49, and 0.35. As described

above, the Fourier transformation is performed by using compressive sensing. We

employ M = 64 time steps that map to Nstep = 1024 steps in the frequency domain

in Fig. 10.7 and compare the resulting delta function peaks to scaled coefficients from

the Lehmann representation of 1024Gret
xx,00(t, t0). In Fig. 10.7, the blue dots represent

scaled coefficients that can be identified to a delta function peak and the red dots are

the coefficients that cannot be readily identified with a delta function peak. When

the number of steps in the compressive sensing data, M , is increased, the number

of associated scaled coefficients increases as does the accuracy. Note though that

the majority of the red dots do cluster near blue dots and the compressive sensing

might not be able to distinguish between the different peaks. There are a few spu-

rious high frequency delta function peaks that are due to frequencies being added

together, however identifying what frequencies are being added together is not easily

done. So the Green’s function is showing that it contains much information about the

spectra, unfortunately it is difficult to extract this data from a series of temporally

short experimental runs. Here we used a basic compressive sensing scheme but a more

advanced compressive sensing algorithm (i. e. basis pursuit) might be able to further

reduce the number of measurements as a function of time, reduce the time interval,

and produce more accurate delta function peaks. In addition there are compressive
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Figure 10.7: Fourier transform of the i = j = 0 pure state retarded Green’s function of
the data taken in the time interval of [0, 6]ms. The results of the compressive sensing
(black line) are compared to the scaled coefficients of the Lehmann representation,
1024Gret

xx,00(t, 0) (blue and red circles), and to the partial Fourier transform (green
line). The blue circles are energy differences that are associated with a delta function
peak and the red circles are those that cannot be easily associated with a delta
function peak. There are also spurious delta functions peaks that are due to the
addition of two energy differences.
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sensing algorithms that can reduce the effects of noise and counting statistical error,

(i. e. basis pursuit denoise).

10.3 Conclusion

In this work, we investigated the nonequilibrium behavior of the pure state retarded

spin-spin Green’s function produced by a variant of a Ramsey spectroscopy protocol

by exploring its application to the transverse-field Ising model as simulated in a

linear Paul trap. First, we showed that the Lehmann representation of the pure state

retarded Green’s function is generalized and we determined the first three spectral

moment sum rules. We proceeded to present numerical examples of the Ramsey spec-

troscopy as a function of time. We then extracted the various features to simplify

the pure state retarded Green’s function behavior. The features we chose to extract

are: the first local minimum; the first local maximum; the first zero crossing; and

when Gret
xx,ij(t, 0) = c. From these features, we fit power laws to investigate gener-

alized Lieb-Robinson bounds. The feature that gave the most consistent power laws

was the smallest intercept, however the resulting power law was higher than expected.

This is most likely due to the intercept being too high and the oscillatory behavior

affecting the signal. The final example was to Fourier transform the measurement as a

function of time into the frequency domain. Compressive sensing was used to extract

the excitation energies weighted by the matrix elements of the generalized Lehmann

representation. This analysis was not able to extract all of the energy differences.

Additionally there are spurious high frequency delta function peaks that are most

likely due to two frequencies being added together.

What are the experimental implications of these results? It appears that it would

be difficult to use this method to extract initial speed with which information is
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transferred in the system, because the results work best for small intercepts, but

experimental error would make the data there very noisy. Similarly, one can extract

some of the excitation energy differences, but not all of them because there are too

many of them, hence it is not clear precisely what one would do with the experimen-

tally measured subset of data. Perhaps, the most interesting aspect of this Green’s

function is the Green’s function itself. After all, it is surprising to be able to extract a

retarded Green’s function from an experimental measurement, and a full knowledge

of the Green’s function allows for a wealth of different information to be determined

about the system. Indeed, this is likely the most important result of the Ramsey

experiment in these trapped ion systems. This becomes even more interesting if one

examines the more nonequilibrium case where the Hamiltonian continues to change

between times t0 and t. Unfortunately, it isn’t clear precisely what one would use that

data for.

Another interesting question is the following: In cases where the pure state |ψ0〉

represents a thermal distribution well, in the sense that the coefficients |Cn|2 are nearly

proportional to the Boltzmann factor, then does the pure state retarded spin-spin

Green’s function represent the thermally averaged retarded Green’s function well?

One might expect this to be true, because the diagonal elements in the summation

will closely resemble the trace employed in the calculation of the thermal Green’s

functions, and the off diagonal elements should become small as the system size

becomes large due to cancellations from the complex phases.

We hope future studies will clarify these issues.
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